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n October 2, 2021, Narcotics Control Bureau 
(NCB) Mumbai zonal director Sameer Wankhede 
led a sensational raid on Cordelia, a luxury cruise 
ship, and arrested 20 people who had come for 
a spot of merrymaking, confiscating what the 

sleuths claimed was a large haul of illicit drugs. The most sen-
sational catch: Aryan Khan, son of cinema icon Shah Rukh 
Khan. It was no mere gathering of revellers, the NCB inves-
tigators claimed. The volume of drugs seized, in their view, 
pointed to links with an international drugs syndicate. They 
insisted that Aryan was complicit. If charges were proven un-
der the Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances (NDPS) 
Act, 1985, the punishment could range from six months to 20 
years of rigorous imprisonment. When the rich and famous 
are in trouble, public hoopla invariably follows, fanned by the 
media. Aryan was rich by inheritance and famous only for 
being famous, even if a relative recluse.

Nine months later, the case has not only fallen flat, it 
has undergone a near-complete inversion. 
Wankhede, who then headed NCB’s zonal 
directorate, looks more like the villain of a 
botched investigation and Aryan an innocent 
victim. It started with Maharashtra’s minister 
for minorities Nawab Malik making the al-
legation that Wankhede had a dubious past—
having faked a Scheduled Caste certificate to 
get into the Indian Revenue Service, for one. 
The NCB chief then constituted two special 
teams: one to independently investigate the 
Cordelia case, the other to enquire into allega-
tions of corruption against Wankhede. 

On the first, this is what the Special In-
vestigation Team (SIT) found. To begin with, 
Aryan had nothing on him. He was arrested 
only because his friend, Arbaaz Merchant, 
was carrying six grams of charas—within 
the limits of what’s legally categorised as a much lesser crime 
than trafficking, that of personal consumption. What’s more, 
Arbaaz testified that Aryan had warned him against carry-
ing drugs on the cruise. Two, no medical investigation was 
done on Aryan to clinch any argument that he had con-
sumed charas. Three, Wankhede’s team had seized Aryan’s 
phone—without logging it as per due process—and latched 
on to a series of WhatsApp conversations where he had talked 
about procuring marijuana. But the SIT found most of these 
took place while Aryan was in California, where marijuana 
consumption is legal. One conversation relating to Mumbai, 
where Aryan had asked for a loan of Rs 80,000 to be repaid 
“in kind”, was not backed up with any corroborative evidence 
that weed had indeed changed hands. Four, the NCB sleuths 
had lumped together all the drugs they recovered in their raid 
and claimed it as a single haul, thus making Cordelia out to be 
a sort of pop-up trafficking hub—whereas the seizures were 
from entirely different individuals, with no connection to each 
other. They had all simply come with their individual stash for 
their own consumption. The NCB chief then took the rare and 
courageous decision of admitting that the bureau had made 
a mistake in indicting Aryan and five others involved in the 

Cordelia case and chargesheeting 15 others. 
The separate Special Enquiry Team started looking at 

Wankhede himself, who had earlier hit the headlines for 
investigating the drug angle to the Sushant Singh Rajput 
death and charging his ex-girlfriend Rhea Chakraborty 
with drug-related offences. Wankhede turned out to have a 
fondness for the good life and fancy watches: among other 
brands, he possessed a Rolex watch, which he had bought 
for Rs 17.40 lakh. He now has to explain to the team how he 
came to own these assets that are allegedly disproportionate 
to his known sources of income.

G roup Editorial Director Raj Chengappa, who put togeth-
er the inside story of why the NCB had to drop the case 

against Aryan, speaks of a larger theme in law—that the entire 
sordid and unjust episode may prove to have some redemp-
tive value after all. Boiled down to its essence, it holds three 
morals that may together serve to turn India towards a saner, 

more empathetic view of its narcotics laws. 
Marijuana, a soft drug traditionally con-
sumed in India, was clubbed together with 
all the harder synthetic drugs of the modern 
world under US pressure when the NDPS Act 
was formulated in 1985. At a time when parts 
of the world have realised the categorical er-
ror and are moving towards decriminalising 
its consumption, India can use this oppor-
tunity to move towards an amendment that 
allows a more nuanced approach. Specifi-
cally, spending good investigative energies 
in nabbing and penalising consumers is like 
catching the wrong end of the stick—the NCB 
has much sterner challenges in catching the 
bigger fish who produce, import and distrib-
ute on a wholesale basis. 

India is now a major transit and con-
sumption country for hard drugs. A survey by the social 
justice ministry reveals there are 80 to 100 million Indi-
ans using illicit drugs and psychotropic substances. Many 
of them will fall foul of the law and rampant arrests will 
mean Indian jails will be clogged with them. An estimated 
70,000 people are being arrested every year for illicit sale 
and consumption of drugs, and thousands languish in jails 
as they don’t have the legal resources Aryan could muster. 
For consumers, especially the young, a concerted rehabilita-
tive approach is the best—with easy-to-access counselling 
centres across India. And last but not the least, the Aryan 
Khan case offers a cautionary tale: of overzealous inves-
tigating officers whose penchant for hitting the headlines 
outstrips their professional rigour and honesty. Perhaps, the 
unintended consequence of Aryan spending 26 days in jail 
could be a review of the draconian NDPS Act as the Modi 
government is doing for many other Acts.

(Aroon Purie)
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LINE OF OFFENCE
By Anilesh S. Mahajan

T
he ruling BJP government 
at the Centre has had a week 
it would like to forget as it 
scrambled to put out the fires 

lit internationally in the Muslim world 
by the comments against the Prophet 
by some of its top leaders. The party 
has suspended national spokesperson 
Nupur Sharma and expelled the Delhi 
BJP’s media cell chief Naveen Kumar 
Jindal, the two at the centre of the fias-
co, calling them “fringe elements”. On 

June 8, Delhi Police also filed an FIR 
against the two and a few others saying 
their social media posts could cause dis-
cord. A senior police official was quoted 
as clarifying that the FIR names people 
“across communities”

But even as the country’s ambas-
sadors in West Asia and other places 
fight to control the damage, in India, the 
BJP leadership has the onerous task of 
trying to placate its enraged core right-
wing followers. Scientist and right-wing 

expositor Anand Ranganathan tweeted 
that “the Islamists only asked the BJP 
to bend but it chose to crawl”. Others 
like Subramanian Swamy talked about 
the Modi government doing “shastan-
gam dandawat before tiny Qatar”.  As 
the hashtag #SupportNupurSharma 
took wing, there was a flood of social 
media support for the suspended leader 
from the right-wing corner. A top BJP 
leader, though, defended the govern-
ment’s actions: “We are not at war with 

UNDER  
SUSPENSION 
Former BJP  
national spokesperson  
Nupur Sharma

GETTY IMAGES
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UPFRONT

the Muslims…and present-day Muslims 
can’t be held responsible for the conduct 
of those who lived 500 years back.” 

In her defence, Nupur said her com-
ments had been in response to “insults” 
made against Lord Shiva, while Jindal 
quietly deleted his offensive tweets. But 
the damage had already been done. 
Kanpur witnessed violent protests and a 
subsequent police crackdown, in which 
12 people were arrested on June 7. BJP 
Yuva Morcha leader Harshit 
Srivastava Lala was among 
those held, again reportedly 
for tweets and other messages 
related to the Prophet.

But it was the internation-
al reaction, especially in the 
Gulf countries, that put the 
party in deep embarrassment. 
All the more acutely because 
vice-president M. Venkaiah 
Naidu was just then on an 
official trip to Qatar to discuss 
modalities to celebrate 50 
years of diplomatic ties. Social 
media spaces in the Arab 
world were flooded with mes-
sages about boycotting Indian prod-
ucts, rejecting our human resources 
etc., all citing Nupur’s comments. The 
V-P’s lunch meeting with the deputy 
emir was cancelled at the last minute 
on Saturday, citing “medical reasons”. 
Fearing a media blowback, New Delhi, 
too, cancelled Naidu’s scheduled press 
conference in Qatar. 

O n Sunday, June 5, Qatar for-
eign minister Sultan bin Saad 
Al-Muraikhi summoned 

Indian ambassador Deepak Mittal to 
hand over an official note, expressing 
“disappointment of the state of Qatar 
and its total rejection and condemna-
tion of the controversial remarks made 
by an official in the ruling party in India 
against Prophet Muhammad”. As the 
news spread, other countries in West 
Asia such as Iran, Saudi Arabia and 
Kuwait also summoned the Indian 
envoys there to express their displea-
sure. Soon, the OIC (Organisation 
of Islamic Cooperation), Pakistan, 
Indonesia and other Muslim countries 

were joining in the condemnation. 
For India, West Asia and especially 

the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) 
countries are important trading part-
ners. India is dependent on them for 
over 40 per cent of its energy require-
ments, while more than 5.9 million 
Indians work in these countries, send-
ing home billions in foreign remit-
tances. With GCC countries alone, India 
has trade of more than $155 billion. 

In the past eight years, Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi has invested heavily in 
building relations with these countries. 

Senior BJP leaders claim the state-
ments of the offending leaders were in 
contravention of the stated party line. 
“Spokespersons attend TV debates as 
representatives of the ruling party...
there are strings attached to this privi-
lege. One can’t get carried away,” says a 
top leader. Critics, though, say that, for 
too long, the party has given a long rope 
to office-bearers and serial offenders like 
Nupur. Party sources claim the timing 
of the incident is unfortunate, for the 
BJP and the Rashtriya Swayamsevak 

Sangh (RSS) have been trying to curb 
the fringe elements—within the party or 
outside—from taking over the Hindutva 
debate. They say with Modi getting 
political points for the construction of 
the Ram temple in Ayodhya and the 
Yogi Adityanath government getting a 
second term in Uttar Pradesh, the party 
was in the driver’s seat to carry forward 
the larger Hindutva agenda. Indeed, the 
BJP-ruled states had started highlight-

ing contentious issues like uni-
form civil code, anti-conversion 
laws etc. again. 

The BJP is now toeing the 
Hindutva line cautiously. The 
party image has taken a beating 
internationally, and domesti-
cally it has no standing with the 
Muslim community. Indeed, 
after  the retirement of cabinet 
minister Mukhtar Abbas Naqvi, 
editor-turned-neta M.J. Akbar 
and spokesperson Syed Zafar 
Islam from the Rajya Sabha, the 
party will not have any Muslim 
representation in Parliament. 

 The party and RSS leader-
ship are also taking a restrained stand 
in the ongoing controversy related to 
the mosques at Mathura’s Krishna 
Janmabhoomi and Varanasi’s Gyanvapi. 
On June 2, speaking at an RSS training 
programme in Nagpur, sarsanghchalak 
Mohan Bhagwat said, “History cannot 
be disputed. Several temples were des-
ecrated by Islamic invaders…issues have 
only been raised on places over which 
Hindus have a special devotion”. That 
said, he added that “if the issue goes to 
court, its decision should be acceptable 
to both sides”.  BJP president J.P. Nadda 
echoed the sentiment at a press meet in 
Delhi: “The court and Constitution will 
decide (the disputes) and the BJP will 
follow their verdict in letter and spirit.”

On the ground, the heat isn’t let-
ting up. Al Qaeda has sent out suicide 
bomber threats, Delhi Police has beefed 
up security for Nupur after she alleged 
death threats, and in UP, the Yogi 
regime is back with the bulldozer and a 
list of 40 rioters in Kanpur. The Centre 
has to navigate these troubled waters 
while restoring calm all around. n

O
n May 12, Rahul Bhat, a reve-
nue department clerk, was 
shot down inside his office 
in Budgam’s Chadoora area. 

That inaugurated a season of ‘targeted 
attacks’ in the Valley—such a perceptible 
step away from the ordinary run of mili-
tant violence that New Delhi’s Kashmir 
policy again became the topic of debate. 
The past few weeks saw three more kill-
ings—of teacher Rajni Bala from Samba, 
Jammu; bank manager Vijay Beniwal 
from Hanumangarh, Rajasthan; and 
Dilkhush, a brick kiln worker from 
Bihar. The pattern of targeting was clear: 
Kashmiri Pandits, civic officials, migrant 
workers, cops. Nineteen people have fall-
en to the gun till date in 2022. By June, 
visuals of a mini-exodus were all over.

Pandit families who relocated to the 
Valley have had enough—it’s been nine 
months of living in dread, ever since three 
Hindus and a Sikh woman were killed in 

K A S H M I R

PEACE MAKES 
AN EXODUS
By Moazum Mohammad in Srinagar

October. Ashwani, one of some 6,000 
working in Kashmir under the PM’s 
Development Package (PMDP), stays 
in Budgam’s high-security Sheikhpora 
camp but, like all his cohorts, he’s ada-
mant on getting a transfer to Jammu 
or anywhere else. “Our only demand 
is relocation...we are not safe here,” he 
says. They have been staging daily sit-
ins at the camps since May. 

So far, the administration led by Lt 
Governor Manoj Sinha has posted 177 
teachers to safe zones in Srinagar, but 
the circulation of orders on social media 
along with phone numbers has further 
angered the staff. Relocation outside 
Kashmir, says a senior official, is out 
of the question for two reasons—the 
PMDP job contract is non-transferable 
and, second, the Centre does not want 
to see another mass exodus of Hindus. If 
events echo what happened in the early 
1990s even on a smaller scale, the optics 

would not be very flattering for the Centre. 
But between perceptions and reality, the 
Pandits naturally choose the latter.

The Kashmiri Pandit Sangharsh 
Samiti has submitted a four-page let-
ter to Chief Justice Pankaj Mithal of the 
J&K High Court seeking direction to the 
Centre to allow religious minorities to 
leave the Valley. Police and paramilitary 
forces have prevented Pandits from mov-
ing out of the transit accommodations, 
causing commotion on several occasions. 
“We are being used,” says Pandit represen-
tative Sunny Raina. “Woh humein bali ka 
bakra bana rahe hain (They are making 
sacrificial lambs of us). They just want to 
show the world that the Pandits are brav-
ing the militants and staying on.”

Since Article 370 was turned into a 
dead letter and the erstwhile state bifur-
cated into Union territories in August 
2019, New Delhi had been showcasing its 
achievements in Kashmir: reduced terror 
attacks, a barrage of encounters that has 
left militant outfits thin on both leader-
ship and cadre, and the rehabilitation of 
Pandits. This year, when Kashmir is host-
ing over 6,000 tourists daily, should have 
been a time marked by hope of peace.

Instead, the militants changed tack, in 
a spree of attacks on soft targets. The secu-
rity apparatus is overstretched—it’s already 
shouldering the burden of having to secure 

The BJP-RSS have 
the delicate task of 

trying to curb fringe 
elements, within 

the party or outside, 
from taking over the 

Hindutva mantle

DEADLY STRIKE Kashmiri 
Pandits at a protest in Budgam 

after the Rahul Bhat killing

AP
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the Muslims…and present-day Muslims 
can’t be held responsible for the conduct 
of those who lived 500 years back.” 

In her defence, Nupur said her com-
ments had been in response to “insults” 
made against Lord Shiva, while Jindal 
quietly deleted his offensive tweets. But 
the damage had already been done. 
Kanpur witnessed violent protests and a 
subsequent police crackdown, in which 
12 people were arrested on June 7. BJP 
Yuva Morcha leader Harshit 
Srivastava Lala was among 
those held, again reportedly 
for tweets and other messages 
related to the Prophet.

But it was the internation-
al reaction, especially in the 
Gulf countries, that put the 
party in deep embarrassment. 
All the more acutely because 
vice-president M. Venkaiah 
Naidu was just then on an 
official trip to Qatar to discuss 
modalities to celebrate 50 
years of diplomatic ties. Social 
media spaces in the Arab 
world were flooded with mes-
sages about boycotting Indian prod-
ucts, rejecting our human resources 
etc., all citing Nupur’s comments. The 
V-P’s lunch meeting with the deputy 
emir was cancelled at the last minute 
on Saturday, citing “medical reasons”. 
Fearing a media blowback, New Delhi, 
too, cancelled Naidu’s scheduled press 
conference in Qatar. 

O n Sunday, June 5, Qatar for-
eign minister Sultan bin Saad 
Al-Muraikhi summoned 

Indian ambassador Deepak Mittal to 
hand over an official note, expressing 
“disappointment of the state of Qatar 
and its total rejection and condemna-
tion of the controversial remarks made 
by an official in the ruling party in India 
against Prophet Muhammad”. As the 
news spread, other countries in West 
Asia such as Iran, Saudi Arabia and 
Kuwait also summoned the Indian 
envoys there to express their displea-
sure. Soon, the OIC (Organisation 
of Islamic Cooperation), Pakistan, 
Indonesia and other Muslim countries 

were joining in the condemnation. 
For India, West Asia and especially 

the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) 
countries are important trading part-
ners. India is dependent on them for 
over 40 per cent of its energy require-
ments, while more than 5.9 million 
Indians work in these countries, send-
ing home billions in foreign remit-
tances. With GCC countries alone, India 
has trade of more than $155 billion. 

In the past eight years, Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi has invested heavily in 
building relations with these countries. 

Senior BJP leaders claim the state-
ments of the offending leaders were in 
contravention of the stated party line. 
“Spokespersons attend TV debates as 
representatives of the ruling party...
there are strings attached to this privi-
lege. One can’t get carried away,” says a 
top leader. Critics, though, say that, for 
too long, the party has given a long rope 
to office-bearers and serial offenders like 
Nupur. Party sources claim the timing 
of the incident is unfortunate, for the 
BJP and the Rashtriya Swayamsevak 

Sangh (RSS) have been trying to curb 
the fringe elements—within the party or 
outside—from taking over the Hindutva 
debate. They say with Modi getting 
political points for the construction of 
the Ram temple in Ayodhya and the 
Yogi Adityanath government getting a 
second term in Uttar Pradesh, the party 
was in the driver’s seat to carry forward 
the larger Hindutva agenda. Indeed, the 
BJP-ruled states had started highlight-

ing contentious issues like uni-
form civil code, anti-conversion 
laws etc. again. 

The BJP is now toeing the 
Hindutva line cautiously. The 
party image has taken a beating 
internationally, and domesti-
cally it has no standing with the 
Muslim community. Indeed, 
after  the retirement of cabinet 
minister Mukhtar Abbas Naqvi, 
editor-turned-neta M.J. Akbar 
and spokesperson Syed Zafar 
Islam from the Rajya Sabha, the 
party will not have any Muslim 
representation in Parliament. 

 The party and RSS leader-
ship are also taking a restrained stand 
in the ongoing controversy related to 
the mosques at Mathura’s Krishna 
Janmabhoomi and Varanasi’s Gyanvapi. 
On June 2, speaking at an RSS training 
programme in Nagpur, sarsanghchalak 
Mohan Bhagwat said, “History cannot 
be disputed. Several temples were des-
ecrated by Islamic invaders…issues have 
only been raised on places over which 
Hindus have a special devotion”. That 
said, he added that “if the issue goes to 
court, its decision should be acceptable 
to both sides”.  BJP president J.P. Nadda 
echoed the sentiment at a press meet in 
Delhi: “The court and Constitution will 
decide (the disputes) and the BJP will 
follow their verdict in letter and spirit.”

On the ground, the heat isn’t let-
ting up. Al Qaeda has sent out suicide 
bomber threats, Delhi Police has beefed 
up security for Nupur after she alleged 
death threats, and in UP, the Yogi 
regime is back with the bulldozer and a 
list of 40 rioters in Kanpur. The Centre 
has to navigate these troubled waters 
while restoring calm all around. n

O
n May 12, Rahul Bhat, a reve-
nue department clerk, was 
shot down inside his office 
in Budgam’s Chadoora area. 

That inaugurated a season of ‘targeted 
attacks’ in the Valley—such a perceptible 
step away from the ordinary run of mili-
tant violence that New Delhi’s Kashmir 
policy again became the topic of debate. 
The past few weeks saw three more kill-
ings—of teacher Rajni Bala from Samba, 
Jammu; bank manager Vijay Beniwal 
from Hanumangarh, Rajasthan; and 
Dilkhush, a brick kiln worker from 
Bihar. The pattern of targeting was clear: 
Kashmiri Pandits, civic officials, migrant 
workers, cops. Nineteen people have fall-
en to the gun till date in 2022. By June, 
visuals of a mini-exodus were all over.

Pandit families who relocated to the 
Valley have had enough—it’s been nine 
months of living in dread, ever since three 
Hindus and a Sikh woman were killed in 

K A S H M I R

PEACE MAKES 
AN EXODUS
By Moazum Mohammad in Srinagar

October. Ashwani, one of some 6,000 
working in Kashmir under the PM’s 
Development Package (PMDP), stays 
in Budgam’s high-security Sheikhpora 
camp but, like all his cohorts, he’s ada-
mant on getting a transfer to Jammu 
or anywhere else. “Our only demand 
is relocation...we are not safe here,” he 
says. They have been staging daily sit-
ins at the camps since May. 

So far, the administration led by Lt 
Governor Manoj Sinha has posted 177 
teachers to safe zones in Srinagar, but 
the circulation of orders on social media 
along with phone numbers has further 
angered the staff. Relocation outside 
Kashmir, says a senior official, is out 
of the question for two reasons—the 
PMDP job contract is non-transferable 
and, second, the Centre does not want 
to see another mass exodus of Hindus. If 
events echo what happened in the early 
1990s even on a smaller scale, the optics 

would not be very flattering for the Centre. 
But between perceptions and reality, the 
Pandits naturally choose the latter.

The Kashmiri Pandit Sangharsh 
Samiti has submitted a four-page let-
ter to Chief Justice Pankaj Mithal of the 
J&K High Court seeking direction to the 
Centre to allow religious minorities to 
leave the Valley. Police and paramilitary 
forces have prevented Pandits from mov-
ing out of the transit accommodations, 
causing commotion on several occasions. 
“We are being used,” says Pandit represen-
tative Sunny Raina. “Woh humein bali ka 
bakra bana rahe hain (They are making 
sacrificial lambs of us). They just want to 
show the world that the Pandits are brav-
ing the militants and staying on.”

Since Article 370 was turned into a 
dead letter and the erstwhile state bifur-
cated into Union territories in August 
2019, New Delhi had been showcasing its 
achievements in Kashmir: reduced terror 
attacks, a barrage of encounters that has 
left militant outfits thin on both leader-
ship and cadre, and the rehabilitation of 
Pandits. This year, when Kashmir is host-
ing over 6,000 tourists daily, should have 
been a time marked by hope of peace.

Instead, the militants changed tack, in 
a spree of attacks on soft targets. The secu-
rity apparatus is overstretched—it’s already 
shouldering the burden of having to secure 

The BJP-RSS have 
the delicate task of 

trying to curb fringe 
elements, within 

the party or outside, 
from taking over the 

Hindutva mantle

DEADLY STRIKE Kashmiri 
Pandits at a protest in Budgam 

after the Rahul Bhat killing
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the Amarnath Yatra in the face of a 
heightened threat. The Resistance 
Front, an alleged offshoot of the 
Lashkar-e-Toiba (LeT), had issued 
a statement speaking of “dirty poli-
tics” behind the upscaling of the 
Yatra. “From 15,000 to 800,000 
pilgrim registrations and from 
15 days to 80 days, this is meant 
to provoke the sensitivities of 
Kashmir,” it said.

The threat appears real: a bus 
carrying pilgrims from the Vaishno 
Devi shrine in Katra was targeted 
with a sticky bomb on May 13, 

leaving four dead and nearly two 
dozen injured. The little-known 
Jammu and Kashmir Freedom 
Fighters owned up to the attack. 
Extra layers of security—over 
400 companies of central forces, 
besides drones—are being built in 
along the route to ensure the yatra, 
beginning June 30, goes smoothly. 
The pilgrims will also be equipped 
with radio frequency identification 
(RFID) tags for tracking.  

Another reason for disquiet: 
for all the success in pruning the 
militant roster, their ranks seem 

to be swelling again. Security offi-
cials admit the situation is “not 
stable”. In the past six months, 
over 50 youth have reportedly 
joined the militants and reports 
of smuggling of arms and sticky 
bombs have become almost rou-
tine. A drone laden with eight 
sticky bombs and grenades that 
was intercepted in Kathua on 
May 29 is being seen as only the 
tip of the iceberg. Official data 
records the seizure of 100-odd 
handguns this year. In one of the 
biggest seizures, 15 handguns, 
30 magazines, 300 rounds and 
a silencer were retrieved from 
Srinagar’s Chanapora on May 
23. Two youths were arrested. 
Police describes them as “hybrid 
militants”, who live normal lives 
with their families till activated 
online by their handlers. “It needs 
little training to pull the trigger 
of a pistol,” says a police official, 
explaining the deluge of consign-
ments from across the border. 
“They receive instructions online 
about the training and target.”

The targeted attacks fit into 
this plot: an intelligence officer 
speaks of a “policy decision” by 
Pakistani agencies. The attacks are 
mostly being executed by “boys in 
their teens or early 20s...they are 
just pulling the trigger,” he says. 
Local maulvis were seen preaching 
peace this time, but that can’t ease 
the panic among Pandits. With a 
high-stakes yatra coming up too, 
nor can New Delhi relax. n

HEAT IS ON 
A protest by 
the Pandits in 
Jammu, May 13
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WANT TO MOVE 
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O
n April 28, India’s cyberse-
curity watchdog Computer 
Emergency Response Team 
(CERT-In) issued a set of 

rules—called Cyber Security Directions—
which require companies offering Virtual 
Private Networks (VPNs) to store in 
their servers a wide range of data on their 
subscribers, including names, addresses, 
contact numbers, email addresses, IP 
addresses, ownership patterns and pur-
pose of hiring the services, for a period of 
five years. The directive made it manda-
tory for VPN service providers to report 
cyber security breach incidents within six 
hours of noticing them. Failure to com-
ply can invite a jail term of one year or a 
fine of up to Rs 1 lakh, or both. Corporate 
and enterprise VPNs have been exempt-
ed from the regulations, expected to 
come into effect on June 27.  

In response, ExpressVPN, a popu-
lar VPN service provider owned by 
British Virgin Islands-based Express 
Technologies, announced its exit from 
India. Calling it an assault on the right to 
privacy, activists and legal experts have 
labelled it as a government ploy to step 
up surveillance. The government claims 
the move would protect vulnerable citi-
zens from cybercrimes. 

Establishing an encrypted connec-
tion between computers and the internet 
and providing a private route for data, a 
VPN service protects users by prevent-
ing their IP addresses from being tracked 
by websites, law enforcement agencies, 
cybercriminals and others. Most users 
subscribe to VPN services to access com-
pany networks securely, remain anony-
mous, access geo-restricted content, get 

around internet curbs and so on.  
The new rules will force VPN firms 

to switch to storage servers, inflate costs 
and override their contractual obliga-
tion towards their customers to not dis-
close personal details. Any leak of stored 
data can expose users to its potential 
misuse. Such leaks can be a huge prob-
lem in India as, with over 270 million 
VPN users, it ranks among the top 20 
countries in VPN adoption, according 
to AtlasVPN’s global index. “The cre-
ation of these vast databases that could 
contain personal, sensitive information 
will make them honeypots,” says Prateek 
Waghre, policy director at Internet 
Freedom Foundation.  

Calling these rules “overreaching”, 
ExpressVPN has said that potential 
misuse of the new rules outweighs any 
benefit. It may not be the only company 
to leave India—firms like NordVPN and 
PureVPN have also indicated that they 
may shut shop. US-based technology 
industry body ITI, with tech firms like 
Google, Facebook, IBM and Cisco as its 
members, has sought a revision in the 

government’s directive. 
The CERT-In claims that the rules 

will not impact users’ right to privacy, 
as the agency would only seek data dur-
ing cybersecurity breaches. Government 
sources claim the rules aim to curb the 
high volume of cybercrimes—despite a 
fall of 62 per cent in data 
breach incidents in the 
fourth quarter of 2021, 
India was among the top 
five nations recording 
breaches last year, revealed 
a study by the Netherlands-
based VPN provider 
Surfshark. The move would 
make it easier to track crim-
inals using VPNs to hide 
their internet footprint. 

Critics are not convinced, though. 
“There are no clear checks and balances 
on what information CERT-In can 
request. The lack of clarity and stringent 
consequences for non-compliance could 
result in companies logging more infor-
mation than necessary,” says Waghre. 
But the Centre seems in no mood to 

relent: it has ruled out any chance of 
a revision. Union minister of state for 
electronics and information technology 
Rajeev Chandrasekhar has said that non-
compliant companies will simply have to 
pull out. Compared to several other coun-
tries, he said, India was being “very gen-
erous” in giving firms six hours to report 
security breaches. VPN services are regu-
lated or banned in countries like China, 
Russia, North Korea, Iraq, Belarus, 
Oman and the UAE. 

C ritics say the new directives can 
help expand the scope of gov-
ernment surveillance. In some 

nations, VPNs have helped dissidents 
raise their voice against authorities 
anonymously. That cover will no more 
be available in India. “The new Indian 
VPN regulations threaten to put citizens 
under a microscope of surveillance,” said 
a statement by ProtonVPN, a service 
provider. The fear also stems from recent 
moves by the Centre—last year, India 
tightened regulation of Big Tech firms by 
introducing the Information Technology 
(Intermediary Guidelines and Digital 
Media Ethics Code) Rules, 2021, to 
curb social media ‘misuse’. Techno-legal 
experts say the absence of a data protec-
tion law in India means the storage of 
data for five years can harm the funda-
mental right to privacy.  

Most cybersecurity experts claim the 
CERT-In rules are not implementable. 

“There are VPNs operat-
ing out of India, which local 
users can access without 
getting tracked,” says Jaijit 
Bhattacharya, president, 
Centre for Digital Economy 
Policy Research. Given this 
scenario, many experts say 
CERT-In should have best 
left the VPNs to manage their 
networks. “With very poor 
capacity at CERT-In, what will 

they do with such huge amounts of stored 
information?” asks cyber security expert 
Subimal Bhattacharjee. The way for-
ward, as most concur, is to create a global 
environment of cooperation. “Unless 
the world comes together, cyber security 
breaches are unlikely to be solved in isola-
tion,” says Bhattacharya. n
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the Amarnath Yatra in the face of a 
heightened threat. The Resistance 
Front, an alleged offshoot of the 
Lashkar-e-Toiba (LeT), had issued 
a statement speaking of “dirty poli-
tics” behind the upscaling of the 
Yatra. “From 15,000 to 800,000 
pilgrim registrations and from 
15 days to 80 days, this is meant 
to provoke the sensitivities of 
Kashmir,” it said.

The threat appears real: a bus 
carrying pilgrims from the Vaishno 
Devi shrine in Katra was targeted 
with a sticky bomb on May 13, 

leaving four dead and nearly two 
dozen injured. The little-known 
Jammu and Kashmir Freedom 
Fighters owned up to the attack. 
Extra layers of security—over 
400 companies of central forces, 
besides drones—are being built in 
along the route to ensure the yatra, 
beginning June 30, goes smoothly. 
The pilgrims will also be equipped 
with radio frequency identification 
(RFID) tags for tracking.  

Another reason for disquiet: 
for all the success in pruning the 
militant roster, their ranks seem 

to be swelling again. Security offi-
cials admit the situation is “not 
stable”. In the past six months, 
over 50 youth have reportedly 
joined the militants and reports 
of smuggling of arms and sticky 
bombs have become almost rou-
tine. A drone laden with eight 
sticky bombs and grenades that 
was intercepted in Kathua on 
May 29 is being seen as only the 
tip of the iceberg. Official data 
records the seizure of 100-odd 
handguns this year. In one of the 
biggest seizures, 15 handguns, 
30 magazines, 300 rounds and 
a silencer were retrieved from 
Srinagar’s Chanapora on May 
23. Two youths were arrested. 
Police describes them as “hybrid 
militants”, who live normal lives 
with their families till activated 
online by their handlers. “It needs 
little training to pull the trigger 
of a pistol,” says a police official, 
explaining the deluge of consign-
ments from across the border. 
“They receive instructions online 
about the training and target.”

The targeted attacks fit into 
this plot: an intelligence officer 
speaks of a “policy decision” by 
Pakistani agencies. The attacks are 
mostly being executed by “boys in 
their teens or early 20s...they are 
just pulling the trigger,” he says. 
Local maulvis were seen preaching 
peace this time, but that can’t ease 
the panic among Pandits. With a 
high-stakes yatra coming up too, 
nor can New Delhi relax. n
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O
n April 28, India’s cyberse-
curity watchdog Computer 
Emergency Response Team 
(CERT-In) issued a set of 

rules—called Cyber Security Directions—
which require companies offering Virtual 
Private Networks (VPNs) to store in 
their servers a wide range of data on their 
subscribers, including names, addresses, 
contact numbers, email addresses, IP 
addresses, ownership patterns and pur-
pose of hiring the services, for a period of 
five years. The directive made it manda-
tory for VPN service providers to report 
cyber security breach incidents within six 
hours of noticing them. Failure to com-
ply can invite a jail term of one year or a 
fine of up to Rs 1 lakh, or both. Corporate 
and enterprise VPNs have been exempt-
ed from the regulations, expected to 
come into effect on June 27.  

In response, ExpressVPN, a popu-
lar VPN service provider owned by 
British Virgin Islands-based Express 
Technologies, announced its exit from 
India. Calling it an assault on the right to 
privacy, activists and legal experts have 
labelled it as a government ploy to step 
up surveillance. The government claims 
the move would protect vulnerable citi-
zens from cybercrimes. 

Establishing an encrypted connec-
tion between computers and the internet 
and providing a private route for data, a 
VPN service protects users by prevent-
ing their IP addresses from being tracked 
by websites, law enforcement agencies, 
cybercriminals and others. Most users 
subscribe to VPN services to access com-
pany networks securely, remain anony-
mous, access geo-restricted content, get 

around internet curbs and so on.  
The new rules will force VPN firms 

to switch to storage servers, inflate costs 
and override their contractual obliga-
tion towards their customers to not dis-
close personal details. Any leak of stored 
data can expose users to its potential 
misuse. Such leaks can be a huge prob-
lem in India as, with over 270 million 
VPN users, it ranks among the top 20 
countries in VPN adoption, according 
to AtlasVPN’s global index. “The cre-
ation of these vast databases that could 
contain personal, sensitive information 
will make them honeypots,” says Prateek 
Waghre, policy director at Internet 
Freedom Foundation.  

Calling these rules “overreaching”, 
ExpressVPN has said that potential 
misuse of the new rules outweighs any 
benefit. It may not be the only company 
to leave India—firms like NordVPN and 
PureVPN have also indicated that they 
may shut shop. US-based technology 
industry body ITI, with tech firms like 
Google, Facebook, IBM and Cisco as its 
members, has sought a revision in the 

government’s directive. 
The CERT-In claims that the rules 

will not impact users’ right to privacy, 
as the agency would only seek data dur-
ing cybersecurity breaches. Government 
sources claim the rules aim to curb the 
high volume of cybercrimes—despite a 
fall of 62 per cent in data 
breach incidents in the 
fourth quarter of 2021, 
India was among the top 
five nations recording 
breaches last year, revealed 
a study by the Netherlands-
based VPN provider 
Surfshark. The move would 
make it easier to track crim-
inals using VPNs to hide 
their internet footprint. 

Critics are not convinced, though. 
“There are no clear checks and balances 
on what information CERT-In can 
request. The lack of clarity and stringent 
consequences for non-compliance could 
result in companies logging more infor-
mation than necessary,” says Waghre. 
But the Centre seems in no mood to 

relent: it has ruled out any chance of 
a revision. Union minister of state for 
electronics and information technology 
Rajeev Chandrasekhar has said that non-
compliant companies will simply have to 
pull out. Compared to several other coun-
tries, he said, India was being “very gen-
erous” in giving firms six hours to report 
security breaches. VPN services are regu-
lated or banned in countries like China, 
Russia, North Korea, Iraq, Belarus, 
Oman and the UAE. 

C ritics say the new directives can 
help expand the scope of gov-
ernment surveillance. In some 

nations, VPNs have helped dissidents 
raise their voice against authorities 
anonymously. That cover will no more 
be available in India. “The new Indian 
VPN regulations threaten to put citizens 
under a microscope of surveillance,” said 
a statement by ProtonVPN, a service 
provider. The fear also stems from recent 
moves by the Centre—last year, India 
tightened regulation of Big Tech firms by 
introducing the Information Technology 
(Intermediary Guidelines and Digital 
Media Ethics Code) Rules, 2021, to 
curb social media ‘misuse’. Techno-legal 
experts say the absence of a data protec-
tion law in India means the storage of 
data for five years can harm the funda-
mental right to privacy.  

Most cybersecurity experts claim the 
CERT-In rules are not implementable. 

“There are VPNs operat-
ing out of India, which local 
users can access without 
getting tracked,” says Jaijit 
Bhattacharya, president, 
Centre for Digital Economy 
Policy Research. Given this 
scenario, many experts say 
CERT-In should have best 
left the VPNs to manage their 
networks. “With very poor 
capacity at CERT-In, what will 

they do with such huge amounts of stored 
information?” asks cyber security expert 
Subimal Bhattacharjee. The way for-
ward, as most concur, is to create a global 
environment of cooperation. “Unless 
the world comes together, cyber security 
breaches are unlikely to be solved in isola-
tion,” says Bhattacharya. n
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EVEN AFTER 
THE AIADMK 

ATTACK, A WARY 
ANNAMALAI 

DOESN’T WANT 
TO HARM THE 

ALLIANCE

DRAVIDIAN ROADBLOCK

AZAM, AZAMGARH... 
THE A-Z OF TROUBLES

TA M I L N A D U

U T TA R PR A D E S H

inter-state water disputes and 
language politics, Annamalai 
says he does not know Hindi, 
opposes its imposition on 
Tamils and calls himself a pure 
Dravidian. He also quotes exten-
sively from Tamil literature in 
his tweets to emphasise that 
the BJP isn’t opposed to Tamil. 
He’s also adept at oppositional 
politics, travelling extensively to 
mobilise the cadre and keeping 
an eagle eye on perceived lapses 
in governance so as to skewer 
the ruling DMK. And the BJP 
chief, an engineer and IIM 
Lucknow graduate, also does 
not wish to take the bait offered 
by angry AIADMK leaders and 
jeopardise the alliance. “We are 
controlling ‘narrative politics’, 
and this has bettered our posi-
tion in the minds of Tamils. We 
are calling out DMK’s falling 
governance standards, level-
ling corruption charges with 
evidence, and anti-incumbency 
against the ruling government 
seems to have arrived early,” says 
an upbeat Annamalai. 

 “He is seen everywhere, 
heard every day, but is overdoing 
it and doing it too early. Voters 
may tire of him before the Lok 
Sabha polls arrive,” muses politi-
cal commentator N. Sathiya 
Moorthy. “He began well, but 
in his zeal, he may imperil both 
the party and himself.” His 
aggressive expansionism may 
trigger anxiety in AIADMK 
ranks, but many feel just that is 
not enough. “We are focused on 
strengthening our grassroots; 
balancing the energy of the 
youth and the insight of veterans 
is letting us explore new territo-
ries,” says Annamalai. “ We are 
meeting people across districts, 
and after seeing the reception 
that we receive, Tamil Nadu BJP 
is confident of winning over the 
hearts and minds of the people 
by 2026.” Annamalai’s agenda is 
easier declared than done. n

T
hings are not looking good 
for the All India Anna 
Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam 
(AIADMK)-Bharatiya Janata 

Party alliance. In fact, some utterances 
coming out of Tamil Nadu should 
count as both an embarrassment and 
a warning for the BJP brass. On June 
4, Sellur K. Raju, former minister 
and AIADMK’s Madurai West MLA, 
accused state BJP chief K. Ann amalai 
of “creating unnecess ary flutter” for per-
sonal aggrandisement. He was alluding 
to frequent claims by Annamalai on 
the BJP’s rosy prospe cts in Dravidian 
land—especially his remark that it’s 
now the state’s third largest party, 
eclipsing the Congress, which domina-
ted the landscape before the advent of 
the Dravidian parties in the ’60s. “The 
crowd that gathers for the BJP is like a 
swarm of crows that will fly away if they 
get nothing,” Raju said, not stinting on 
colourful metaphor. “Our cadres are not 
crows waiting for breadcrumbs. They 
are guided by ideology.”

The words signalled a creeping 
anger within the AIADMK, even a 
touch of existential panic. It came days 
after party veteran and organising sec-
retary C. Ponnaiyan accused the BJP 
of using “double standards” in order 
to widen its base at the AIADMK’s 
expense. “We have to rethink our strat-
egy and play the role of the principal 
opposition party if we are not to be 
overshadowed by the BJP in the long 
run,” Ponnaiyan cautioned cadres. “The 
BJP’s growth will not augur well for 
the AIADMK, the state and Dravidian 
politics in general.” Clearly, the path the 
AIADMK chose after the demise of J. 
Jayalalithaa in 2016, of virtually playing 
a Trojan horse to the BJP, has led to the 
inevitable outcome: territorial conflict. 

 Much of the anger is directed at 

J
ust months after mounting a 
challenge to Yogi Adityanath 
in the Uttar Pradesh elec-
tion, Samajwadi Party chief 

Akhilesh Yadav is himself beset by 
a twin challenge. One is external: 
he has to save the party’s bastions 
Azamgarh and Rampur in Lok 
Sabha bypolls due on June 23. Both 
are prestige seats, having been vacat-
ed by Akhilesh himself and party 
stalwart Azam Khan, respectively, 
when they moved to the assembly in 
March. The other is internal: quell-
ing dissension from uncle Shivpal 
Yadav and Azam Khan. The first has 
a strong internal component too, 
mapped by the drama that preceded 
candidate selection—the party man-
aged to finalise names just hours 
before the nomination wound up.

 After a spell of confusion, the 
party went with conservative choic-
es, yet not entirely untouched by 
controversy. From Azamgarh, it has 
fielded Dharmendra Yadav, former 
MP from Badaun and a member 
of Yadav family; in Rampur, Azam 
Khan aide Asim Raza will do the 
honours. Says an SP functionary: “A 
part of the Azamgarh unit wanted 
Dimple Yadav to contest. And in 
Rampur, they initially wished to 

reserve the ticket for Azam’s own 
family. Neither has happened. The 
bypolls are not going to be easy.”

The BJP is not the only source of 
tension. Even the BSP seems to have 
joined hands with it to make the SP 
bite the dust. Azamgarh has a size-
able Muslim and Yadav population, 
traditionally the core of the SP’s sup-
port base. This time, the BSP has 
fielded local leader Shah Alam a.k.a. 
Guddu Jamali, whose connect with 
the Muslim community may chip 
away at that core. In Rampur, the 

Annamalai’s aggressive style of put-
ting the BJP at the forefront—instead 
of being content with playing a quiet 
supporting role to the AIADMK. Not 
only him, other party leaders too have 
absorbed that spirit. Amid renewed 
speculation about ousted AIADMK 
leader V.K. Sasikala’s return to that 
party, BJP MLA N. Nagendran said: “If 
the AIADMK does not want to readmit 
the former interim general secretary 

(Sasikala), we will welcome her into the 
BJP.” As for Ponnaiyan’s charges, state 
BJP vice-president V.P. Duraisamy said 
he was merely venting his disappoint-
ment at not getting a Rajya Sabha seat.

But Annamalai, a former IPS offi-
cer who turned 38 on June 4, is at the 
centre of the skirmish. How quickly he 
has hit his stride is partly the reason 
why the focus is on him. He joined the 
BJP in 2020, and in July 2021 was 
made state president—the youngest 
ever. His mandate is clear: to pursue 
the BJP’s goal of going from a non-
entity to an influential force in Tamil 
Nadu politics. With his organisational 
ability—take the speedy recruitment 
of youth—and his public pronounce-
ments, Annamalai is leaving a mark.

As a counter to critics who accuse 
him of betraying Tamil Nadu in 

BAD WEATHER 
Will Akhilesh retain 

his momentum?

FAST ON THE DRAW 
BJP Tamil Nadu unit 
chief K. Annamalai

CHALLENGES FOR 
AKHILESH

 To save bastions Azamgarh 
and Rampur in the Lok Sabha 
bypolls due on June 23

 To retain the momentum he 
built before the assembly polls; 
to tend to the cracks visible 
during candidate selection

 To manage uncle Shivpal 
Yadav and Azam Khan

 To keep all other alliance 
partners—SBSP, Apna Dal (K), 
RLD et al—with SP
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inter-state water disputes and 
language politics, Annamalai 
says he does not know Hindi, 
opposes its imposition on 
Tamils and calls himself a pure 
Dravidian. He also quotes exten-
sively from Tamil literature in 
his tweets to emphasise that 
the BJP isn’t opposed to Tamil. 
He’s also adept at oppositional 
politics, travelling extensively to 
mobilise the cadre and keeping 
an eagle eye on perceived lapses 
in governance so as to skewer 
the ruling DMK. And the BJP 
chief, an engineer and IIM 
Lucknow graduate, also does 
not wish to take the bait offered 
by angry AIADMK leaders and 
jeopardise the alliance. “We are 
controlling ‘narrative politics’, 
and this has bettered our posi-
tion in the minds of Tamils. We 
are calling out DMK’s falling 
governance standards, level-
ling corruption charges with 
evidence, and anti-incumbency 
against the ruling government 
seems to have arrived early,” says 
an upbeat Annamalai. 

 “He is seen everywhere, 
heard every day, but is overdoing 
it and doing it too early. Voters 
may tire of him before the Lok 
Sabha polls arrive,” muses politi-
cal commentator N. Sathiya 
Moorthy. “He began well, but 
in his zeal, he may imperil both 
the party and himself.” His 
aggressive expansionism may 
trigger anxiety in AIADMK 
ranks, but many feel just that is 
not enough. “We are focused on 
strengthening our grassroots; 
balancing the energy of the 
youth and the insight of veterans 
is letting us explore new territo-
ries,” says Annamalai. “ We are 
meeting people across districts, 
and after seeing the reception 
that we receive, Tamil Nadu BJP 
is confident of winning over the 
hearts and minds of the people 
by 2026.” Annamalai’s agenda is 
easier declared than done. n

T
hings are not looking good 
for the All India Anna 
Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam 
(AIADMK)-Bharatiya Janata 

Party alliance. In fact, some utterances 
coming out of Tamil Nadu should 
count as both an embarrassment and 
a warning for the BJP brass. On June 
4, Sellur K. Raju, former minister 
and AIADMK’s Madurai West MLA, 
accused state BJP chief K. Ann amalai 
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to frequent claims by Annamalai on 
the BJP’s rosy prospe cts in Dravidian 
land—especially his remark that it’s 
now the state’s third largest party, 
eclipsing the Congress, which domina-
ted the landscape before the advent of 
the Dravidian parties in the ’60s. “The 
crowd that gathers for the BJP is like a 
swarm of crows that will fly away if they 
get nothing,” Raju said, not stinting on 
colourful metaphor. “Our cadres are not 
crows waiting for breadcrumbs. They 
are guided by ideology.”

The words signalled a creeping 
anger within the AIADMK, even a 
touch of existential panic. It came days 
after party veteran and organising sec-
retary C. Ponnaiyan accused the BJP 
of using “double standards” in order 
to widen its base at the AIADMK’s 
expense. “We have to rethink our strat-
egy and play the role of the principal 
opposition party if we are not to be 
overshadowed by the BJP in the long 
run,” Ponnaiyan cautioned cadres. “The 
BJP’s growth will not augur well for 
the AIADMK, the state and Dravidian 
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Jayalalithaa in 2016, of virtually playing 
a Trojan horse to the BJP, has led to the 
inevitable outcome: territorial conflict. 

 Much of the anger is directed at 
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in the Uttar Pradesh elec-
tion, Samajwadi Party chief 
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Azamgarh and Rampur in Lok 
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are prestige seats, having been vacat-
ed by Akhilesh himself and party 
stalwart Azam Khan, respectively, 
when they moved to the assembly in 
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ing dissension from uncle Shivpal 
Yadav and Azam Khan. The first has 
a strong internal component too, 
mapped by the drama that preceded 
candidate selection—the party man-
aged to finalise names just hours 
before the nomination wound up.

 After a spell of confusion, the 
party went with conservative choic-
es, yet not entirely untouched by 
controversy. From Azamgarh, it has 
fielded Dharmendra Yadav, former 
MP from Badaun and a member 
of Yadav family; in Rampur, Azam 
Khan aide Asim Raza will do the 
honours. Says an SP functionary: “A 
part of the Azamgarh unit wanted 
Dimple Yadav to contest. And in 
Rampur, they initially wished to 

reserve the ticket for Azam’s own 
family. Neither has happened. The 
bypolls are not going to be easy.”

The BJP is not the only source of 
tension. Even the BSP seems to have 
joined hands with it to make the SP 
bite the dust. Azamgarh has a size-
able Muslim and Yadav population, 
traditionally the core of the SP’s sup-
port base. This time, the BSP has 
fielded local leader Shah Alam a.k.a. 
Guddu Jamali, whose connect with 
the Muslim community may chip 
away at that core. In Rampur, the 

Annamalai’s aggressive style of put-
ting the BJP at the forefront—instead 
of being content with playing a quiet 
supporting role to the AIADMK. Not 
only him, other party leaders too have 
absorbed that spirit. Amid renewed 
speculation about ousted AIADMK 
leader V.K. Sasikala’s return to that 
party, BJP MLA N. Nagendran said: “If 
the AIADMK does not want to readmit 
the former interim general secretary 

(Sasikala), we will welcome her into the 
BJP.” As for Ponnaiyan’s charges, state 
BJP vice-president V.P. Duraisamy said 
he was merely venting his disappoint-
ment at not getting a Rajya Sabha seat.

But Annamalai, a former IPS offi-
cer who turned 38 on June 4, is at the 
centre of the skirmish. How quickly he 
has hit his stride is partly the reason 
why the focus is on him. He joined the 
BJP in 2020, and in July 2021 was 
made state president—the youngest 
ever. His mandate is clear: to pursue 
the BJP’s goal of going from a non-
entity to an influential force in Tamil 
Nadu politics. With his organisational 
ability—take the speedy recruitment 
of youth—and his public pronounce-
ments, Annamalai is leaving a mark.

As a counter to critics who accuse 
him of betraying Tamil Nadu in 
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seats it contested. Clearly, both par-
ties need to revive their caste magic in 
Bihar. While Nitish has the 30 per cent 
extremely backward castes (EBCs) and 
10 per cent Mahadalits as his core vot-
ers, Lalu and son Tejashwi, the RJD 
chief, have the backing of 14 per cent 
Yadavs and 18 per cent Muslims. Recent 
election results, though, suggest that the 
core vote is slipping from their grasp. 

If the census outcome stirs the caste 
cauldron again, they are likely to con-
solidate and rally behind their political 
champions again, which will suit both 
Lalu and Nitish. For the BJP, which has 
gained at the expense of the two region-
al powers in Bihar, it will be a challenge 
to beat them at the caste game.

 Over the years, the BJP has largely 
used a Plan B, combining legacy poli-
tics (like describing King Ashoka as a 
Kushwaha caste leader) and Hindutva 
slogans, but the caste count can throw 
up an entirely new set of challenges.   

“It is not difficult to understand why 
the JD(U) and RJD, parties that claim 

to represent the marginalised com-
munities, are the biggest proponents 
of the caste census. This will help them 
strengthen their identity politics where-
as a party like the BJP, which is often 
accused of religious polarisation, may 
be weakened,” says Dr Nawal Kishore 
Choudhary, retired head of the econom-
ics department, Patna University. But a 
senior BJP leader disagrees. “Let’s not 
forget that Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi has successfully stamped his OBC 
origins on the poll discourse. We have 
crunched the Mandal numbers success-
fully in UP and there is no reason why 
we cannot do this in Bihar,” he says.

Over the years, Nitish has emerged 
as the biggest proponent of a caste cen-
sus, even leading an all-party delega-
tion to meet Modi on the issue. And he 
is technically correct, for caste-based 
reservation is already a settled issue in 
India. As a senior IAS officer puts it, 
“The OBCs—like the other communi-
ties—don’t really form a homogenous 
bloc and nor are they equally deprived. 
Data from the caste count will help map 
the economic and social backgrounds 
of the population, which in turn will 
help the state offset the disadvantages 
of those left at the bottom of the social 
pyramid.” This is why the JD(U) wants 
a sub-categorisation of the OBCs and 
equitable redistribution of their quota. 

 Nitish understands the value of a 
more focused ‘positive discrimination’ 
in favour of the neediest ones. Bihar fol-
lows a system where reservation for the 
backward castes is divided into two cat-
egories —EBCs and OBCs. The Centre 
provides 27 per cent reservation to the 
OBCs whereas Bihar follows a system 
where OBCs get 12 per cent reservation, 
EBCs 18 per cent and women of back-
ward classes 3 per cent.

 That said, Bihar’s caste-based cen-
sus could trigger similar decisions in 
other states, something that may impact 
all walks of politics and governance in 
India. There have been arguments in 
favour of apportioning all opportuni-
ties under the state solely in proportion 
to the strength of communities, but 
there are questions of values as well. For 
instance, won’t such allocation seal the 
fate for open competition and the longer 
term goal of a caste-free society? There 
are no easy answers. n 

old ones will be critical for a state that elects 
40 members to the Lok Sabha.

For the BJP, which derives electoral 
strength from the homogeneity of the 
Hindus, playing the caste card is not too 
advantageous. On the other hand, the 
caste count should come as oxygen for con-
summate practitioners of the game such as 
Nitish, Rashtriya Janata Dal (RJD) patron 
Lalu Yadav and other regional players.

While the RJD—which relies on the 
Yadav-Muslim axis—had failed to win a 
single Lok Sabha seat in the 2019 general 
election, Nitish’s JD(U) had performed 
much below expectations in the 2020 
assembly polls, winning just 43 of the 115 

O
n June 2, as the Nitish 
Kumar-led cabinet 
decided to conduct a 
caste count of Bihar’s 

120 million people, it was appar-
ent that the chief minister had 
arm-twisted alliance partner BJP 
to get them onboard. A day before, 
the Bihar chief minister had held 
an all-party meeting of the legis-
lature on the issue, where BJP 
state president Sanjay Jaiswal and 
the deputy CM from the party, 
Tarkishore Prasad, joined the oth-
ers in unanimously deciding in 
favour of a caste count. Clearly, as 
a senior BJP leader who preferred 
to stay anonymous put it, the party 
is determined to “put an end to any 
impression suggesting that it want-
ed to stall the caste count”.

 Now this is contrary to the 
BJP-ruled Centre’s stated position 
on the issue. In July 2021, Union 
MoS for home Nityanand Rai had 
declared in the Lok Sabha that the 

Centre is averse to a national caste 
census of the population. 

In Bihar, the Nitish govern-
ment will set aside Rs 500 crore 
for the census, which will include 
all socioeconomic details. The 
deadline to complete the exercise 
is February 2023. Analysts say the 
caste-wise enumeration—the find-
ings will be placed in the public 
domain—could result in a massive 
social churn, with the dominant 
caste groups expected to make a 
play for a bigger slice of power.

“The downside is, it may cre-
ate fresh cracks and social tensions 
in an already fragmented society. 
New caste alliances could crop up, 
which could be to the detriment of 
the BJP,” says a senior Janata Dal 
(United) leader in Patna. 

The timing is crucial too—the 
results will become public just a year 
before the 2024 Lok Sabha election. 
Any social churn, emergence of new 
caste hegemonies or resurgence of 

THE BIHAR CASTE 
CENSUS RESULTS 
COULD LEAD TO 
A SOCIAL CHURN, 
AFFECTING THE 2024 
LS POLL OUTCOME

BSP is abstaining: that leaves open the 
chance of Dalit votes shifting to the BJP.

Dr Shilp Shikha Singh, assistant 
professor at Lucknow’s Giri Institute 
of Development Studies, feels Akhilesh 
may lack the momentum he managed to 
build before the assembly election with 
the vision of an upset win. “His biggest 
challenge is to live up to those expecta-
tions while fighting from the opposi-
tion space. The BJP has the advantage 
of being in power. And there are visible 
cracks in his support base.”

 

I
t’s at this delicate juncture that 
Shivpal and Azam are increasing 
the unease for Akhilesh. The first 

anyway has a long history of see-saw 
ties with Akhilesh: he had even walked 
out of the SP in 2017 over growing dif-
ferences. A rough-hewn patch-up was 
effected in the run-up to the assembly 
polls, and Shivpal’s party contested as 
part of the SP-led alliance. Shivpal him-
self contested from Jaswantnagar, in 
Etawah district, as an SP candidate. But 
he again felt estranged when Akhilesh 
did not invite him for a key meeting 
of SP leaders in Lucknow. Azam, for 
his part, seems to be sulking—that he 
did not field anyone from his family in 
Rampur is a dead giveaway. He resorted 
to some roundabout rhetoric on this, 
asking what reason a “poor man” like 
him would have for being upset. But 
sources close to him tell india today 
that he is indeed unhappy with the high 
command. Azam, who held immense 
sway in the party during the SP rule, 
was released from Sitapur jail only on 
May 20, after spending 27 months in 
judicial custody in dozens of cases.

 The BJP, while keeping an eye on 
the words and deeds of the troubled 
duo, is continuing its OBC focus for the 
bypoll. Bhojpuri actor-turned-politician 
Dinesh Lal Yadav ‘Nirahua’ is its man 
for Azamgarh, and former SP MLC 
Ghanshyam Lodhi has been named 
for Rampur. SP spokesperson Zeba 
Yasmeen says her party is not spooked 
by those names. “Nirahua is a non-seri-
ous candidate, the public won’t support 
him,” she says. But can Akhilesh get that 
wind in his sail again? n

By Amitabh Srivastava 
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seats it contested. Clearly, both par-
ties need to revive their caste magic in 
Bihar. While Nitish has the 30 per cent 
extremely backward castes (EBCs) and 
10 per cent Mahadalits as his core vot-
ers, Lalu and son Tejashwi, the RJD 
chief, have the backing of 14 per cent 
Yadavs and 18 per cent Muslims. Recent 
election results, though, suggest that the 
core vote is slipping from their grasp. 

If the census outcome stirs the caste 
cauldron again, they are likely to con-
solidate and rally behind their political 
champions again, which will suit both 
Lalu and Nitish. For the BJP, which has 
gained at the expense of the two region-
al powers in Bihar, it will be a challenge 
to beat them at the caste game.

 Over the years, the BJP has largely 
used a Plan B, combining legacy poli-
tics (like describing King Ashoka as a 
Kushwaha caste leader) and Hindutva 
slogans, but the caste count can throw 
up an entirely new set of challenges.   

“It is not difficult to understand why 
the JD(U) and RJD, parties that claim 

to represent the marginalised com-
munities, are the biggest proponents 
of the caste census. This will help them 
strengthen their identity politics where-
as a party like the BJP, which is often 
accused of religious polarisation, may 
be weakened,” says Dr Nawal Kishore 
Choudhary, retired head of the econom-
ics department, Patna University. But a 
senior BJP leader disagrees. “Let’s not 
forget that Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi has successfully stamped his OBC 
origins on the poll discourse. We have 
crunched the Mandal numbers success-
fully in UP and there is no reason why 
we cannot do this in Bihar,” he says.

Over the years, Nitish has emerged 
as the biggest proponent of a caste cen-
sus, even leading an all-party delega-
tion to meet Modi on the issue. And he 
is technically correct, for caste-based 
reservation is already a settled issue in 
India. As a senior IAS officer puts it, 
“The OBCs—like the other communi-
ties—don’t really form a homogenous 
bloc and nor are they equally deprived. 
Data from the caste count will help map 
the economic and social backgrounds 
of the population, which in turn will 
help the state offset the disadvantages 
of those left at the bottom of the social 
pyramid.” This is why the JD(U) wants 
a sub-categorisation of the OBCs and 
equitable redistribution of their quota. 

 Nitish understands the value of a 
more focused ‘positive discrimination’ 
in favour of the neediest ones. Bihar fol-
lows a system where reservation for the 
backward castes is divided into two cat-
egories —EBCs and OBCs. The Centre 
provides 27 per cent reservation to the 
OBCs whereas Bihar follows a system 
where OBCs get 12 per cent reservation, 
EBCs 18 per cent and women of back-
ward classes 3 per cent.

 That said, Bihar’s caste-based cen-
sus could trigger similar decisions in 
other states, something that may impact 
all walks of politics and governance in 
India. There have been arguments in 
favour of apportioning all opportuni-
ties under the state solely in proportion 
to the strength of communities, but 
there are questions of values as well. For 
instance, won’t such allocation seal the 
fate for open competition and the longer 
term goal of a caste-free society? There 
are no easy answers. n 

old ones will be critical for a state that elects 
40 members to the Lok Sabha.

For the BJP, which derives electoral 
strength from the homogeneity of the 
Hindus, playing the caste card is not too 
advantageous. On the other hand, the 
caste count should come as oxygen for con-
summate practitioners of the game such as 
Nitish, Rashtriya Janata Dal (RJD) patron 
Lalu Yadav and other regional players.

While the RJD—which relies on the 
Yadav-Muslim axis—had failed to win a 
single Lok Sabha seat in the 2019 general 
election, Nitish’s JD(U) had performed 
much below expectations in the 2020 
assembly polls, winning just 43 of the 115 

O
n June 2, as the Nitish 
Kumar-led cabinet 
decided to conduct a 
caste count of Bihar’s 

120 million people, it was appar-
ent that the chief minister had 
arm-twisted alliance partner BJP 
to get them onboard. A day before, 
the Bihar chief minister had held 
an all-party meeting of the legis-
lature on the issue, where BJP 
state president Sanjay Jaiswal and 
the deputy CM from the party, 
Tarkishore Prasad, joined the oth-
ers in unanimously deciding in 
favour of a caste count. Clearly, as 
a senior BJP leader who preferred 
to stay anonymous put it, the party 
is determined to “put an end to any 
impression suggesting that it want-
ed to stall the caste count”.

 Now this is contrary to the 
BJP-ruled Centre’s stated position 
on the issue. In July 2021, Union 
MoS for home Nityanand Rai had 
declared in the Lok Sabha that the 

Centre is averse to a national caste 
census of the population. 

In Bihar, the Nitish govern-
ment will set aside Rs 500 crore 
for the census, which will include 
all socioeconomic details. The 
deadline to complete the exercise 
is February 2023. Analysts say the 
caste-wise enumeration—the find-
ings will be placed in the public 
domain—could result in a massive 
social churn, with the dominant 
caste groups expected to make a 
play for a bigger slice of power.

“The downside is, it may cre-
ate fresh cracks and social tensions 
in an already fragmented society. 
New caste alliances could crop up, 
which could be to the detriment of 
the BJP,” says a senior Janata Dal 
(United) leader in Patna. 

The timing is crucial too—the 
results will become public just a year 
before the 2024 Lok Sabha election. 
Any social churn, emergence of new 
caste hegemonies or resurgence of 
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BSP is abstaining: that leaves open the 
chance of Dalit votes shifting to the BJP.

Dr Shilp Shikha Singh, assistant 
professor at Lucknow’s Giri Institute 
of Development Studies, feels Akhilesh 
may lack the momentum he managed to 
build before the assembly election with 
the vision of an upset win. “His biggest 
challenge is to live up to those expecta-
tions while fighting from the opposi-
tion space. The BJP has the advantage 
of being in power. And there are visible 
cracks in his support base.”
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Shivpal and Azam are increasing 
the unease for Akhilesh. The first 

anyway has a long history of see-saw 
ties with Akhilesh: he had even walked 
out of the SP in 2017 over growing dif-
ferences. A rough-hewn patch-up was 
effected in the run-up to the assembly 
polls, and Shivpal’s party contested as 
part of the SP-led alliance. Shivpal him-
self contested from Jaswantnagar, in 
Etawah district, as an SP candidate. But 
he again felt estranged when Akhilesh 
did not invite him for a key meeting 
of SP leaders in Lucknow. Azam, for 
his part, seems to be sulking—that he 
did not field anyone from his family in 
Rampur is a dead giveaway. He resorted 
to some roundabout rhetoric on this, 
asking what reason a “poor man” like 
him would have for being upset. But 
sources close to him tell india today 
that he is indeed unhappy with the high 
command. Azam, who held immense 
sway in the party during the SP rule, 
was released from Sitapur jail only on 
May 20, after spending 27 months in 
judicial custody in dozens of cases.

 The BJP, while keeping an eye on 
the words and deeds of the troubled 
duo, is continuing its OBC focus for the 
bypoll. Bhojpuri actor-turned-politician 
Dinesh Lal Yadav ‘Nirahua’ is its man 
for Azamgarh, and former SP MLC 
Ghanshyam Lodhi has been named 
for Rampur. SP spokesperson Zeba 
Yasmeen says her party is not spooked 
by those names. “Nirahua is a non-seri-
ous candidate, the public won’t support 
him,” she says. But can Akhilesh get that 
wind in his sail again? n

By Amitabh Srivastava 

COUNTING 
CASTE

B I H A R

CLASSIFIED FAITH 
Pilgrims bathe in the 

Gandek river near Patna
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BEST FOOT FORWARD
In December 2021, the Brihanmumbai Electricity Supply and Transport (BEST) 
Undertaking became the first bus service provider in the country to introduce smart 
cards and a mobile app, both named ‘Chalo’. The app is used for booking tickets and 
live tracking of bus movements. Two years ago, BEST had brought in electric buses. 
These initiatives have helped reduce losses, waiting time and use of fuel. Here are 
some facts and figures about BEST’s fleet of buses and the ongoing overhaul.

By KIRAN D. TARE

3,600
Total buses  

386  
Electric buses  

3,000  
Electric buses 
to run by end 
of 2023

6,000
MILLION LITRES  

Fuel expected to 
be saved by 2032

50%  
Passengers 
with smart 
cards  
  

6.5
CRORE  

Annual 
savings on 
coin-handling 
charges paid 
to banks  
  

3 CRORE  
Savings 
on printing 
tickets 

 20 
MINUTES  

Maximum 
waiting time in 
January 2022  

15 
MINUTES  

Maximum 
waiting time in 
June 2022

2,100 
CRORE  

Revenue loss  
per year 

2026  
The year when 
BEST is expected 
to break even in 
terms of revenue 
after the overhaul

60  
Buses 
required 
per one 
lakh people  

20  
Buses 
BEST has 
per one 
lakh people  

136  
Dedicated 
buses for 
women 
passengers 

27  
Bus depots  

4  
Depots with 
charging 
facility for 
electric 
buses

We have focused 
on reducing our 
operational cost and 
the effects are visible. 
In three years, our 
losses will come down 
to almost zero. At the 
same time, our priority 
is to increase reliability 
and availability of  
BEST buses”  

—LOKESH CHANDRA 
General Manager, BEST 

Source: The BEST Undertaking

Graphic by TANMOY CHAKRABORTY
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C
ollege unions in West Bengal 
have long been mired in 
games of political con-
trol and are fields where 

inter-party rivalries play out viciously. 
Now, the tragic death of singer KK 
(Krishnakumar Kunnath) after a per-
formance at a college fest on May 31 has 
thrown the spotlight on things other 
than the gross mismanagement being 
blamed for his demise. Indeed, such 
brazen negligence—at the 2,700-capaci-
ty Nazrul Mancha auditorium where the 
event took place, over 7,000 people were 
packed in, stopping the air-conditioning 
and generating unbearable heat—is 
linked with the very nature of how the 
unions operate. Over everything else are 
the huge funds unions have at their dis-
posal and the clout they allegedly wield 
over the college administrations.

Election for college unions under 
Calcutta University (CU) was last held 

By Romita Datta

UPFRONT

W E S T B E N G A L

UNIONS OF PATRONAGE
annual budget itself of some colleges. 
Unions are allowed a union charge 
from each student, which comes to Rs 
5-8 lakh annually, and is factored in 
the college fee. About the rest, authori-
ties are kept in the dark. According to 
Students’ Federation of India leader 
Debanjan Dey, they come from “ille-
gal practices”, like the sale of seats. “In 
pre-digital days, unions had supreme 
control over admission…. The cost of a 
seat in Geography (Hons) in a city coll-
ege varied between Rs 1 lakh and Rs 1.2 
lakh, and seats for Science sub jects cost 
between Rs 50,000 and Rs 70,000,” 
Dey adds. With online adm  issions, 
unions allegedly sell unutilised seats 
from the second/ third lists at exorbi-
tant prices. Students admitted thus are 
required to pay up for various college 
events, even allegedly for celebrating the 
birthdays of local (TMC) leaders. 

Unions mobilise funds—‘extra’ tick-
ets at the KK concert were allegedly 
sold for as much as Rs 3,000—a por-
tion of which is said to feed a section of 
the TMC (college unions also promote 
the party). “College is the best ground 
for indoctrinating young minds. The 
ruling party is making full use of it by 
pushing its leaders in governing bodies, 
and as guests of honour and speakers in 
programmes. A fest brought in Nikhita 
Gandhi as a star performer, but TMC 
leaders in attendance gave such long 
speeches that the singer was left with no 
time to sing,” says a student from a cen-
tral Kolkata college.

“The source of huge budgets for fests 
is a mystery. Local political leaders con-
trol the colleges under their jurisdiction. 
Often pri ncipals succumb to pressure,” 
says Subhodoy Dasgupta, president of 
the left-leaning West Bengal College 
and University Teachers’ Association.

Chief minister 
Mamata Banerjee is now 
talking about impos-
ing strictures on unions, 
like curbing extravagant 
spending. But with coll-
ege unions flouting rules 
with impunity for so 
long, it will be a tall ask. n

POWER AND 
MONEY ARE 

REASONS WHY 
STAKES ARE 
HIGH IN THE 

CONTROL OF 
UNIONS

in 2017. With the term for each union 
being one year, fresh polls were due in 
2018. However, the Trinamool Congress 
regime has been dragging its feet over 
it—one reason is the fear of losing the 
stranglehold they now have over the 
unions. The other is because it wants to 
replace elected unions by a nominated 
students’ council—where members 
would be appointed by college govern-
ing bodies—in the long run. Governing 
bodies are said to be dominated by the 
TMC. Out of 150 state sponsored/ aided 
colleges under CU, only one has a Left 
affiliated union; most are 
run by the TMC.  

Power and money are 
the reasons why stakes are 
so high in controlling the 
unions. For fests, they are 
known to spend anywhere 
between Rs 20 and Rs 25 
lakh, nearly matching the 

P
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BEFORE TRAGEDY STRUCK 
KK performing at a concert
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G L A S S H O U S E HARDIK  
SPILLS SOME  

GEHLOT SECRETS 

Gujarat’s Hardik Patel, who 
has recently switched 
to BJP from Congress, 

is damaging his former party 
in neighbouring Rajasthan 
too. He has revealed that 

Raghu Sharma, the Congress 
in-charge for Gujarat, had 
confided in him that Chief 

Minister Ashok Gehlot had 
performed so poorly that the 

party would not win more than 
10 seats in the next assembly 
election. Sharma has denied 

having said any such thing 
to Patel and questioned 

his credibility and stature. 
Interestingly, Congress 

insiders claim that 
Sharma was made 

in-charge of Gujarat 
because the high 

command wanted 
to get rid of him 

as the health 
minister of 
Rajasthan.

BJP MP from Pilibhit 
Varun Gandhi has been 

providing transportation 
and accommodation to poor 
students who have to travel 
long distances to reach 
examination centres. Varun 
himself responds on social 
media to any youngster 
seeking help. However, 
BJP insiders call it a ploy 
to stay relevant after being 
sidelined. The three-time 
MP was removed from the 
BJP National Executive last 
year after he had demanded 
justice for families of farmers 
killed in Lakhimpur Kheri. 

W ith Jharkhand CM Hem
ant Soren questioning 

the lack of ‘official briefings’ by 
the Enforcement Directorate 
(ED) on the raids in the state, 
his party JMM has accused 
BJP MP Nishikant Dubey of 
tweeting about the ED’s action 
before hand. Though Dubey 
denied the allegation, his 
tweets about the ED’s findings 
are drawing traction. From 
tweeting about a Jharkhand 
politician having invested 
Rs 54 crore in properties 
to likely action against the 
CM’s advisor, Dubey has kept 
Twitterverse agog.     

All Atwitter  
About the ED

UPFRONT

PROVIDENT 
POLITICS

The BJP’s fielding of Ghan shyam 
Lodhi from Uttar Pra desh’s Ram

pur seat has brought down the curtain 
on cabinet minister Mukhtar Abbas 
Naqvi’s bid to enter Parliament. 
He was already denied reelection 
to Rajya Sabha from Jharkhand. 
Now, the BJP, for the first time since 
1990, will have no Muslim face in 
Parliament. Two other Muslims, 
Sayed Zafar Islam and M.J. Akbar, 
have been denied reelection. It also 
has no Muslim 
MLA in the 
community’s 
strongholds 
in UP, Bihar, 
West Bengal 
and Assam.

No Place for Muslims

BJP national sec retary 
Pankaja Munde 

convinced Madhya 
Pradesh chief minister 
Shivraj Singh Chouhan to 
visit her father Gopinath 

Munde’s memorial in Beed, Maharashtra, 
on his death anniversary on June 3. But 
there’s more to it than meets the eye. 
Pankaja is co-in-charge of MP, which goes 
to the polls next year. She and Chouhan 
both represent the OBC community. As 
politics over OBC reservation is heated in 
both states, Pankaja’s Chouhan outreach 
is seen as an attempt to consolidate 
support for her candidature in the 

Maharashtra legislative council polls 
due in July.

REACHING 
OUT TO MAMA

—Kaushik Deka with Rohit Parihar, Anilesh S. Mahajan,  
Kiran D. Tare, Prashant Srivastava and Amitabh Srivastava  

Illustration by SIDDHANT JUMDE
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So, I decided to form an SIT to go into the Aryan case 
apart from initiating a special vigilance enquiry into the 
allegations against Wankhede.”

These two decisions by Pradhan would set in motion 
a major process that would see the NCB take the rare 
and courageous decision of admitting it had made a 
mistake in indicting Aryan and five others involved in 
the Cordelia cruise case and chargesheeting the 14 oth-
ers who were apprehended. The NCB admitted that its 
Mumbai unit had erred gravely in its investigation and 
that it would take stern action against errant officials, 
including Wankhede. Such a move would bring discredit 
to the NCB but also usher in a much-needed course cor-
rection in its functioning that could eventually redeem 
its reputation. “It would strengthen our determination 
to focus on the big fish in the drugs business rather than 
chase lesser offences. It will do enormous good to our 
fight against drug trafficking,” Pradhan told india to-
day in an interview (see ‘Go after the big fish rather than 
consumers’).

there was a turning point in the Aryan 
Khan case, it came on November 12 last 
year, on his 24th birthday. Aryan, the 
eldest son of Bollywood superstar Shah 
Rukh Khan, had been summoned that 
day for questioning by the Special In-
vestigation Team (SIT) of the Narcotics 
Control Bureau (NCB). The SIT had been 
formed to conduct an independent probe 
of the charges of possession and con-
sumption of illicit drugs against Aryan 
and 19 others—a case prepared by the 
NCB’s zonal directorate, then headed by 
the flamboyant Sameer Wankhede.

A month earlier, Wankhede had led the raid that 
resulted in the sensational arrest of Khan when he 
and five friends were boarding cruise ship Cordelia at 
the Mumbai port on October 2. The NCB zonal team 
claimed that they had seized a substantial quantity 
of illicit drugs from them and others who were to 
board the cruise ship and that Aryan had links with 
an international drugs syndicate. Had the charges 
been proven, punishment for Khan under the Narcotic 
Drugs and Psychotropic Substances (NDPS) Act, 
1985, could have ranged from six months to 20 years 
of rigorous imprisonment.

However, as Wankhede waded into a series of 
controversies involving his own probity as well proce-
dural lapses in the conduct of the Aryan Khan case, 
NCB chief S.N. Pradhan decided he needed an inde-
pendent probe to ascertain the truth. “The Wankhede 
saga,” he says, “was overtaking the Aryan Khan one 
and, in both cases, the NCB’s reputation was at stake. 

IF

COVER STORY  |   ARYAN KHAN

Why the  
charges against  

Aryan Khan  
were dropped 

him on the basis that 
Arbaaz, who was to share 
his room on the cruise, 
was allegedly found car-
rying 6 gms of charas in 
his socks. In his state-
ment, Arbaaz claimed 
that the charas was for 
his personal use, and that 
Aryan had advised him 
against carrying drugs to 
the cruise saying, “NCB 
guys are active.” That 
Aryan did not possess 
drugs when he was ap-
prehended is one of the 
major reasons why the 
charges against him had 
to be dropped.
Wankhede tried to link 
all the drugs recovered 
during the search so that 
the total quantity would 
be sufficient to be deemed 
‘commercial’, attracting 
severe punishment under 
the NDPS and suggest-
ing the existence of an 
organised gang that in-
cluded Aryan. But the SIT 
found no links among the 

various groups caught in 
possession of drugs on 
that day.

CONSUMPTION  
OF DRUGS
Wankhede’s team tried 
to use WhatsApp chats 
recovered from Aryan’s 
mobile phone to show 

that he was a regular 
consumer of drugs. But 
most of the chats alleg-
edly suggesting that he 
was purchasing can-
nabis date back to when 
he was in California, US, 
where it is legal to do so. 
There were some 
conversations in India, 
but the NCB’s Mumbai 
unit couldn’t come up 
with any corrobora-
tive evidence. Unless 
backed by such evidence, 
WhatsApp chats are not 
admissible in court.  
Wankhede had not 
followed the laid down 
procedure while exam-
ining Aryan’s mobile 
phone records, further 
weakening the case.
The NCB’s Mumbai 
team failed to get Aryan’s 
medical examination 
done on the day he was 
apprehended to check for 
consumption of drugs. 
The SIT ruled that the 
evidence mounted was 

not beyond reasonable 
doubt.

PURCHASE AND  
SALE OF DRUGS 
The NCB’s Mumbai unit 
latched on to Aryan’s 
Wha  tsApp chat with 
his acquaintance Achit 
Kumar, who owed him Rs 
80,000. In the conversa-
tion, Aryan asks for part 
of the debt to be ret  urned 
in kind, which was pre-
sumed to mean charas. 
But Achit had so far repaid 
him only in cash and there 
is no proof that he ever 
supplied drugs to Aryan.  
The other WhatsApp 
chats allegedly referring 
to drugs in India, have 
no legal value unless 
backed by corroborative 
evidence, which the NCB 
couldn’t get. 
The SIT also ruled out 
any possibility of Aryan 
having links with organ-
ised drugs gangs and 
international cartels. n

A ryan Khan 
was detained 
on October 2, 
2021, when 

he was about to board 
the Goa-bound Cordelia 
cruise ship along with 
long-time friend Arbaaz 
Merchant and a few 
acquaintances. He was 
arrested the next day 
by the Narcotics Control 
Bureau’s (NCB) Mumbai 
unit, then helmed by 
zonal director Sameer 
Wankhede, on charges of 
possession and con-
sumption of drugs under 
the Narcotic Drugs and 

Psychotropic Substances 
(NDPS) Act of 1985. Pun-
ishment for the offences 
is rigorous imprisonment 
for anything between 
six months and 20 years. 
Here are the major 
reasons why the Special 
Investigation Team (SIT) 
headed by Sanjay Singh 
of the NCB dropped the 
charges against him:

POSSESSION  
OF DRUGS 
While Wankhede’s 
team had not found any 
drugs in Aryan’s posses-
sion, it initially charged 

THE INSIDE STORY
If Aryan Khan has become one of the driving forces of the 
reforms process, it is because his case represents the trials and 
tribulations that thousands of youngsters undergo when booked 
under the NDPS Act for consuming illicit drugs. When Khan 
came to meet the SIT team, he had already spent 26 days in jail, 
with two lower courts having rejected his pleas for bail and only 
the Bombay High Court providing him relief. Conscious of how 
the media hounds such celebrities, Sanjay Singh, NCB’s deputy 
director general (operations), who headed the SIT, asked Khan 
to come incognito to the guest house of the heavily guarded 
commando unit of the Central Reserve Police Force (CRPF) in 
Navi Mumbai. Singh, a seasoned police officer, who had served 
with the Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) prior to joining 
the NCB, confessed that he had not expected the kind of soul-
searching queries that Khan would make.

Singh first made Khan comfortable by telling him that he 
had come with “an open mind” and that he could speak to him 
freely. Speaking in Hindi, Khan then confronted Singh with 
a series of uncomfortable questions. “Sir,” he asked him, “you 
have painted me as an international drugs trafficker, that I 

“There was no 
evidence available 
to file a complaint 

against Aryan 
Khan. The case 
was judicially 

weak”
SANJAY SINGH

Deputy Director General 
(Operations), NCB
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GAOL VISIT  Shah Rukh Khan at the Arthur 
Road jail, Mumbai, after meeting son Aryan
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So, I decided to form an SIT to go into the Aryan case 
apart from initiating a special vigilance enquiry into the 
allegations against Wankhede.”

These two decisions by Pradhan would set in motion 
a major process that would see the NCB take the rare 
and courageous decision of admitting it had made a 
mistake in indicting Aryan and five others involved in 
the Cordelia cruise case and chargesheeting the 14 oth-
ers who were apprehended. The NCB admitted that its 
Mumbai unit had erred gravely in its investigation and 
that it would take stern action against errant officials, 
including Wankhede. Such a move would bring discredit 
to the NCB but also usher in a much-needed course cor-
rection in its functioning that could eventually redeem 
its reputation. “It would strengthen our determination 
to focus on the big fish in the drugs business rather than 
chase lesser offences. It will do enormous good to our 
fight against drug trafficking,” Pradhan told india to-
day in an interview (see ‘Go after the big fish rather than 
consumers’).

there was a turning point in the Aryan 
Khan case, it came on November 12 last 
year, on his 24th birthday. Aryan, the 
eldest son of Bollywood superstar Shah 
Rukh Khan, had been summoned that 
day for questioning by the Special In-
vestigation Team (SIT) of the Narcotics 
Control Bureau (NCB). The SIT had been 
formed to conduct an independent probe 
of the charges of possession and con-
sumption of illicit drugs against Aryan 
and 19 others—a case prepared by the 
NCB’s zonal directorate, then headed by 
the flamboyant Sameer Wankhede.

A month earlier, Wankhede had led the raid that 
resulted in the sensational arrest of Khan when he 
and five friends were boarding cruise ship Cordelia at 
the Mumbai port on October 2. The NCB zonal team 
claimed that they had seized a substantial quantity 
of illicit drugs from them and others who were to 
board the cruise ship and that Aryan had links with 
an international drugs syndicate. Had the charges 
been proven, punishment for Khan under the Narcotic 
Drugs and Psychotropic Substances (NDPS) Act, 
1985, could have ranged from six months to 20 years 
of rigorous imprisonment.

However, as Wankhede waded into a series of 
controversies involving his own probity as well proce-
dural lapses in the conduct of the Aryan Khan case, 
NCB chief S.N. Pradhan decided he needed an inde-
pendent probe to ascertain the truth. “The Wankhede 
saga,” he says, “was overtaking the Aryan Khan one 
and, in both cases, the NCB’s reputation was at stake. 
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were dropped 

him on the basis that 
Arbaaz, who was to share 
his room on the cruise, 
was allegedly found car-
rying 6 gms of charas in 
his socks. In his state-
ment, Arbaaz claimed 
that the charas was for 
his personal use, and that 
Aryan had advised him 
against carrying drugs to 
the cruise saying, “NCB 
guys are active.” That 
Aryan did not possess 
drugs when he was ap-
prehended is one of the 
major reasons why the 
charges against him had 
to be dropped.
Wankhede tried to link 
all the drugs recovered 
during the search so that 
the total quantity would 
be sufficient to be deemed 
‘commercial’, attracting 
severe punishment under 
the NDPS and suggest-
ing the existence of an 
organised gang that in-
cluded Aryan. But the SIT 
found no links among the 

various groups caught in 
possession of drugs on 
that day.

CONSUMPTION  
OF DRUGS
Wankhede’s team tried 
to use WhatsApp chats 
recovered from Aryan’s 
mobile phone to show 

that he was a regular 
consumer of drugs. But 
most of the chats alleg-
edly suggesting that he 
was purchasing can-
nabis date back to when 
he was in California, US, 
where it is legal to do so. 
There were some 
conversations in India, 
but the NCB’s Mumbai 
unit couldn’t come up 
with any corrobora-
tive evidence. Unless 
backed by such evidence, 
WhatsApp chats are not 
admissible in court.  
Wankhede had not 
followed the laid down 
procedure while exam-
ining Aryan’s mobile 
phone records, further 
weakening the case.
The NCB’s Mumbai 
team failed to get Aryan’s 
medical examination 
done on the day he was 
apprehended to check for 
consumption of drugs. 
The SIT ruled that the 
evidence mounted was 

not beyond reasonable 
doubt.

PURCHASE AND  
SALE OF DRUGS 
The NCB’s Mumbai unit 
latched on to Aryan’s 
Wha  tsApp chat with 
his acquaintance Achit 
Kumar, who owed him Rs 
80,000. In the conversa-
tion, Aryan asks for part 
of the debt to be ret  urned 
in kind, which was pre-
sumed to mean charas. 
But Achit had so far repaid 
him only in cash and there 
is no proof that he ever 
supplied drugs to Aryan.  
The other WhatsApp 
chats allegedly referring 
to drugs in India, have 
no legal value unless 
backed by corroborative 
evidence, which the NCB 
couldn’t get. 
The SIT also ruled out 
any possibility of Aryan 
having links with organ-
ised drugs gangs and 
international cartels. n
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was detained 
on October 2, 
2021, when 

he was about to board 
the Goa-bound Cordelia 
cruise ship along with 
long-time friend Arbaaz 
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by the Narcotics Control 
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Wankhede, on charges of 
possession and con-
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the Narcotic Drugs and 
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(NDPS) Act of 1985. Pun-
ishment for the offences 
is rigorous imprisonment 
for anything between 
six months and 20 years. 
Here are the major 
reasons why the Special 
Investigation Team (SIT) 
headed by Sanjay Singh 
of the NCB dropped the 
charges against him:

POSSESSION  
OF DRUGS 
While Wankhede’s 
team had not found any 
drugs in Aryan’s posses-
sion, it initially charged 

THE INSIDE STORY
If Aryan Khan has become one of the driving forces of the 
reforms process, it is because his case represents the trials and 
tribulations that thousands of youngsters undergo when booked 
under the NDPS Act for consuming illicit drugs. When Khan 
came to meet the SIT team, he had already spent 26 days in jail, 
with two lower courts having rejected his pleas for bail and only 
the Bombay High Court providing him relief. Conscious of how 
the media hounds such celebrities, Sanjay Singh, NCB’s deputy 
director general (operations), who headed the SIT, asked Khan 
to come incognito to the guest house of the heavily guarded 
commando unit of the Central Reserve Police Force (CRPF) in 
Navi Mumbai. Singh, a seasoned police officer, who had served 
with the Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) prior to joining 
the NCB, confessed that he had not expected the kind of soul-
searching queries that Khan would make.

Singh first made Khan comfortable by telling him that he 
had come with “an open mind” and that he could speak to him 
freely. Speaking in Hindi, Khan then confronted Singh with 
a series of uncomfortable questions. “Sir,” he asked him, “you 
have painted me as an international drugs trafficker, that I 
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finance drug trafficking—aren’t these charges absurd? They did 
not find any drugs on my person that day and yet they arrested 
me. Sir, you have done me great wrong and ruined my reputa-
tion. Why did I have to spend so many weeks in jail—did I really 
deserve it?” Noncommittal in his replies, Singh told Khan that he 
had just started his investigation and would cross-check all this. 
Later, Singh would admit to his colleagues that Khan’s accusa-
tion of the NCB doing him great harm without justification had 
greatly pricked his conscience.

K
han then surprised the SIT with his knowledge 
of the NDPS Act, reeling off sections that would have 
a bearing on his case. Khan said he had asked for a 
copy of the Act while he was in the NCB lock-up and 

given it a thorough read. He then asked the officers why he was 
being charged under the section that referred to the financing 
and trafficking of illicit drugs when he had done nothing of the 
kind. Khan also claimed that in the lock-up, he was witness to 
how the NCB officers would arbitrarily up the quantity of drugs 
they had seized from an arrested person. Asked why the quantity 
of drugs seized matter, Khan told him that under the NDPS Act, 
there are three classifications for possession of drugs—small for 
personal use, intermediate for both personal and petty sale, and 
commercial trafficking. The law had different punishments for 
different quantities of drug seized and the classification they fell 
under. While in custody, Aryan Khan says he saw NCB offi cials 
treat some of the other accused badly but clarified that he himself 
was subjected only to threats, not any assault.

When Singh asked Khan to narrate 
his version of events from the beginning, 
he began by confessing how he picked 
up the habit of smoking weed when he 
was studying in the US. He did so, he 
said, because he had sleep disorders and 
thought weed would help him overcome it. 
However, Khan simultaneously made it a 
point to mention that in California where 
he was studying, smoking cannabis was 
legal. While Khan spoke candidly about 
his life in the US, he was more circum-
spect while describing incidents in India 
and admitted to no wrong. In a What-
sApp chat with his friend Achit Kumar 
that NCB officials had extracted, Khan 
had allegedly asked Achit to repay the Rs 
80,000 he owed him partly in kind, which 
was assumed to mean weed. Khan denied 
it, citing as proof the fact that Achit was 
returning the amount in cash instal-
ments—something his friend himself 
corroborated subsequently.

Meanwhile, Bollywood superstar and 
Aryan’s father Shah Rukh Khan too said 
he wanted to meet Singh. The latter told 
his team that it was okay for Shah Rukh 

“Aryan was 
a one-off 
case of a 

person from 
a renowned 
family. Yet 
with all the 

money power 
and best legal 
team, he still 
suffered for 

26 days”
SATISH 

MANESHINDE
Aryan Khan’s 

lawyer

Controversy and the 
attendant spotlight 
have followed Sameer 
Wankhede ever since he 
joined as Mumbai zonal 
director of the Narcotics 
Control Bureau (NCB) two 
years ago. Wankhede 
prided himself on taking 
on the rich and famous 
even when he served 
in the customs depart-
ment and later at the 
NCB. He loved the good 
life, dressed well, wore 
fancy watches and in his 
personal life, had  
married again after 
divorcing his first wife, a 
Muslim doctor.  

He shot into the 
limelight when he hea ded 
the team that probed the 
use of drugs by Bolly-
wood star Sushant Singh 
Rajput—before he took 
his life in June 2020—
and his ex-girlfriend 
Rhea Chakraborty. 
Wankhede’s team char-
ged Rhea and her brother 
with posse ssion and 
consumption of drugs, 
apart from its sale, under 
sections of the NDPS Act 
that have provisions for 
severe jail sentences.  

When Wankhede 
arrested Aryan Khan, son 
of Bollywood superstar 
Shah Rukh Khan, under 
charges of drug abuse, it 
created a national sensa-
tion. He made it out to be 

the biggest catch that 
painted Bollywood as a 
den of drug addicts and 
hinted its involvement 
with a huge narcotics 
cartel. 

His integrity, however, 
came under question 
after Nawab Malik, Ma-
harashtra’s minorities 
minister, hurled a series 
of allegations against 
Wankhede, including that 
he had faked his caste 
certificate to become 
eligible for the quota  
reserved for scheduled 
castes in the Indian Reve-
nue Service (IRS) batch of 
2008, owns a restaurant 
with a bar licence and has 
assets disproportion-
ate to his known income. 
The NCB then decided to 
set up a Special Enquiry 
Team (SET) to investigate 
charges of corruption 
against Wankhede. With 
that, the hunter became 
the hunted. india today 
learnt that the SET has 
come up with the follow-
ing disturbing findings 
about Wankhede:

That he took a loan from 
Viral Rajan, a Mumbai 
resident, of Rs 5.59 lakh 
to go for a holiday in 
the Maldives, where he 
stayed at the Taj Exotica. 
But while intimating 
the NCB, he claimed he 
spent Rs 1.25 lakh. The 
SET report pointed out 
that it was a violation 
of the code of conduct. 
While Rajan claimed that 
Wankhede had been re-
turning the money in in-
stalments, the SET found 

that this began only after 
Malik raised allegations 
about the loan.

Rajan admitted that 
Wankhede had sold him 
four watches—a Cartier 
worth Rs 10.6 lakh for 
Rs 6.4 lakh; a Tag Heuer 
priced at Rs 1.68 lakh for 
Rs 40,000, another watch 
of the same brand worth 
Rs 1.10 lakh for Rs 30,000, 
and an Omega worth Rs 1 
lakh for Rs 30,000. In all, 
stated Rajan, Wankhede 
sold these watches, worth 

Rs 14.18 lakh for Rs 7.40 
lakh. Rajan says he paid 
this amount through 
a cheque in favour of 
Wankhede’s wife, Kranti 
Redkar, an actor.

The SET found that Sa-
meer Wankhede bought 
a Rolex for Rs 17.40 lakh, 
which he had not report-
ed to the NCB. Wankhede 
told the SET that his 
wife had gifted it to him 
and that wearing “good 
clothes” was not corrup-
tion. The SET report goes 
into the possibility of his 
having disproportionate 
assets as compared to his 
known sources of income. 
His wife’s IT returns show 

a net income of Rs 21 lakh 
in the past three years. 
Sameer’s net income for 
the past two years was Rs 
34 lakh. The SET pointed 
out that value of the two 
unreported trips and 
transactions Wankhede 
and his wife made  
totalled Rs 29.75 lakh, 
while their net income 
was Rs 45 lakh during 
that exact period.

The SET team found 
major lacunae and lapses 
on the part of Wankhede 
and his team while 
conducting the Cordelia 
cruise arrests, including 
no proper documenta-
tion regarding seizure 
of phones, allegations of 
taking away valuables 
without documentation, 
use of stock witnesses 
and claiming unrelated 
recoveries of drugs as a 
collective conspiracy.

The SET report stated 
that the allegations 
regarding Wankhede 
obtaining a false caste 
certificate and of hav-
ing a bar permit licence 
since 1997 are being 
investigated by the 
ministry of home affairs 
and the Mumbai police, 
respectively. It recom-
mended that disciplinary 
action be taken against 
Wankhede by his par-
ent organisation, the 
IRS. Wankhede rejects 
all charges and says he 
has perfectly legitimate 
grounds on which to  
disprove all such  
allegations. n
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finance drug trafficking—aren’t these charges absurd? They did 
not find any drugs on my person that day and yet they arrested 
me. Sir, you have done me great wrong and ruined my reputa-
tion. Why did I have to spend so many weeks in jail—did I really 
deserve it?” Noncommittal in his replies, Singh told Khan that he 
had just started his investigation and would cross-check all this. 
Later, Singh would admit to his colleagues that Khan’s accusa-
tion of the NCB doing him great harm without justification had 
greatly pricked his conscience.

K
han then surprised the SIT with his knowledge 
of the NDPS Act, reeling off sections that would have 
a bearing on his case. Khan said he had asked for a 
copy of the Act while he was in the NCB lock-up and 

given it a thorough read. He then asked the officers why he was 
being charged under the section that referred to the financing 
and trafficking of illicit drugs when he had done nothing of the 
kind. Khan also claimed that in the lock-up, he was witness to 
how the NCB officers would arbitrarily up the quantity of drugs 
they had seized from an arrested person. Asked why the quantity 
of drugs seized matter, Khan told him that under the NDPS Act, 
there are three classifications for possession of drugs—small for 
personal use, intermediate for both personal and petty sale, and 
commercial trafficking. The law had different punishments for 
different quantities of drug seized and the classification they fell 
under. While in custody, Aryan Khan says he saw NCB offi cials 
treat some of the other accused badly but clarified that he himself 
was subjected only to threats, not any assault.

When Singh asked Khan to narrate 
his version of events from the beginning, 
he began by confessing how he picked 
up the habit of smoking weed when he 
was studying in the US. He did so, he 
said, because he had sleep disorders and 
thought weed would help him overcome it. 
However, Khan simultaneously made it a 
point to mention that in California where 
he was studying, smoking cannabis was 
legal. While Khan spoke candidly about 
his life in the US, he was more circum-
spect while describing incidents in India 
and admitted to no wrong. In a What-
sApp chat with his friend Achit Kumar 
that NCB officials had extracted, Khan 
had allegedly asked Achit to repay the Rs 
80,000 he owed him partly in kind, which 
was assumed to mean weed. Khan denied 
it, citing as proof the fact that Achit was 
returning the amount in cash instal-
ments—something his friend himself 
corroborated subsequently.

Meanwhile, Bollywood superstar and 
Aryan’s father Shah Rukh Khan too said 
he wanted to meet Singh. The latter told 
his team that it was okay for Shah Rukh 
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a one-off 
case of a 

person from 
a renowned 
family. Yet 
with all the 

money power 
and best legal 
team, he still 
suffered for 

26 days”
SATISH 
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Aryan Khan’s 

lawyer

Controversy and the 
attendant spotlight 
have followed Sameer 
Wankhede ever since he 
joined as Mumbai zonal 
director of the Narcotics 
Control Bureau (NCB) two 
years ago. Wankhede 
prided himself on taking 
on the rich and famous 
even when he served 
in the customs depart-
ment and later at the 
NCB. He loved the good 
life, dressed well, wore 
fancy watches and in his 
personal life, had  
married again after 
divorcing his first wife, a 
Muslim doctor.  

He shot into the 
limelight when he hea ded 
the team that probed the 
use of drugs by Bolly-
wood star Sushant Singh 
Rajput—before he took 
his life in June 2020—
and his ex-girlfriend 
Rhea Chakraborty. 
Wankhede’s team char-
ged Rhea and her brother 
with posse ssion and 
consumption of drugs, 
apart from its sale, under 
sections of the NDPS Act 
that have provisions for 
severe jail sentences.  

When Wankhede 
arrested Aryan Khan, son 
of Bollywood superstar 
Shah Rukh Khan, under 
charges of drug abuse, it 
created a national sensa-
tion. He made it out to be 

the biggest catch that 
painted Bollywood as a 
den of drug addicts and 
hinted its involvement 
with a huge narcotics 
cartel. 

His integrity, however, 
came under question 
after Nawab Malik, Ma-
harashtra’s minorities 
minister, hurled a series 
of allegations against 
Wankhede, including that 
he had faked his caste 
certificate to become 
eligible for the quota  
reserved for scheduled 
castes in the Indian Reve-
nue Service (IRS) batch of 
2008, owns a restaurant 
with a bar licence and has 
assets disproportion-
ate to his known income. 
The NCB then decided to 
set up a Special Enquiry 
Team (SET) to investigate 
charges of corruption 
against Wankhede. With 
that, the hunter became 
the hunted. india today 
learnt that the SET has 
come up with the follow-
ing disturbing findings 
about Wankhede:

That he took a loan from 
Viral Rajan, a Mumbai 
resident, of Rs 5.59 lakh 
to go for a holiday in 
the Maldives, where he 
stayed at the Taj Exotica. 
But while intimating 
the NCB, he claimed he 
spent Rs 1.25 lakh. The 
SET report pointed out 
that it was a violation 
of the code of conduct. 
While Rajan claimed that 
Wankhede had been re-
turning the money in in-
stalments, the SET found 

that this began only after 
Malik raised allegations 
about the loan.

Rajan admitted that 
Wankhede had sold him 
four watches—a Cartier 
worth Rs 10.6 lakh for 
Rs 6.4 lakh; a Tag Heuer 
priced at Rs 1.68 lakh for 
Rs 40,000, another watch 
of the same brand worth 
Rs 1.10 lakh for Rs 30,000, 
and an Omega worth Rs 1 
lakh for Rs 30,000. In all, 
stated Rajan, Wankhede 
sold these watches, worth 

Rs 14.18 lakh for Rs 7.40 
lakh. Rajan says he paid 
this amount through 
a cheque in favour of 
Wankhede’s wife, Kranti 
Redkar, an actor.

The SET found that Sa-
meer Wankhede bought 
a Rolex for Rs 17.40 lakh, 
which he had not report-
ed to the NCB. Wankhede 
told the SET that his 
wife had gifted it to him 
and that wearing “good 
clothes” was not corrup-
tion. The SET report goes 
into the possibility of his 
having disproportionate 
assets as compared to his 
known sources of income. 
His wife’s IT returns show 

a net income of Rs 21 lakh 
in the past three years. 
Sameer’s net income for 
the past two years was Rs 
34 lakh. The SET pointed 
out that value of the two 
unreported trips and 
transactions Wankhede 
and his wife made  
totalled Rs 29.75 lakh, 
while their net income 
was Rs 45 lakh during 
that exact period.

The SET team found 
major lacunae and lapses 
on the part of Wankhede 
and his team while 
conducting the Cordelia 
cruise arrests, including 
no proper documenta-
tion regarding seizure 
of phones, allegations of 
taking away valuables 
without documentation, 
use of stock witnesses 
and claiming unrelated 
recoveries of drugs as a 
collective conspiracy.

The SET report stated 
that the allegations 
regarding Wankhede 
obtaining a false caste 
certificate and of hav-
ing a bar permit licence 
since 1997 are being 
investigated by the 
ministry of home affairs 
and the Mumbai police, 
respectively. It recom-
mended that disciplinary 
action be taken against 
Wankhede by his par-
ent organisation, the 
IRS. Wankhede rejects 
all charges and says he 
has perfectly legitimate 
grounds on which to  
disprove all such  
allegations. n
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to come and meet him as he had met parents of other 
accused too. So, after Khan Jr’s meeting was over, Shah 
Rukh came to the guest house and told Singh how deeply 
concerned he was with his son’s mental and emotional 
state. The younger Khan apparently wasn’t sleeping too 
well and on many occasions Shah Rukh had to go to 
his bedroom and keep him company through the night. 
Shah Rukh also questioned the NCB’s role in the whole 
affair and said his son was being vilified even though no 
evidence to substantiate the charge had been found. His 
eyes welling with tears, Shah Rukh told Singh, “We have 
been painted as some kind of big criminals or monsters 
who are out to destroy society and we find going to work 
tough every day.” At the end of the conversation, he men-
tioned that it was his son’s birthday. Singh apologi sed and 

said if he had known, he would 
have called him on another day. 
He even offered to get him a cake 
but Shah Rukh said there was no 
need and that Aryan was glad he 
got a patient hearing. “What bet-
ter gift can one ask for in these 
times,” he apparently told Singh.

THE UNRAVELLING
Singh and his team would then 
question all the other accused 
in the case, in addition to sit-
ting with NCB’s Mumbai team 
headed by Wankhede and going 
over all the evidence that had 
been collected. The pattern 
that emerged dismayed the SIT 
because, at every step, they found 
serious and inexplicable lapses 
that weakened the case consider-
ably. The NCB team had found 
no drugs on Aryan’s person 
when they searched him but they 
did find 6 gm of charas in the 
socks of Arbaaz Merchant, the 
friend with whom Khan was to 

share a room on the cruise. The NCB used the principle 
of conscious possession in the case, meaning that Khan 
was aware that Merchant was carrying charas and was 
therefore liable for prosecution.

However, the next day, Merchant categorically 
stated that the drugs were for his own consumption, 
that Aryan knew he occasionally smoked weed and had 
cautioned him against carrying the stuff on the cruise 
because “NCB officials have been active recently”. The SIT 
also found several procedural lapses in the NCB team’s 
investigation, notably that they did not seize the shoes 
and socks that Merchant had allegedly hidden the charas 
in. Nor did they get Aryan medically tested to check if he 

In a candid conversation, Narcotics 
Control Bureau (NCB) director general 
Satya Narayan Pradhan tells Group 
Editorial Director Raj Chengappa about 
his agency’s decision to not press charges 
against Aryan Khan, and the need to 
reform the system. Excerpts:

After such a 
high-profile 
arrest, why 
did NCB drop 

charges against Aryan 
Khan and five others?
Essentially, there must be 
direct criminal liability, we 
cannot construct liabili
ties without physical and 
corroborative evidence. 
Already, the courts have 
been very strong on the 
rebound in cases where 
liability is constructed 
out of thin air and some 
speculative aspect creeps 
into the investigation. We 
didn’t want any specula
tive aspect, we wanted 
every evidence, every acc
usation, to be anchored 
in evidence, solid evide
nce. We extended it to 

the principle underlined 
by the Supreme Court, of 
evidence being beyond 
reasonable doubt. Those 
six, including Aryan Khan, 
could not have been cha
rgesheeted as there was 
not a shred of evidence 
beyond reasonable doubt 
to indict them. Nor was 
there any possibility to 
anchor it to any physical or 
corroborative evidence.

Q. What finally convinced 
you to take this action?
It was a combination of 
professionalism and legal 
principles, not an emo
tional decision. If NCB does 
not set standards and the 
threshold for how to take 
care of victims, no one will. 
I was clear that even if we 

have to take flak for the 
NCB’s decision, it would 
be worth it, because at 
least we would be on the 
straight and narrow path of 
legal principles. 

Q. Has the NCB’s repu-
tation taken a beating 
because of this episode?
If you must bring back a 
modicum of professional
ism into an organisation, it 
is imperative to do a course 
correction. Had it not been 
for the names involved, 
the Mumbai case would 
have been an ordinary one. 
We are not here to go after 
small cases. We should not 
go around catching paan
wala peddlers. Our job is 
to catch the big fish such 
as cartels that operate 

panIndia, or even inter
national cartels. So, I have 
issued orders that the NCB 
should avoid petty cases 
and focus only on the big 
cartels and peddlers.

Q. Do we  need to revisit 
the NDPS Act, which 
treats consumers as cri-
minals rather than addicts 
who need medical help?
There is serious thinking 
at the highest level about 
reforming the NDPS Act. 
As of now, all I can share 
is that there is a broad 
consensus that some
thing should be done to 
decriminalise consump
tion. But the consensus is 
a little nuanced, so there 
are different opinions on 
how to go about it. That 

there is a need to decrimi
nalise it because of the 
cultural and medical issues 
involved. The NCB’s stand 
is that it should be a graded 
response, where at least 
some case should be reg
istered and there should 
be a system of graded 
warning rather than total 
decriminalisation. A road
map should also be drawn, 
which could include setting 
up a panIndia rehabilita
tion network.

Q. What other big lessons 
does the Aryan Khan case 
hold for the NCB and other 
stakeholders?
There are lessons on either 
side, for both the consum
ers of drugs and for those 
looking into the socalled 
crime of drug consump
tion or peddling. For the 
first, I would say, there is a 
need for universal recogni
tion by parents, teachers 
and guardians that drugs 
are more common than 
we care to admit. And it 
[the menace] is spreading 
at nautical speed. Parents 
across India may not be 
privy to what is happen
ing to their children when 
it comes to drugs exposure 
and consumption. The 
worry is that we are now 
concocting drugs in India 
at unprecedented levels, 
including mixing synthetic 
drugs. When you have 80 
to 100 million drug addicts 
or potential drug addicts, 
then we have a cancer
ous problem and must do 
something about it. The 
first step is at the societal 
level, to become aware of 

and recognise the problem.

Q. What changes do agen-
cies like the NCB need to 
make in the way they han-
dle such cases?
NDPS being a stringent act 
doubles our responsibility. 
Because you can incarcer
ate innocent people if your 
investigation is not profes
sional. You could do seri
ous damage to a lot of lives, 
as most of those arrested 
would be in their early 20s 
or 30s or even younger. So, 
we need to upgrade our 
investigation processes 
and rigour, otherwise we 
are doing a disservice to 
our own mandate and to 
society.

Q. Are state police organ-
isations up to handling 
narcotics cases?
Narcotics investigation is 
not a priority for the state 
police as of now. They have 
enough excuses to say they 
don’t have time enough 
from law and order and 
general crimes of murder 
and dacoity. It is high time 
that the state police main
stream the fight against 
narcotics because it is the 
mother of all crimes—the 
money comes from here, 
even trafficking in arms 
and humans is fed through 
the economics of drugs 
smuggling. I don’t hesitate 
to say that the state police 
and the agencies dedicated 
to narcotics investigation 
are probably not trained 
well enough or adapt well 
enough to handle these 
cases professionally. And 
that is of serious concern. n
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to come and meet him as he had met parents of other 
accused too. So, after Khan Jr’s meeting was over, Shah 
Rukh came to the guest house and told Singh how deeply 
concerned he was with his son’s mental and emotional 
state. The younger Khan apparently wasn’t sleeping too 
well and on many occasions Shah Rukh had to go to 
his bedroom and keep him company through the night. 
Shah Rukh also questioned the NCB’s role in the whole 
affair and said his son was being vilified even though no 
evidence to substantiate the charge had been found. His 
eyes welling with tears, Shah Rukh told Singh, “We have 
been painted as some kind of big criminals or monsters 
who are out to destroy society and we find going to work 
tough every day.” At the end of the conversation, he men-
tioned that it was his son’s birthday. Singh apologi sed and 

said if he had known, he would 
have called him on another day. 
He even offered to get him a cake 
but Shah Rukh said there was no 
need and that Aryan was glad he 
got a patient hearing. “What bet-
ter gift can one ask for in these 
times,” he apparently told Singh.

THE UNRAVELLING
Singh and his team would then 
question all the other accused 
in the case, in addition to sit-
ting with NCB’s Mumbai team 
headed by Wankhede and going 
over all the evidence that had 
been collected. The pattern 
that emerged dismayed the SIT 
because, at every step, they found 
serious and inexplicable lapses 
that weakened the case consider-
ably. The NCB team had found 
no drugs on Aryan’s person 
when they searched him but they 
did find 6 gm of charas in the 
socks of Arbaaz Merchant, the 
friend with whom Khan was to 

share a room on the cruise. The NCB used the principle 
of conscious possession in the case, meaning that Khan 
was aware that Merchant was carrying charas and was 
therefore liable for prosecution.

However, the next day, Merchant categorically 
stated that the drugs were for his own consumption, 
that Aryan knew he occasionally smoked weed and had 
cautioned him against carrying the stuff on the cruise 
because “NCB officials have been active recently”. The SIT 
also found several procedural lapses in the NCB team’s 
investigation, notably that they did not seize the shoes 
and socks that Merchant had allegedly hidden the charas 
in. Nor did they get Aryan medically tested to check if he 

In a candid conversation, Narcotics 
Control Bureau (NCB) director general 
Satya Narayan Pradhan tells Group 
Editorial Director Raj Chengappa about 
his agency’s decision to not press charges 
against Aryan Khan, and the need to 
reform the system. Excerpts:

After such a 
high-profile 
arrest, why 
did NCB drop 

charges against Aryan 
Khan and five others?
Essentially, there must be 
direct criminal liability, we 
cannot construct liabili
ties without physical and 
corroborative evidence. 
Already, the courts have 
been very strong on the 
rebound in cases where 
liability is constructed 
out of thin air and some 
speculative aspect creeps 
into the investigation. We 
didn’t want any specula
tive aspect, we wanted 
every evidence, every acc
usation, to be anchored 
in evidence, solid evide
nce. We extended it to 

the principle underlined 
by the Supreme Court, of 
evidence being beyond 
reasonable doubt. Those 
six, including Aryan Khan, 
could not have been cha
rgesheeted as there was 
not a shred of evidence 
beyond reasonable doubt 
to indict them. Nor was 
there any possibility to 
anchor it to any physical or 
corroborative evidence.

Q. What finally convinced 
you to take this action?
It was a combination of 
professionalism and legal 
principles, not an emo
tional decision. If NCB does 
not set standards and the 
threshold for how to take 
care of victims, no one will. 
I was clear that even if we 

have to take flak for the 
NCB’s decision, it would 
be worth it, because at 
least we would be on the 
straight and narrow path of 
legal principles. 

Q. Has the NCB’s repu-
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ism into an organisation, it 
is imperative to do a course 
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panIndia, or even inter
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there is a need to decrimi
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are more common than 
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something about it. The 
first step is at the societal 
level, to become aware of 

and recognise the problem.

Q. What changes do agen-
cies like the NCB need to 
make in the way they han-
dle such cases?
NDPS being a stringent act 
doubles our responsibility. 
Because you can incarcer
ate innocent people if your 
investigation is not profes
sional. You could do seri
ous damage to a lot of lives, 
as most of those arrested 
would be in their early 20s 
or 30s or even younger. So, 
we need to upgrade our 
investigation processes 
and rigour, otherwise we 
are doing a disservice to 
our own mandate and to 
society.

Q. Are state police organ-
isations up to handling 
narcotics cases?
Narcotics investigation is 
not a priority for the state 
police as of now. They have 
enough excuses to say they 
don’t have time enough 
from law and order and 
general crimes of murder 
and dacoity. It is high time 
that the state police main
stream the fight against 
narcotics because it is the 
mother of all crimes—the 
money comes from here, 
even trafficking in arms 
and humans is fed through 
the economics of drugs 
smuggling. I don’t hesitate 
to say that the state police 
and the agencies dedicated 
to narcotics investigation 
are probably not trained 
well enough or adapt well 
enough to handle these 
cases professionally. And 
that is of serious concern. n
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had indeed consumed illicit drugs before charging him with 
consumption under the Act. The NCB team did not video-
graph the seizures they had made, either in Merchant’s case 
or in the case of the others who had been arrested, although 
this was mandatory under the rules.

With Merchant’s statement having knocked the bot-
tom out of the NCB’s case against Aryan, Wankhede and 
his team began searching for other evidence to implicate 
him and took possession of his cellphone. Singh says, “It 
is strange that in spite of a clear-cut denial by Arbaaz 
regarding the involvement of Aryan in the procurement 
and possession of drugs, the investigating officer started 
looking at the WhatsApp chats of Aryan without even 
formally seizing the mobile phone, as is the procedure.” The 
SIT says Wankhede and his team went about summoning 
those named in the chats for questioning, when these chats 
actually have no evidentiary value in courts unless they can 
be corroborated with primary evidence. The SIT concluded 
that there was no evidence to file a complaint against Aryan 
Khan and dropped his name from the chargesheet. It also 
dropped the names of the five others who were earlier ac-
cused under the NDPS Act on similar grounds.

W
ankhede would go on to suffer a 
double blow. Not only was he hauled up for 
conducting a shoddy investigation in the 
Aryan Khan case but the Special Enquiry 

Team (SET) set up to investigate charges of extortion and 
corruption against him also expressed concern over some 
of his dealings. While there is no evidence that he tried to 
extort money from Shah Rukh as has been alleged, the SET 
raised disturbing questions about his possessing assets that 
apparently did not square with his known sources of income 
(see The Hunter Becomes the Hunted). Before the Aryan 
Khan case, Wankhede was regarded as one of NCB’s bright-
est officers. He was pushy, hardworking and had raised the 
bureau’s profile in Mumbai after he took over two years ago 
with his tough stand against drug traffickers and peddlers. 
In the midst of the Aryan Khan controversy, Wankhede had 
applied for a permanent posting to the NCB, and the UPSC 
had cleared his request. But with adverse reports pouring in 
not only over the lapses in the Cordelia case but also raising 
questions about his personal integrity, the Modi government 
transferred him back to a post in Chennai with his parent 

cadre. Meanwhile, department enquiries are 
on to see if disciplinary action needs to be taken 
against Wankhede.

The Cordelia fallout has led to the speed-
ing up of reforms that were under way in the 
NCB. Pradhan has issued strict instructions to 
his team to not go after consumers but focus 
on cracking down on the big drug cartels, both 
national and international. As he puts it, “We 
found that our investment in investigating one 
gram of charas and one tonne of it is about the 
same—so I have told them to concentrate on the 
big fish.” Earlier, Pradhan had requested the 
government to beef up his staff from its current 
strength of 1,200 to 3,000. That would give him 
enough men to take on the gigantic task of curb-
ing drug trafficking that has turned particularly 
serious with the Afghanistan cartel back in 
business. India is now both a major market and 
a transit country for illicit drugs.

The other big concern is the growing rate 
of addiction in the country. A recent survey 
commissioned by the Union ministry of social 
justice and empowerment reveals that there 

“Drug abuse is a chronic 
problem and relapse is the 
rule rather than exception. 

Young people need help, not 
getting put back in jail”

DR PRATIMA MURTHY
NIMHANS, Bengaluru

sushant, 
rhea and an 
abetment 

After the Narcotics 
Control Bureau’s botched 
up investigation into the 
Aryan Khan case, an-
other high-profile case 
that Sameer Wankhede 
handled—actor Sushant 
Singh Rajput’s alleged 
suicide in June 2020—has 
come under the scanner. 
The NCB had filed a 12,000-
page chargesheet against 
Rajput's girlfriend and 
actor Rhea Chakraborty 
and 32 others, including 
her brother Showik and 
Agisilaos Demetriades, in 
March 2021. Demetriades 
is the brother-in-law of 
actor Arjun Rampal. The 
trial is yet to begin.

The NCB claims a 
packet of marijuana was 
delivered to Chakraborty's 
residence in Santa Cruz 
in November 2019 for Su-
shant and claims she is a 
member of a drug syndi-
cate as she allegedly paid 
for it, delivered it to him 
and facilitated its con-
sumption. Chakraborty’s 
lawyer Satish Maneshinde 
rubbishes the NCB’s claim, 
and says the agency’s 

efforts are to somehow 
“implicate my client in a 
case”. “The entire amount 
of ‘narcotic substances’ 
recovered from these 
33 accused is nothing 
compared to what even 
a constable in Mumbai 
police would recover from 
a street raid,” he says.

Both Rhea and Showik 
are out on bail but spent 28 
days in jail in September 
2021. On June 1, the NDPS 
court allowed her to travel 
abroad to Abu Dhabi for 
an awards show, but she 
finally didn’t go as a look-
out notice is still out on her. 
In her application before 
the court, the actor stated 
that she has incurred 
significant setbacks to her 
car eer as well as finan-
cial losses because of the 
criminal prosecution and 
the resultant media trial.

The CBI (Central Bureau 
of Investigation) also 
investigated whether 
Rajput’s death was suicide 
or murder. It looked into 
Rhea’s role and also wheth-
er Sushant had transferred 
Rs 15 crore to her account, 
as claimed by his family. 
The agency completed its 
probe in December 2021 
but, six months on, is yet to 
submit its findings. n

—Kiran D. Tare
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had indeed consumed illicit drugs before charging him with 
consumption under the Act. The NCB team did not video-
graph the seizures they had made, either in Merchant’s case 
or in the case of the others who had been arrested, although 
this was mandatory under the rules.

With Merchant’s statement having knocked the bot-
tom out of the NCB’s case against Aryan, Wankhede and 
his team began searching for other evidence to implicate 
him and took possession of his cellphone. Singh says, “It 
is strange that in spite of a clear-cut denial by Arbaaz 
regarding the involvement of Aryan in the procurement 
and possession of drugs, the investigating officer started 
looking at the WhatsApp chats of Aryan without even 
formally seizing the mobile phone, as is the procedure.” The 
SIT says Wankhede and his team went about summoning 
those named in the chats for questioning, when these chats 
actually have no evidentiary value in courts unless they can 
be corroborated with primary evidence. The SIT concluded 
that there was no evidence to file a complaint against Aryan 
Khan and dropped his name from the chargesheet. It also 
dropped the names of the five others who were earlier ac-
cused under the NDPS Act on similar grounds.

W
ankhede would go on to suffer a 
double blow. Not only was he hauled up for 
conducting a shoddy investigation in the 
Aryan Khan case but the Special Enquiry 

Team (SET) set up to investigate charges of extortion and 
corruption against him also expressed concern over some 
of his dealings. While there is no evidence that he tried to 
extort money from Shah Rukh as has been alleged, the SET 
raised disturbing questions about his possessing assets that 
apparently did not square with his known sources of income 
(see The Hunter Becomes the Hunted). Before the Aryan 
Khan case, Wankhede was regarded as one of NCB’s bright-
est officers. He was pushy, hardworking and had raised the 
bureau’s profile in Mumbai after he took over two years ago 
with his tough stand against drug traffickers and peddlers. 
In the midst of the Aryan Khan controversy, Wankhede had 
applied for a permanent posting to the NCB, and the UPSC 
had cleared his request. But with adverse reports pouring in 
not only over the lapses in the Cordelia case but also raising 
questions about his personal integrity, the Modi government 
transferred him back to a post in Chennai with his parent 

cadre. Meanwhile, department enquiries are 
on to see if disciplinary action needs to be taken 
against Wankhede.

The Cordelia fallout has led to the speed-
ing up of reforms that were under way in the 
NCB. Pradhan has issued strict instructions to 
his team to not go after consumers but focus 
on cracking down on the big drug cartels, both 
national and international. As he puts it, “We 
found that our investment in investigating one 
gram of charas and one tonne of it is about the 
same—so I have told them to concentrate on the 
big fish.” Earlier, Pradhan had requested the 
government to beef up his staff from its current 
strength of 1,200 to 3,000. That would give him 
enough men to take on the gigantic task of curb-
ing drug trafficking that has turned particularly 
serious with the Afghanistan cartel back in 
business. India is now both a major market and 
a transit country for illicit drugs.

The other big concern is the growing rate 
of addiction in the country. A recent survey 
commissioned by the Union ministry of social 
justice and empowerment reveals that there 
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are 80 to 100 million people using illicit 
drugs and psychotropic substances in 
India. Many of them will fall foul of the 
law and Indian jails would be clogged 
with them. Satish Maneshinde, Khan’s 
lawyer, makes a significant point when 
he says, “Aryan Khan was a one-off 
case where you got a person from a 
renowned family, yet with all the power 
and all the money and the best legal 
team he engaged, he still had to suffer 
for 26 days in jail. In any other country, 
there would be a large compensation 
for such abuse.” Yet, in India, with an 
estimated 70,000 people being arrested 
every year for the illicit possession and 
consumption of drugs, thousands lan-
guish in jails with no judicial help.

THE CASE FOR  
DECRIMINALISTION
The social justice and empowerment 
ministry has moved a proposal to 
amend the NDPS Act to decriminalise 
the use of certain illicit drugs, especially 
cannabis and some opium derivatives. 
Many experts have supported the move. 
Dr Atul Ambekar, a professor at the 
National Drug Dependence Treatment 
Centre at AIIMS in Delhi, says, “My 
stand is no different from what the 
larger scientific community, including 
the WHO and the UN, is saying. That 
is people consuming drugs need not be 
seen as criminals. Making it a criminal 
act is not just ineffective but detrimen-
tal to society. One, it diverts your whole 
law enforcement and drug supply con-
trol agencies towards tackling millions 
of people consuming drugs as they are 
low-hanging fruit. It is a loss of oppor-
tunity as they should be putting their 
efforts and resources toward catching 
the big fish.” He also points to a second, 
equally significant reason to decrimi-
nalise drugs consumption. “People now 
have a more fundamental understand-
ing of human rights too, it simply does 
not make sense to penalise something 
that is just unhealthy behaviour.”

NCB’s Pradhan, however, is con-
cerned that a blanket decriminalisation 
of drugs would open the floodgates for 
drug consumption among youth without 
inhibition. Many parents, he says, 
want the strict NDPS laws to continue 
because they don’t know how to handle 

stress. “Very often,” Murthy says, “it starts 
with a broken relationship, not doing well 
in their academic life, loneliness or coming 
from a very disturbed background.”

Ambekar is on the same page with Mur-
thy on the issue. “Would you press criminal 
action against someone who has chronic 
diabetes if they have an extra gulab jamun?” 
he asks. Drug abuse, he says, is similar to 
those suffering from hypertension and 
other non-communicable diseases. “It has 
to be treated, not criminalised.” Ambekar 
cites the example of Portugal, which is one 
of the countries that has been able to suc-
cessfully decriminalise drugs. As far back 
as 2001, the country initiated legal reform, 
according to which anyone caught taking 
illicit drugs would be taken to rehabilitation 
centres and counselled to give up drug con-
sumption. That has not only seen the rate 
of illegal drug use drop in Portugal but also 
helped it be better off than many European 
countries that still have drug abuse on their 
criminal statutes. Apart from decriminalis-
ing consumption per se, Ambekar says “the 
government [of Portugal] also invested ad-

their children’s addiction. The fear of the 
law, they feel, could help. Pradhan wants the 
amendment to be nuanced, which decrimi-
nalises the consumption of certain illicit 
drugs but also retains the punitive system for 
repeat offences. Much like traffic violations, 
where you pay a light fine for the first few 
offences but your licence is withdrawn if you 
exceed a certain number of violations.

Dr Pratima Murthy, director of NIM-
HANS in Bengaluru, approaches the issue 
from another standpoint. “The current 
NDPS Act has a provision for diverting 
those found guilty of consuming illicit 
drugs to seek treatment, but it’s allowed 
only once,” she says. “Drug abuse, however, 
is a chronic problem and relapse is the rule 
rather than exception.” She recommends 
that young people be told they can go back 
home, not worry, keep in touch, and that 
they will be given help instead of being put 
back in jail. Murthy also calls for a change 
in the way society looks at drug dependency. 
In her experience, she says, youngsters may 
try drugs under peer pressure. But they con-
tinue to use them because it helps them de-

equately in prevention and treatment measures and 
improved health and welfare support. It is because of 
our poor public health response that the entire drug 
control system has been hijacked by law enforcing 
authorities and public health has taken a back seat.”

A HEALING TOUCH
Among the solutions to bring down drug consump-
tion, experts propose working on demand reduction, 
which includes treatment, rehabilitation and aware-
ness strategies to dissuade people from taking drugs. 
Radhika Chakravarthy, joint secretary in the social 
justice and empowerment ministry, says, “Youngsters 
should be made aware of the harm caused by drug 
abuse so that they can make an informed decision 
and are aware of the consequences of their actions.” 
The ministry had in 2020 launched a ‘Nasha Mukti 
Abhiyan’, an awareness generation programme 
directed at women and youth, whose aim was to 
sensitise people to the reasons why drug dependency 
grows—without stigmatising users. The campaign 
has already reached out to 25 million people, though 
the Covid pandemic did disrupt their work for a 
while. The ministry has also set up treatment centres 
in 272 hotspot districts and gets rehabilitated drug 
addicts to counsel those abusing drugs the way Nar-
cotics Anonymous does. The ministry is also pushing 
for a graded decriminalising of drugs consumption 
under the NDPS Act.

Ambekar suggests two kinds of awareness 
programmes as the way forward. One, which lays 
emphasis on how drugs are not good for you, and an-
other that offers hope to drug addicts and tells them 
that it is possible to come out of their addiction. The 
huge advances in synthetic drugs and less harmful 
replacements can help addicts. He cites the example 
of Punjab where such replacement drugs were made 
available on a large scale in clinics across the state, 
which made a huge difference. The state’s model can 
easily be replicated on a national scale. Also, in addi-
tion to specialised clinics for treatment, general hos-
pitals too can be persuaded to set up basic treatment 
facilities. “It is something that is easily doable,” says 
Ambekar, “doesn’t require huge resources or research 
and has also conclusively shown that it costs much 
less to treat people than putting them in jail. It is a 
win-win situation. We should decriminalise usage 
to enable our youth to come forward for treatment, 
which they may not be doing presently out of fear.” 
Asserting that no one strategy will work, Murthy 
recommends multiple approaches. These include 
renormalising drug use in the community, working 
on reducing the demand for drugs, identifying people 
early for treatment and ensuring such treatment is 
up to standard. There are no shortcuts, Murthy says, 
everyone has to put their shoulder to the wheel. It’s 
advice well worth heeding. n
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are 80 to 100 million people using illicit 
drugs and psychotropic substances in 
India. Many of them will fall foul of the 
law and Indian jails would be clogged 
with them. Satish Maneshinde, Khan’s 
lawyer, makes a significant point when 
he says, “Aryan Khan was a one-off 
case where you got a person from a 
renowned family, yet with all the power 
and all the money and the best legal 
team he engaged, he still had to suffer 
for 26 days in jail. In any other country, 
there would be a large compensation 
for such abuse.” Yet, in India, with an 
estimated 70,000 people being arrested 
every year for the illicit possession and 
consumption of drugs, thousands lan-
guish in jails with no judicial help.

THE CASE FOR  
DECRIMINALISTION
The social justice and empowerment 
ministry has moved a proposal to 
amend the NDPS Act to decriminalise 
the use of certain illicit drugs, especially 
cannabis and some opium derivatives. 
Many experts have supported the move. 
Dr Atul Ambekar, a professor at the 
National Drug Dependence Treatment 
Centre at AIIMS in Delhi, says, “My 
stand is no different from what the 
larger scientific community, including 
the WHO and the UN, is saying. That 
is people consuming drugs need not be 
seen as criminals. Making it a criminal 
act is not just ineffective but detrimen-
tal to society. One, it diverts your whole 
law enforcement and drug supply con-
trol agencies towards tackling millions 
of people consuming drugs as they are 
low-hanging fruit. It is a loss of oppor-
tunity as they should be putting their 
efforts and resources toward catching 
the big fish.” He also points to a second, 
equally significant reason to decrimi-
nalise drugs consumption. “People now 
have a more fundamental understand-
ing of human rights too, it simply does 
not make sense to penalise something 
that is just unhealthy behaviour.”

NCB’s Pradhan, however, is con-
cerned that a blanket decriminalisation 
of drugs would open the floodgates for 
drug consumption among youth without 
inhibition. Many parents, he says, 
want the strict NDPS laws to continue 
because they don’t know how to handle 

stress. “Very often,” Murthy says, “it starts 
with a broken relationship, not doing well 
in their academic life, loneliness or coming 
from a very disturbed background.”

Ambekar is on the same page with Mur-
thy on the issue. “Would you press criminal 
action against someone who has chronic 
diabetes if they have an extra gulab jamun?” 
he asks. Drug abuse, he says, is similar to 
those suffering from hypertension and 
other non-communicable diseases. “It has 
to be treated, not criminalised.” Ambekar 
cites the example of Portugal, which is one 
of the countries that has been able to suc-
cessfully decriminalise drugs. As far back 
as 2001, the country initiated legal reform, 
according to which anyone caught taking 
illicit drugs would be taken to rehabilitation 
centres and counselled to give up drug con-
sumption. That has not only seen the rate 
of illegal drug use drop in Portugal but also 
helped it be better off than many European 
countries that still have drug abuse on their 
criminal statutes. Apart from decriminalis-
ing consumption per se, Ambekar says “the 
government [of Portugal] also invested ad-

their children’s addiction. The fear of the 
law, they feel, could help. Pradhan wants the 
amendment to be nuanced, which decrimi-
nalises the consumption of certain illicit 
drugs but also retains the punitive system for 
repeat offences. Much like traffic violations, 
where you pay a light fine for the first few 
offences but your licence is withdrawn if you 
exceed a certain number of violations.
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NDPS Act has a provision for diverting 
those found guilty of consuming illicit 
drugs to seek treatment, but it’s allowed 
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is a chronic problem and relapse is the rule 
rather than exception.” She recommends 
that young people be told they can go back 
home, not worry, keep in touch, and that 
they will be given help instead of being put 
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tinue to use them because it helps them de-

equately in prevention and treatment measures and 
improved health and welfare support. It is because of 
our poor public health response that the entire drug 
control system has been hijacked by law enforcing 
authorities and public health has taken a back seat.”

A HEALING TOUCH
Among the solutions to bring down drug consump-
tion, experts propose working on demand reduction, 
which includes treatment, rehabilitation and aware-
ness strategies to dissuade people from taking drugs. 
Radhika Chakravarthy, joint secretary in the social 
justice and empowerment ministry, says, “Youngsters 
should be made aware of the harm caused by drug 
abuse so that they can make an informed decision 
and are aware of the consequences of their actions.” 
The ministry had in 2020 launched a ‘Nasha Mukti 
Abhiyan’, an awareness generation programme 
directed at women and youth, whose aim was to 
sensitise people to the reasons why drug dependency 
grows—without stigmatising users. The campaign 
has already reached out to 25 million people, though 
the Covid pandemic did disrupt their work for a 
while. The ministry has also set up treatment centres 
in 272 hotspot districts and gets rehabilitated drug 
addicts to counsel those abusing drugs the way Nar-
cotics Anonymous does. The ministry is also pushing 
for a graded decriminalising of drugs consumption 
under the NDPS Act.

Ambekar suggests two kinds of awareness 
programmes as the way forward. One, which lays 
emphasis on how drugs are not good for you, and an-
other that offers hope to drug addicts and tells them 
that it is possible to come out of their addiction. The 
huge advances in synthetic drugs and less harmful 
replacements can help addicts. He cites the example 
of Punjab where such replacement drugs were made 
available on a large scale in clinics across the state, 
which made a huge difference. The state’s model can 
easily be replicated on a national scale. Also, in addi-
tion to specialised clinics for treatment, general hos-
pitals too can be persuaded to set up basic treatment 
facilities. “It is something that is easily doable,” says 
Ambekar, “doesn’t require huge resources or research 
and has also conclusively shown that it costs much 
less to treat people than putting them in jail. It is a 
win-win situation. We should decriminalise usage 
to enable our youth to come forward for treatment, 
which they may not be doing presently out of fear.” 
Asserting that no one strategy will work, Murthy 
recommends multiple approaches. These include 
renormalising drug use in the community, working 
on reducing the demand for drugs, identifying people 
early for treatment and ensuring such treatment is 
up to standard. There are no shortcuts, Murthy says, 
everyone has to put their shoulder to the wheel. It’s 
advice well worth heeding. n

“Youngsters 
should be 

made aware 
of the harm 
drugs cause 

for them 
to make 

informed  
decisions 
and know 

the results of 
their actions”

RADHIKA 
CHAKRAVARTHY
Joint Secretary, 

Ministry of Social  
Justice

What 
Needs to 
Be Done
Amend the NDPS 

Act to decriminalise  
consumption of certain 

drugs. Currently, depend-
ing on the quantities 

possessed and consumed, 
consumption is punished 
with rigorous imprison-

ment ranging from 6 
months to 10 years

The NCB is advo-
cating that instead of 

criminal charges, there 
should be graded punish-

ment norms for those 
caught consuming or 

possessing illegal drugs 
for personal use–starting 
with a warning, followed 

by social service and then 
mandatory rehabilitation

Rather than go 
after the small peddlers 
and consumers, the NCB 
needs to focus on the big 
fish and its staff and fa-

cilities need to be beefed 
up to tackle both national 
and international cartels

State police need 
to be trained to investi-
gate drug-related cases 
to tighten the noose on 

cartels

The Ministry of 
Social Justice needs to set 
up more drug rehabilita-
tion centres in all major 

district headquarters and 
staff them adequately

Awareness   
programmes to warn 

youth of the dangers of 
drug abuse need to be 

enhanced 

Newer treatments, 
including substitutes for 
addicts, need to be pro-

vided at subsidised rates
BANDEEP SINGH

INSIDER VIEW
A drug rehabilitation 
centre in a village near 
Kotkapura, Punjab
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THERE’S ONE THING about the 
new Punjab underworld the young 
and impressionable may find dan-
gerously attractive, it’s the fact that 
it’s so overground. No member of 
this grey, rough-hewn aristocracy 
is hiding behind a cave, or in rocky 

boondocks, or behind assumed identities. Not one 
of them is a shrinking violet. They are all out there, 
strutting around in the open playground of social 
media—sporting typical gangsta monikers and DPs 
where they strike macho poses, gun in hand. 

Punjabi rapper Sidhu Moosewala, who was shot dead in his black 
Mahindra Thar on May 29 in Jawaharke village of the southern 
district of Mansa, was no stranger to this world. In May 2020, a 
couple of videos that went viral showed him trying to get the hang of 
an AK-47 rifle, with the help of some friendly cops. A case under the 
Arms Act followed but did not deter him from releasing songs that 

THE MOOSEWALA 
KILLING PRISES 
OPEN A LITTLE 
KNOWN BUT 
BUSTLING 
ECOSYSTEM OF 
ORGANISED 
CRIME IN PUNJAB 
THAT HAS LEFT 
ITS PUGMARKS 
GLOBALLY

By ANILESH S. MAHAJAN

THE 
GANGS 
OF 
PUNJAB

IF
cast a halo of swashbuckling derring-
do around gun culture. Among his 
chart-toppers are songs with titles like 
‘Mafia Style’, ‘Homicide’ and ‘Warning 
Shot’. Now, his killing has prised open 
a whole world the rest of India may not 
have heard of, although it has pug-
marks across the globe—in Canada, 
the UK and other hotspots warmed by 
the presence of Punjabi NRIs. A trans-
national gangland ecosystem with ties 
to a bewildering cocktail of interests.

Minutes after TV channels started 
flashing the news of Moosewala’s grue-
some end, the screenshot of a Facebook 
post by Canada-based Satwinderjit 
Singh alias Goldy Brar started circulat-
ing on the WhatsApp boxes of select 
journalists. Goldy was plainly claiming 
responsibility for the rapper’s murder. 
His post called it an act of revenge for 

last year’s murder of youth Akali Dal 
leader Vikramjit Middukhera—who 
was considered a patron of Goldy and 
his gang leader, Lawrence Bishnoi. The 
following day, another post appeared 
on Facebook, this time apparently from 
Gaurav ‘Lucky’ Patiyal, an Armenia-
based Punjabi gangster. He vowed to 
avenge Moosewala’s murder, for which 
he squarely blamed another popular 
Punjabi singer, Mankirat Aulakh. 
The singer immediately went live on 
social media to clarify he had no role 
in the killing. But that, and subsequent 
expressions of fraternal feelings towards 

Moosewala—or Shubhdeep Sidhu, to 
take his real name—have not sufficed. 
Aulakh says he’s getting regular threats 
from gangs in Punjab and Haryana.

In many ways, Goldy Brar’s FB 
post is typical of how Punjab’s gangs 
operate; they commit a crime and then 
brag about it on social media too. In the 
past decade, this unusual synergy has 
seen Punjab-based gangs grow bigger in 
terms of their reach as well as numbers. 
Just this April, state DGP V.K. Bhawra 
said Punjab’s A, B and C category 
gangsters numbered 545 a few years 
back, and 515 had been neutralised—via 

THE GANGS HAVE A HAND IN THE MUSIC SCENE, 
IN DRUGS AND ARMS TRAFFICKING, AND OFFER A 
FREELANCE  ARMY FOR KHALISTANI GROUPS

T HE BI G S T O RY P UN JA B G A N G WA R

GO OUT WITH A BANG Police scrutinise the bullet-
riddled Mahindra Thar in which Moosewala (top right) 
was killed in rural Punjab on May 29
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arrests or bullets. Capt. Amarinder 
Singh’s tenure as chief minister saw 
a real crackdown. Eight gangsters 
were gunned down in encounters, 
among them Vicky Grounder, 
Prema Lahoria and Jaipal. But that 
only aided a sort of evolution. Many 
gangsters shifted their base outside, 
moving to Canada, Armenia, Dubai 
and Pakistan. And newer faces 
took their place in the world of 
crime—brasher, hungrier, swim-
ming deeper in the global networks. 
Besides traditional gangland sport 
like robbery, abduction, extortion, 
contract killings, land-grabbing 
and the liquor trade, the arc of their 
bullets now defines the limits of a 
whole set of globalised activities. 
Everything from Punjab’s thriving 
music and movie scene to drug and 
arms trafficking, and from kabaddi 
to Khalistani militancy has their 
imprimatur. They are like a free-
lance army that provides an easy 
workforce to Khalistani groups and 
drug lords operating from abroad.

Investigations in the past five 
years have revealed that Khalistani 
militants based out of Lahore, 
Pakistan—such as Lakhbir Singh 
Rode, Paramjit Panjwar, Wadhawa 
Singh Babbar and Ranjeet Singh 
Neeta—have been working closely 
with gangsters to push arms, am-
munition and drugs, besides con-
trolling some of their investments 
in the entertainment industry. 
Intelligence agencies believe Bhagat 
Brar, Canada-based son of Lakhbir 
Rode, uses a clique of gangsters to 
extort money from Punjabi singers 
and movie stars—much like the 
D-Company shadowed Bollywood 
in the ’80s-90s. Many Punjabi stars 
have been pictured with Bhagat 
and other gangsters while on tour 
to Canada. Last year, the Mohali 
police cracked down on two music 
companies, Thug Life and Gold Me-
dia, which they said were directly 
run by gangsters abroad—the Da-
vinder Bambiha gang was said to be 
investing extortion money in them. 

In 2018, singer-cum-actor Parmish 
Verma was shot at in Mohali by 
Dilpreet Singh Dalhan’s gang for 
refusing to pay extortion money. 
Dalhan, part of the Bambiha clique, 
had once also threatened singer-
cum-actor Gippy Grewal.

GUNS AND ROSES
What has brought about this 
strange marriage? An A-list star 
of Punjabi music told india today 
that because of its new global app-
eal, it’s become very expensive to 
make quality videos to reach out to 
this market. “The gangs help sing-
ers recover money from producers, 
music companies; at times, they 
fund the videos...with black money,” 
he says. There’s a deeper social logic 
at play. Says a top Punjabi actor: 
“They may be gangsters now, but 
often come from the same social 
circles, some of them would have 
been college mates. Sadly, artistes 
are unable to draw the line.” Thus 
it comes about that every gangster 
has his own favourite singer or ac-
tor, depending on old association, 
regional affiliation or plain utility.

This association has seeped 
back into Punjabi pop culture, 
leaving its mark on the entire 
oeuvre. Over the years, movies and 
songs legitimising the gun cult, 
Jatt machismo and gangsters as 
Robinhoods or style icons flooded 
the market—which now spans the 
diaspora in Europe, US, UK, Can-
ada, Southeast Asia, Australia and 
New Zealand. The idea of a ‘rebel’ 
is laced with a political frisson in 
these parts, and that segues all too 
easily into a kind of latent militant 
consciousness, left over from the old 
Khalistan spirit. Even Akal Takht 
jathedar Giani Harpreet Singh 
advocated recently that every Sikh 
keep licensed weapons “because 
the time that is coming, and the 
circumstances that are going to pre-
vail, demand it”. He was criticised 
for his words, but it revealed the 
edginess prevailing in Punjab.

Gang Leader  
Jasdeep Singh 

alias Jaggu  
Bhagwanpuria

Location: Tihar Jail

USP: Contract 
killer, supari king

Area of influence: 
Punjab’s Majha 

region, Haryana, 
Rajasthan, Delhi, 
Himachal, Jammu

Cases: Robbery, 
murder, smuggling 
of arms and drugs

Highlight: Active 
in kabaddi circuit 

in rural Punjab 
and abroad. Fixes 
matches, decides 
which player will 

play for which team. 

Gang Leader: 
Lakhbir Singh 

Landa

Location: Canada 

USP: Extortion, 
bank robbery, 
contract killing

Area of influence: 
Majha region 

Cases: Contracted 
for RPG attack on 
Punjab Police intel 
HQ this May. Has 
over 20 criminal 
cases in Punjab, 

including of murder 
and attempted 

murder

Gang Leader:  
Lawrence  

Bishnoi

Location: Tihar Jail

USP: Has a gang of 
over 700 criminals 

Area of influence: 
Punjab, Haryana 

and Rajasthan 

Cases: Attempt to 
murder, extortion, 
carjacking, Arms 

Act; 25 cases in all

Highlight: Law 
graduate, Panjab 
University. Was 

leader of Student 
Organisation Panjab 
University (SOPU), 

which has produced 
politicians across 

three states

Gang: Davinder 
Bambiha Gang 

Leader: Lucky 
Patiyal

Location: Armenia

USP: Contract 
killing, smuggling, 

extortion

Area of influence: 
Malwa region, 

Haryana, Rajasthan,

Highlight: Has now 
vowed to avenge 

Moosewala’s killing. 
Earlier, Patiyal had 
threatened singer 
Mankirat Aulakh

Gang Leader: 
Dilpreet Dalhan

Location:  
Patiala Jail

USP:  
Contract Killer

Area of influence: 
Malwa region  

Cases: An accused 
in murder of British 

kabbadi player 
Sandeep Nangal 

Ambia; has several 
cases of murder, 

attempt to murder, 
robbery, extortion

Highlight: Tried to 
kill singer Parmish 
Verma in 2018, has 
threatened several 
Punjabi singers and 

movie actors

Gang Leader: 
Satinder Singh, 

a.k.a. Goldy Brar 

Location: Canada

USP: Extorts from 
businessmen, movie 

and music stars

Area of influence: 
Doaba region

Cases: Murder, 
extortion, attempt 
to murder, robbery

Highlight: Owns 
up to Moosewala 

killing. Extended the 
reach of the Bishnoi 

gang in Canada

Gang Leader: 
Sukhmeetpal 

Singh a.k.a. Sukh 
Bikhariwal

Location:  
Bathinda Jail

USP: Contract 
killing, extortion, 

murder, smuggling   

Area of  
influence: Majha  

Cases: Several 
cases of murder, 

attempt to murder, 
robbery, extortion

Highlight: An 
accused in murder 
of Shaurya Chakra 
winner Balwinder 
Singh Sandhu in 

2019, was deported 
from Dubai

Gang Leader: 
Harinder Singh 

Rinda

Location: Lahore, 
Pakistan 

USP: Cemented 
alliance between 
Khalistani groups 

and gangsters  

Area of influence: 
Nanded Sahib and 

Punjab 

Highlight: Popular 
in the kabaddi 

scene. Fixes match-
es, decides which 
player will play for 

which team

Gang Leader: 
Kaushal Dagar

Location:  
Gurdaspur Jail

USP: Son of a prop-
erty dealer, Kaushal 
Chaudhary eliminat-

ed rival gangs and 
merged with others 

to become one of 
Haryana’s most 

dreaded gangsters

Area of influence: 
Punjab, Haryana, 

Delhi and Rajasthan  

Cases: Kidnapping, 
murder, extortion 

Highlight: In direct 
contest with Bishnoi 
gang to take control 
of liquor distribution 

in Punjab

Outfit: ISYF, 
International 
Sikh Youth 
Federation

Leader: Lakhbir 
Singh Rode

Plot: Use Sukh Bikhariwal’s gang 
for targeted killings of anti-Khalistan 
activists in Punjab, also to courier 
drone-delivered arms, ammunition, 
drugs in Amritsar and Gurdaspur

Outfit: Babbar 
Khalsa  
International

Leader:  
Wadhawa 
Singh Babbar

Plot: Another instance of the pact 
between Khalistanis and gangsters. 
The ageing Babbar and his ISI masters 
have sheltered gangster Harvinder 
Rinda (left), who’s now in Lahore. Use 
Punjab-based gangs for smuggling 
arms, targeted killings and attacks

Outfit:  
Khalistan 
Commando 
Force

Leader: Param-
jit Panjwar

Plot: Uses the network of Rinda, its 
own network as well as smaller gang-
sters in the border areas of Punjab to 
keep up a busy calendar of smuggling, 
highway robbery and contract killings. 
Arms, ammunition, drugs...the gangs 
come in handy as couriers for all

Leader:  
Kamaljit Singh 
Chauhan

Based in Toronto

Plot: Has a net-
work of gangster modules stretching 
all the way from Punjab to Canada. He 
uses Punjab-based gangs as couriers 
for drugs procured from Pakistan. 
Eventually, the trail of supply reaches 
all the way to North America

Gang Leader: 
Ranjit Singh 

Neeta 

Location: Lahore, 
Pakistan 

USP: First to use 
the new Khalistani- 
gangster alliance 
to smuggle drugs, 
arms, ammunition  

Area of influence: 
Indo-Pak border

Highlight: Active in 
Khalistan Zindabad 

Force. Linked to 
murder of DSP 

in Jammu, bomb 
blasts in Punjab 

BEHIND BARS THE KHALISTANI 
HENCHMEN

THE FOREIGN HAND FROM THE OTHER SIDE

T HE BI G S T O RY P UN JA B G A N G WA R
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USP: Extortion, 
bank robbery, 
contract killing

Area of influence: 
Majha region 

Cases: Contracted 
for RPG attack on 
Punjab Police intel 
HQ this May. Has 
over 20 criminal 
cases in Punjab, 

including of murder 
and attempted 

murder

Gang Leader:  
Lawrence  

Bishnoi

Location: Tihar Jail

USP: Has a gang of 
over 700 criminals 

Area of influence: 
Punjab, Haryana 

and Rajasthan 

Cases: Attempt to 
murder, extortion, 
carjacking, Arms 

Act; 25 cases in all

Highlight: Law 
graduate, Panjab 
University. Was 

leader of Student 
Organisation Panjab 
University (SOPU), 

which has produced 
politicians across 

three states

Gang: Davinder 
Bambiha Gang 

Leader: Lucky 
Patiyal

Location: Armenia

USP: Contract 
killing, smuggling, 

extortion

Area of influence: 
Malwa region, 

Haryana, Rajasthan,

Highlight: Has now 
vowed to avenge 

Moosewala’s killing. 
Earlier, Patiyal had 
threatened singer 
Mankirat Aulakh

Gang Leader: 
Dilpreet Dalhan

Location:  
Patiala Jail

USP:  
Contract Killer

Area of influence: 
Malwa region  

Cases: An accused 
in murder of British 

kabbadi player 
Sandeep Nangal 

Ambia; has several 
cases of murder, 

attempt to murder, 
robbery, extortion

Highlight: Tried to 
kill singer Parmish 
Verma in 2018, has 
threatened several 
Punjabi singers and 

movie actors

Gang Leader: 
Satinder Singh, 

a.k.a. Goldy Brar 

Location: Canada

USP: Extorts from 
businessmen, movie 

and music stars

Area of influence: 
Doaba region

Cases: Murder, 
extortion, attempt 
to murder, robbery

Highlight: Owns 
up to Moosewala 

killing. Extended the 
reach of the Bishnoi 

gang in Canada

Gang Leader: 
Sukhmeetpal 

Singh a.k.a. Sukh 
Bikhariwal

Location:  
Bathinda Jail

USP: Contract 
killing, extortion, 

murder, smuggling   

Area of  
influence: Majha  

Cases: Several 
cases of murder, 

attempt to murder, 
robbery, extortion

Highlight: An 
accused in murder 
of Shaurya Chakra 
winner Balwinder 
Singh Sandhu in 

2019, was deported 
from Dubai

Gang Leader: 
Harinder Singh 

Rinda

Location: Lahore, 
Pakistan 

USP: Cemented 
alliance between 
Khalistani groups 

and gangsters  

Area of influence: 
Nanded Sahib and 

Punjab 

Highlight: Popular 
in the kabaddi 

scene. Fixes match-
es, decides which 
player will play for 

which team

Gang Leader: 
Kaushal Dagar

Location:  
Gurdaspur Jail

USP: Son of a prop-
erty dealer, Kaushal 
Chaudhary eliminat-

ed rival gangs and 
merged with others 

to become one of 
Haryana’s most 

dreaded gangsters

Area of influence: 
Punjab, Haryana, 

Delhi and Rajasthan  

Cases: Kidnapping, 
murder, extortion 

Highlight: In direct 
contest with Bishnoi 
gang to take control 
of liquor distribution 

in Punjab

Outfit: ISYF, 
International 
Sikh Youth 
Federation

Leader: Lakhbir 
Singh Rode

Plot: Use Sukh Bikhariwal’s gang 
for targeted killings of anti-Khalistan 
activists in Punjab, also to courier 
drone-delivered arms, ammunition, 
drugs in Amritsar and Gurdaspur

Outfit: Babbar 
Khalsa  
International

Leader:  
Wadhawa 
Singh Babbar

Plot: Another instance of the pact 
between Khalistanis and gangsters. 
The ageing Babbar and his ISI masters 
have sheltered gangster Harvinder 
Rinda (left), who’s now in Lahore. Use 
Punjab-based gangs for smuggling 
arms, targeted killings and attacks

Outfit:  
Khalistan 
Commando 
Force

Leader: Param-
jit Panjwar

Plot: Uses the network of Rinda, its 
own network as well as smaller gang-
sters in the border areas of Punjab to 
keep up a busy calendar of smuggling, 
highway robbery and contract killings. 
Arms, ammunition, drugs...the gangs 
come in handy as couriers for all

Leader:  
Kamaljit Singh 
Chauhan

Based in Toronto

Plot: Has a net-
work of gangster modules stretching 
all the way from Punjab to Canada. He 
uses Punjab-based gangs as couriers 
for drugs procured from Pakistan. 
Eventually, the trail of supply reaches 
all the way to North America

Gang Leader: 
Ranjit Singh 

Neeta 

Location: Lahore, 
Pakistan 

USP: First to use 
the new Khalistani- 
gangster alliance 
to smuggle drugs, 
arms, ammunition  

Area of influence: 
Indo-Pak border

Highlight: Active in 
Khalistan Zindabad 

Force. Linked to 
murder of DSP 

in Jammu, bomb 
blasts in Punjab 

BEHIND BARS THE KHALISTANI 
HENCHMEN

THE FOREIGN HAND FROM THE OTHER SIDE

T HE BI G S T O RY P UN JA B G A N G WA R
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The music helps to keep the romance of 
guns and gangsterism alive among the young. 
Moosewala’s last song, ‘Last Ride’, has lines 
romanticising the lives of gangsters who 
died young—a motto straight out of Black 
American writer Willard Motley’s 1947 cult 
novel, Knock On Any Door: “Live fast, die 
young, and have a good-looking corpse.” 
Punjab’s gun-toters may not have read the 
novel, but a global gangsta spirit has washed 
over them. They are often decked out in T-
shirts with such legends, or images idolising 
rebels who died young, including freedom 
fighters Udham Singh, Bhagat Singh, Kartar 
Singh Saraba; Latin American revolutionary 
Che Guevara; and, of course, Jarnail Singh 
Bhindranwale. From there to gangsta rap 
may sound a bit of a leap, but the connection 
is organic. It wasn’t just Moosewala. His rival 
Mankirat Aulakh had songs like ‘Ath Rafflan’ 
(Eight Rifles) and ‘Do Rafflan’ (Two Rifles), 
Karan Aujla did ‘Mitran Da Gangster Scene’, 
Nav Sandhu had ‘Gangster Yaar’.... It came 
to a point where Amarinder, as CM, had to 
actively put the leash on singers, including 
Moosewala and Aulakh, for brandishing 
guns and promoting violence. The Punjab 
and Haryana High Court too directed police 
to ensure no songs glorifying liquor, drugs or 
violence were played at live shows.

HARVEST OF GUNS
Police data show Punjab has over 425,000 
licensed arms—the state police itself has less 
than 125,000—not counting the unlicensed 
ones. These are not the countrymade pistols 
one may find in UP or Bihar. Moosewala—
whose debut song as lyricist had the famous 
line Derhndiya hikka oh license nahio lehnde 
(those who have to pierce the rival’s chest 
need no licence)—was gunned down with a 
Russian AN-94, one of the most sophisticated 
pieces of ordnance out there. Amarinder 
blames Pakistan’s ISI for using drones to 
offload arms and ammunition (along with 
drugs) in border areas. Officials say at least 
20 drone-based consignments have been 
detected since September 2019. Punjab, 
therefore, is awash with Beretta and Glock 17 
pistols, C30R assault rifles, rocket-propelled 
grenades—and everything in between. The 
AN-94, a double-burst assault rifle with a 
1,800-bullets-per-minute fire rate, is so com-
plex a weapon, requiring equally complex 
ski lls to operate, that very few security agen-

cies in the world have employed. Even 
Pakistan doesn’t keep AN-94s, so how 
it washed up in dusty Jawaharke is a 
mystery in itself. Anyway, the police’s 
older-generation armoury—AK-47s, 
303s and LMGs—pales in comparison.

The proliferation of weaponry is no 
figment of the imagination. On May 
10, Punjab Police’s intelligence HQ 
in Mohali was hit by a Chinese-made 
RPG. “It’s alarming this weapon has 
reached here. It means the gangsters 
may have links with global syndicates,” 
says ex-DGP Shashi Kant. The RPG, a 
common sight in the Afghan and Syr-
ian conflicts, had never been used by 
Khalistani outfits before. Intelli ge nce 
officials say it may have reached Naxal 
groups too, who still have a fragmented 
support base in Punjab. In January, 
Gurdaspur police recovered an under-
barrel grenade launcher (UBGL) in 
Dinanagar that had been air-dropped 
via drones, apparently by Rode’s men.

THE BIRTH OF GANGS
The first gangster of modern-day Pun-
jab, Prabhjinder Singh a.k.a. Dimpy 
Chandbhan, shot to fame after killing 
student leader Makhan Singh in 1985. 
Singers then were already idolising 
him with lines like Ni tedi pagg banne 
Dimpy Chandbhan wargi (He wears a 
tilted turban like Chandbhan). But such 
songs remained hyper-local, playing 
around Dimpy’s native Faridkot. Lately, 
Moosewala’s refurbished version, ‘Mal-
wa Block’, became a global hit. Dimpy 
was killed outside Chandigarh’s Lake 
Club in 2006—Punjab’s first ‘gang war’. 
His friend-turned-foe Jaswinder Singh, 
alias Rocky Fazilka, was said to have 
had a role. The duo, once part of don-
politician Mukhtar Ansari’s network of 
hired guns, had fallen out after escap-
ing from a Haryana jail in 2005.

Rocky then came to dominate 
Pun jab’s organised crime scene, before 
drifting towards politics—while 
still controlling protégés like Lakha 
Sidhana and Lawrence Bishnoi. Rocky 
contested the 2012 assembly polls from 
Fazilka, and while Akali Dal cadre on 
the ground favoured him, SAD chief 
Sukhbir Badal intervened to ensure the 
BJP’s Surjit Kumar Jyani won. Rocky 
also bonded with liquor baron Shiv 
Lal Doda, who earned infamy with the 

brutal murder of Dalit activist Bhim 
Tank in 2015. Sidhana contested the re-
cent assembly polls from Maur Mandi 
under Balbir Rajewal’s farm union-led 
Sanyukt Samaj Morcha; Rocky’s sister 
Rajdeep Kaur flitted from SAD to 
the Congress and is now with Ama-
rinder’s Punjab Lok Congress. Rocky’s 
own comet-like life came to an end 
in a gangland shootout at Parwanoo, 
Himachal Pradesh, in May 2016. The 
hand of erstwhile companions, includ-
ing Harjinder Singh Bhullar alias Vicky 
Grounder, was suspected.

Grounder—a state-level discus 
thrower and a product of Government 
Arts & Sports College, Jalandhar, one 
of the finest sports schools in north In-
dia, some of whose alumni like hurdle 
runner Lahoria and hammer thrower 
Jaipal were his comrades-in-arms—
had earned his moniker for the time 
he used to spend at the sports ground. 
Grounder’s notoriety peaked with the 
infamous Nabha jailbreak of 2016, 
where pro-Khalistan militants Har-
minder Mintoo and Kashmir Singh 
Galwandi were among the escapees. 

Both Grounder and Lahoria were killed 
at the Rajasthan border in 2018—part 
of Amarinder’s collection of scalps—
while Jaipal met his end in a dramatic 
encou nter at Kolkata in a joint op with 
West Bengal police. This group, now 
led by Gurpreet Sekhon from jail, 
works in tandem with Bishnoi’s gang. 
Today, Goldy Brar is the de facto CEO 
of the Bishnoi gang—he conducts his 
700-strong ‘workforce’ from Toronto 
in Canada, with the help of Lawrence’s 
cousin Sachin Bishnoi. Lawrence, ar-
rested in 2016, is cooling his heels in Ti-
har jail, named in over two dozen cases. 
His gang is nowhere close to the heights 
Rocky or Chandbhan had reached, but 
is in the process of establishing itself as 
the dominant player in north India.

One curious mainstay of gangs is 
the kabaddi circuit, which is big with 
the diaspora. Tournaments span the 
geographical gamut from rural Punjab 
to Canada, UK, US, Australia and 
Europe—perfect, therefore, for human 
trafficking, or what they call kabootar-
baazi. Bishnoi’s own flight to gangsta 
stardom was marked by news that he 
had planned to bump off Salman Khan 
during the shooting of Ready, apparen-
tly over his community’s anger with the 
blackbuck case. That spectre raised its 
head again last week when cops found 
a letter near Khan’s home threatening 
to eliminate him. On June 8, the ninth 
arrest in the Moosewala case came 
from Pune Rural: of shooter Sourabh 
Kamble alias ‘Mahakal’. The last gun-
shot has perhaps not been heard. n

THE CANADIAN  
CONNECTION

P
unjab Police is 
gradually zero-
ing in on the role 
of Toronto-based 

ganglord Goldy Brar and 
seeking his extradition. In 
the past few years, Canada 
has become a safe hide-
out for Punjab’s gangsters, 
who use social media and 
virtual phones to conduct 
their operations remotely. 
Another name popping up on 
the register is that of Lakhbir 
Singh Landa. In 2018, he had 
fled to Canada after a series 
of cases piled up against him, 
including those of murder, 
extortion and robbery. The 
latest on that list: he was 
the one who executed the 
rocket-propelled grenade 
attack on Punjab Police’s in-
tel HQ in Mohali, apparently 
at the behest of Khalistani 
militant-cum-gangster 
Harinder Singh Rinda. Over 
30 gangsters are suspected 
to have fled to the western 
nation.

The issue escalated when 
a National Investigation 
Agency team visited Ot-
tawa in 2021 and met with 
Canadian officials. India has 
asked Canada to deny visas 
to gangsters from Punjab. 
The challenge is that gang-
sters use loopholes in the 
Indian system to get forged 
documents and procure  
necessary clearances. Indian 
requests for the extradition 
of gangsters—four times 
that for terrorists—routinely 
remain pending, say officials.

Security agencies believe 
the Khalistan Tiger Force 
(KTF) organises camps in 

Canada to train chosen 
gangsters in the use of 
sophisticated weapons. On 
their return, they pass on 
the knowhow to many of 
their cohorts. Canada, with 
its  liberal arms policy, offers 
fertile ground for a flourish-
ing Punjabi-Canadian un-
derground—the Dhak-Duhre, 
Sanghera, Malhi-Buttar and 
Kang family gangs are part 
of that. They often engage 
with Punjab-based gangs—
giving them assignments 
of targeted killings, extor-
tion, drug trafficking—and 
help them reach Canada and 
settle with local gangs.

 They are a headache for 
the Canadian authorities too. 
Last year, in a major crack-
down on the drug trade, the 
majority of those arrested 
were Punjabis. The headache, 
naturally, spreads to Punjab. 
Many fugitive gangsters 
are linking up with known 
smuggler networks. The big-
gest catch so far for the state 
police have been Devinder 
Dev, Kamaljit Chauhan and 
Amarinder Singh Chhina–all 
Canadian drug gang mem-
bers who had used Punjab as 
the base to transport drugs 
to Canada, the US and Aus-
tralia. Thus, Punjab becomes 
a transit point for drugs 
emanating from the Golden 
Crescent countries: Afghani-
stan and Pakistan. Canadian 
gangs are interested in ‘im-
porting’ cheap heroin from 
Afghanistan via Pakistan 
and Punjab, and ‘exporting’ 
refined drugs everywhere—
including Punjab. The state is 
caught in a vicious loop.

T HE BI G S T O RY P UN JA B G A N G WA R

BERETTA PISTOLS, 
ASSAULT RIFLES, 

ROCKET-PROPELLED 
GRENADES, EVEN THE 

1,800-BPM AN-94...
PUNJAB SEEMS TO BE 

AWASH WITH ARMS

TRIGGER HAPPY  
A social media post from  
2016 of the ‘Grounder Gang’
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The music helps to keep the romance of 
guns and gangsterism alive among the young. 
Moosewala’s last song, ‘Last Ride’, has lines 
romanticising the lives of gangsters who 
died young—a motto straight out of Black 
American writer Willard Motley’s 1947 cult 
novel, Knock On Any Door: “Live fast, die 
young, and have a good-looking corpse.” 
Punjab’s gun-toters may not have read the 
novel, but a global gangsta spirit has washed 
over them. They are often decked out in T-
shirts with such legends, or images idolising 
rebels who died young, including freedom 
fighters Udham Singh, Bhagat Singh, Kartar 
Singh Saraba; Latin American revolutionary 
Che Guevara; and, of course, Jarnail Singh 
Bhindranwale. From there to gangsta rap 
may sound a bit of a leap, but the connection 
is organic. It wasn’t just Moosewala. His rival 
Mankirat Aulakh had songs like ‘Ath Rafflan’ 
(Eight Rifles) and ‘Do Rafflan’ (Two Rifles), 
Karan Aujla did ‘Mitran Da Gangster Scene’, 
Nav Sandhu had ‘Gangster Yaar’.... It came 
to a point where Amarinder, as CM, had to 
actively put the leash on singers, including 
Moosewala and Aulakh, for brandishing 
guns and promoting violence. The Punjab 
and Haryana High Court too directed police 
to ensure no songs glorifying liquor, drugs or 
violence were played at live shows.

HARVEST OF GUNS
Police data show Punjab has over 425,000 
licensed arms—the state police itself has less 
than 125,000—not counting the unlicensed 
ones. These are not the countrymade pistols 
one may find in UP or Bihar. Moosewala—
whose debut song as lyricist had the famous 
line Derhndiya hikka oh license nahio lehnde 
(those who have to pierce the rival’s chest 
need no licence)—was gunned down with a 
Russian AN-94, one of the most sophisticated 
pieces of ordnance out there. Amarinder 
blames Pakistan’s ISI for using drones to 
offload arms and ammunition (along with 
drugs) in border areas. Officials say at least 
20 drone-based consignments have been 
detected since September 2019. Punjab, 
therefore, is awash with Beretta and Glock 17 
pistols, C30R assault rifles, rocket-propelled 
grenades—and everything in between. The 
AN-94, a double-burst assault rifle with a 
1,800-bullets-per-minute fire rate, is so com-
plex a weapon, requiring equally complex 
ski lls to operate, that very few security agen-

cies in the world have employed. Even 
Pakistan doesn’t keep AN-94s, so how 
it washed up in dusty Jawaharke is a 
mystery in itself. Anyway, the police’s 
older-generation armoury—AK-47s, 
303s and LMGs—pales in comparison.

The proliferation of weaponry is no 
figment of the imagination. On May 
10, Punjab Police’s intelligence HQ 
in Mohali was hit by a Chinese-made 
RPG. “It’s alarming this weapon has 
reached here. It means the gangsters 
may have links with global syndicates,” 
says ex-DGP Shashi Kant. The RPG, a 
common sight in the Afghan and Syr-
ian conflicts, had never been used by 
Khalistani outfits before. Intelli ge nce 
officials say it may have reached Naxal 
groups too, who still have a fragmented 
support base in Punjab. In January, 
Gurdaspur police recovered an under-
barrel grenade launcher (UBGL) in 
Dinanagar that had been air-dropped 
via drones, apparently by Rode’s men.

THE BIRTH OF GANGS
The first gangster of modern-day Pun-
jab, Prabhjinder Singh a.k.a. Dimpy 
Chandbhan, shot to fame after killing 
student leader Makhan Singh in 1985. 
Singers then were already idolising 
him with lines like Ni tedi pagg banne 
Dimpy Chandbhan wargi (He wears a 
tilted turban like Chandbhan). But such 
songs remained hyper-local, playing 
around Dimpy’s native Faridkot. Lately, 
Moosewala’s refurbished version, ‘Mal-
wa Block’, became a global hit. Dimpy 
was killed outside Chandigarh’s Lake 
Club in 2006—Punjab’s first ‘gang war’. 
His friend-turned-foe Jaswinder Singh, 
alias Rocky Fazilka, was said to have 
had a role. The duo, once part of don-
politician Mukhtar Ansari’s network of 
hired guns, had fallen out after escap-
ing from a Haryana jail in 2005.

Rocky then came to dominate 
Pun jab’s organised crime scene, before 
drifting towards politics—while 
still controlling protégés like Lakha 
Sidhana and Lawrence Bishnoi. Rocky 
contested the 2012 assembly polls from 
Fazilka, and while Akali Dal cadre on 
the ground favoured him, SAD chief 
Sukhbir Badal intervened to ensure the 
BJP’s Surjit Kumar Jyani won. Rocky 
also bonded with liquor baron Shiv 
Lal Doda, who earned infamy with the 

brutal murder of Dalit activist Bhim 
Tank in 2015. Sidhana contested the re-
cent assembly polls from Maur Mandi 
under Balbir Rajewal’s farm union-led 
Sanyukt Samaj Morcha; Rocky’s sister 
Rajdeep Kaur flitted from SAD to 
the Congress and is now with Ama-
rinder’s Punjab Lok Congress. Rocky’s 
own comet-like life came to an end 
in a gangland shootout at Parwanoo, 
Himachal Pradesh, in May 2016. The 
hand of erstwhile companions, includ-
ing Harjinder Singh Bhullar alias Vicky 
Grounder, was suspected.

Grounder—a state-level discus 
thrower and a product of Government 
Arts & Sports College, Jalandhar, one 
of the finest sports schools in north In-
dia, some of whose alumni like hurdle 
runner Lahoria and hammer thrower 
Jaipal were his comrades-in-arms—
had earned his moniker for the time 
he used to spend at the sports ground. 
Grounder’s notoriety peaked with the 
infamous Nabha jailbreak of 2016, 
where pro-Khalistan militants Har-
minder Mintoo and Kashmir Singh 
Galwandi were among the escapees. 

Both Grounder and Lahoria were killed 
at the Rajasthan border in 2018—part 
of Amarinder’s collection of scalps—
while Jaipal met his end in a dramatic 
encou nter at Kolkata in a joint op with 
West Bengal police. This group, now 
led by Gurpreet Sekhon from jail, 
works in tandem with Bishnoi’s gang. 
Today, Goldy Brar is the de facto CEO 
of the Bishnoi gang—he conducts his 
700-strong ‘workforce’ from Toronto 
in Canada, with the help of Lawrence’s 
cousin Sachin Bishnoi. Lawrence, ar-
rested in 2016, is cooling his heels in Ti-
har jail, named in over two dozen cases. 
His gang is nowhere close to the heights 
Rocky or Chandbhan had reached, but 
is in the process of establishing itself as 
the dominant player in north India.

One curious mainstay of gangs is 
the kabaddi circuit, which is big with 
the diaspora. Tournaments span the 
geographical gamut from rural Punjab 
to Canada, UK, US, Australia and 
Europe—perfect, therefore, for human 
trafficking, or what they call kabootar-
baazi. Bishnoi’s own flight to gangsta 
stardom was marked by news that he 
had planned to bump off Salman Khan 
during the shooting of Ready, apparen-
tly over his community’s anger with the 
blackbuck case. That spectre raised its 
head again last week when cops found 
a letter near Khan’s home threatening 
to eliminate him. On June 8, the ninth 
arrest in the Moosewala case came 
from Pune Rural: of shooter Sourabh 
Kamble alias ‘Mahakal’. The last gun-
shot has perhaps not been heard. n

THE CANADIAN  
CONNECTION

P
unjab Police is 
gradually zero-
ing in on the role 
of Toronto-based 

ganglord Goldy Brar and 
seeking his extradition. In 
the past few years, Canada 
has become a safe hide-
out for Punjab’s gangsters, 
who use social media and 
virtual phones to conduct 
their operations remotely. 
Another name popping up on 
the register is that of Lakhbir 
Singh Landa. In 2018, he had 
fled to Canada after a series 
of cases piled up against him, 
including those of murder, 
extortion and robbery. The 
latest on that list: he was 
the one who executed the 
rocket-propelled grenade 
attack on Punjab Police’s in-
tel HQ in Mohali, apparently 
at the behest of Khalistani 
militant-cum-gangster 
Harinder Singh Rinda. Over 
30 gangsters are suspected 
to have fled to the western 
nation.

The issue escalated when 
a National Investigation 
Agency team visited Ot-
tawa in 2021 and met with 
Canadian officials. India has 
asked Canada to deny visas 
to gangsters from Punjab. 
The challenge is that gang-
sters use loopholes in the 
Indian system to get forged 
documents and procure  
necessary clearances. Indian 
requests for the extradition 
of gangsters—four times 
that for terrorists—routinely 
remain pending, say officials.

Security agencies believe 
the Khalistan Tiger Force 
(KTF) organises camps in 

Canada to train chosen 
gangsters in the use of 
sophisticated weapons. On 
their return, they pass on 
the knowhow to many of 
their cohorts. Canada, with 
its  liberal arms policy, offers 
fertile ground for a flourish-
ing Punjabi-Canadian un-
derground—the Dhak-Duhre, 
Sanghera, Malhi-Buttar and 
Kang family gangs are part 
of that. They often engage 
with Punjab-based gangs—
giving them assignments 
of targeted killings, extor-
tion, drug trafficking—and 
help them reach Canada and 
settle with local gangs.

 They are a headache for 
the Canadian authorities too. 
Last year, in a major crack-
down on the drug trade, the 
majority of those arrested 
were Punjabis. The headache, 
naturally, spreads to Punjab. 
Many fugitive gangsters 
are linking up with known 
smuggler networks. The big-
gest catch so far for the state 
police have been Devinder 
Dev, Kamaljit Chauhan and 
Amarinder Singh Chhina–all 
Canadian drug gang mem-
bers who had used Punjab as 
the base to transport drugs 
to Canada, the US and Aus-
tralia. Thus, Punjab becomes 
a transit point for drugs 
emanating from the Golden 
Crescent countries: Afghani-
stan and Pakistan. Canadian 
gangs are interested in ‘im-
porting’ cheap heroin from 
Afghanistan via Pakistan 
and Punjab, and ‘exporting’ 
refined drugs everywhere—
including Punjab. The state is 
caught in a vicious loop.

T HE BI G S T O RY P UN JA B G A N G WA R

BERETTA PISTOLS, 
ASSAULT RIFLES, 

ROCKET-PROPELLED 
GRENADES, EVEN THE 

1,800-BPM AN-94...
PUNJAB SEEMS TO BE 

AWASH WITH ARMS

TRIGGER HAPPY  
A social media post from  
2016 of the ‘Grounder Gang’
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Naveen’s Temple Run
An ambitious programme to make Odisha’s architectural 
marvels more tourist-friendly is CM Naveen Patnaik’s 
answer to the growing saffron footprint in the state

S P E C I A L  R E P O R T  /  ODISHA

CRORE  
BUDGETED PROVISION 
FOR THREE FISCALS, 
STARTING 2019-20, 

FOR 'AUGMENTATION 
OF BASIC AMENITIES 

AND DEVELOPMENT OF 
HERITAGE AND ARCHI-

TECTURE' IN PURI,  
INCLUDING

CRORE  
FOR SHREE MANDIRA 

PARIKRAMA PROJECT, 
TO BUILD A 75 M CORRI-
DOR AROUND THE TEM-
PLE, INCREASING OPEN 
SPACE FROM 5 ACRES 

TO 26 ACRES

`3,208
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JAGANNATH 
TEMPLE, PURI
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S P E C I A L  R E P O R T  /  ODISHA

hen the Supreme Court on June 3 
rejected a public interest litigation 
petition against the Odisha govern-
ment’s Shree Mandira Parikrama 
Project (SMPP), Chief Minister 
Naveen Patnaik tweeted: “Tuma iccha 
bina patra te haleni ahe Jagannath. 
Jay Jagannath (Not even a leaf moves 

without your will, O Jagannath. Hail Jagannath).” The apex 
court’s backing for the heritage corridor project around the 
Jagannath temple in the coastal town of Puri, coming a few 
weeks after the Archaeological Survey of India (ASI) informed 
the Orissa High Court that the redevelopment work could have 
caused damage to the 12th-century temple, is a shot in the arm 
of the state government, which is keen to complete the project 
in 2023, a year ahead of the Lok Sabha and assembly polls. 

Temple politics has had a late start in Odisha, with Patnaik embracing 
it only after 2019 when the BJP bagged eight of the 21 Lok Sabha seats in 
the state—a huge improvement over the single seat it had managed to win 
in 2014. To pre-empt what he saw as the BJP’s plan of importing an overtly 
aggressive Hindutva wave to Odisha and overshadowing its regional pride, 
Patnaik felt the need for a socio-cultural reawakening centred on the 11th- and 
12th-century temples in Puri, Bhubaneswar and Konark in particular. Soon 
after taking over as CM for the fifth time, Patnaik embarked on an ambitious 

renovation and beautification programme 
to make these architectural marvels more 
tourist-friendly. The ASI, though, has 
been slowing things down, arguably to the 
advantage of the BJP, which is looking to 
hijack temple politics from Patnaik.

The 2019 assembly and Lok Sabha 
polls had been quite trying for Patnaik’s 
BJD (Biju Janata Dal). Odisha for the first 
time saw “split voting”, with many of those 
who voted BJD for the assembly choosing 
BJP for the Lok Sabha. While the BJD 
managed to retain power in the state with 
112 of the 146 assembly seats and the BJP 
won only 23, the growing saffron footprint 
was a political challenge for Patnaik. It was 
time for some urgent rethinking. On Octo-
ber 21, 2019, his cabinet approved a project 
for “preserving and revitalising the heritage 
city of Puri” with Jagannath Temple as the 
centrepiece. Patnaik launched the ABAD-
HA (Augmentation of Basic Amenities and 
Development of Heritage and Architec-
ture) project for Puri with a provision of Rs 
3,208 crore over a period of three fiscals, 
starting 2019-20, to create an “aestheti-

cally appealing, accessible and secured 
environment”. From the outlay, Rs 800 
crore was earmarked for SMPP—to 
build a 75-metre-wide corridor around 
the Jagannath Temple, which would 
have landscape gardening, resting 
places, drinking water facilities, toilets 
and other amenities for pilgrims. The 
SMPP was aimed at freeing the pathway 
leading to the temple from all kinds of 
encumbrances and to provide pilgrims a 
passage to walk around the temple. 

In addition, Rs 190 crore was set 
aside to build a Jagannath Ballav Pil-
grim Centre over five acres of land with 
facilities like meditation space, and 
another Rs 685 crore for development 
of monasteries, restoration of religious 
and heritage lakes, laying of a garden 
(Pramod Udyan) and heritage roads 
connecting Jagannath Temple with 
Gundicha Temple and Gurukula proj-
ect, besides a multi-level parking lot. 

According to Binayak Dasamahapa-
tra, a priest at Jagannath Temple, the 
planned corridor draws its inspiration 

from the Kashi Vishwanath temple 
corridor in Varanasi. However, unlike 
in Varanasi, where all institutions of 
the Centre and the state got together to 
implement Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi’s dream project, despite some 
opposition from locals, the SMPP is 
caught in a typical Centre-state stand-
off. “Here, people are in favour of the 
project, but BJP leaders seem to have a 
problem,” says Dasamahapatra.  

While BJP members seem reluctant 
to make statements on the issue, the 
party’s state spokesperson Biranchi 
Tripathi says “the temple’s security is 
our prime concern”. He complains that 
engineers have allowed drilling 20-30 
ft for the pillars, in gross violation of the 
Ancient Monuments and Archaeologi-
cal Sites and Remains Act.

Coming in handy for the state 
government to justify the project were 
the observations of a judicial committee 
headed by retired Justice B.P. Das, set 
up in 2016 to look into aspects of temple 
governance and endowments. The com-
mittee had asked for urgent measures 
to enhance security at the temple, which 
saw an average daily footfall of 50,000 
people, going up to 1 million during 
the annual Rath Yatra. Moreover, the 
reckless growth of shops, hotels and 
other commercial buildings had ended 
up hiding the temple’s 16-feet-high 
heritage boundary wall—the Meghanad 
Pacheri—from view. The 100-metre-
wide pathway around the temple had 

A PRIEST AT 
JAGANNATH TEMPLE 
SAYS THE PLANNED 
CORRIDOR DRAWS 

ITS INSPIRATION 
FROM THE KASHI 

VISHWANATH 
TEMPLE CORRIDOR 

IN VARANASI   

1) JAGANNATH  
TEMPLE, PURI  
Shree Mandir Parikrama 
Project (SMPP): Increasing 
open space from 5 acres to 
26 acres (75 m corridor with 
7 m green buffer zone, 10 m 
pradakshina, 14 m landscape, 
8 m outer pradakshina, 10 m 
public convenience zone, 4.5 
m service lane, 4.5 m shuttle 
emergency lane, 7.5 mixed 
traffic and 7 m footpath)  
Cost: Rs 800 crore

2) LINGARAJ TEMPLE, 
BHUBANESWAR  
Ekamra Conservation Plan 
covers Lingaraj, Mukteshwar 
and Ananta Vasudev 
temples; renovation of 
water bodies and encircling 
corridors  
Cost: Rs 120-130 crore

Renovation or beautification programmes 
are under way for the following temples 
and heritage sites in Odisha 

3) KONARK HERITAGE AREA 
BEAUTIFICATION 
Foot overbridge, boulevard, 
shuttle lane, temple access, 
VIP amenities  
Cost: Rs 140-150 crore

4) GUNDICHA  
TEMPLE, PURI 

5) NEELA MADHABA TEMPLE, 
NAYAGARH 
Road widening, temple 
precinct development, 
beautification and public 
amenities, pond development 
Cost: Rs 70 crore

6) MA SAMALESHWARI 
TEMPLE, SAMBALPUR  
Cost: Rs 110 crore

7) MA BIRAJA TEMPLE, 
JAJPUR

8) MA CHANDI TEMPLE, CUTTACK 
Improvement of temple complex; amenities 
for pilgrims and priests; rehabilitation of 
shopkeepers and hawkers; external drainage 
Cost: Rs 60 crore    

9) MA TARA TARINI TEMPLE, GANJAM  

10) HARI SHANKAR TEMPLE, BALANGIR 

11) NRUSINGHANATH TEMPLE, BARGARH 

12) MA SARALA TEMPLE, JAGATSINGHPUR 
Cost: Rs 40 crore

13) HERITAGE CREMATORIUM,  
SWARGODWAR, PURI 
Cost: Rs 6 crore

THE HERITAGE 
PROJECTS

W

S P E C I A L  R E P O R T  /  ODISHA

Cuttack

Jajpur
Sambalpur

Bhubaneswar
Bargarh

Balangir

Ganjam

Nayagarh

Konark
Jagatsinghpur

Puri

CM’S JUGGERNAUT 
Naveen Patnaik inspects 

renovation work at Jagannath 
Temple, Puri, Jan. 2020
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shrunk to barely 5-10 metres at several 
places. There was a Sulabh complex 
outside the temple, but no washrooms 
in the compound. “Elderly priests used 
obscure corners of the temple to attend 
to nature’s call,” says an official associ-
ated with the renovation work.

“The ambience of the entrance gates 
was anything but spiritual. Pilgrims 
had to walk barefoot on a stretch lit-
tered with garbage,” says Puri resident 
Bibhu Mishra. The problems had been 
there for a long time, but the govern-
ment seems to have woken up to them 
only after the BJP’s rise as the principal 
Opposition in the state and its perfor-
mance in the 2019 Lok Sabha election.

T 
he Odisha government has 
opened its purse strings for at 
least a dozen other temples, 
including Samaleshwari 

Temple in Sambalpur, Ma Sarala 
Temple in Jagatsinghpur, Biraja Temple 
in Jajpur, Tara Tarini Temple in Gan-
jam, Ma Chandi Temple in Cuttack and 
Neela Madhaba Temple in Nayagarh. 
Besides, the heritage crematorium in 
Puri spread over 1.2 acres has been 
taken up for beautification for the first 
time at a cost of Rs 6 crore. Grand plans 
are also under way for widening the 
approach way of both the 11th-century 
Lingaraj Temple in Bhubaneswar and 
the 13th-century Sun Temple in Konark 
by evicting hawkers and removing 
unauthorised constructions. 

 Work for the SMPP and at Lin-
garaj could begin at lightning speed 
because of a comprehensive relief and 
rehabilitation (R&R) package. Those 
who lost dwelling units of 50 sq. m (538 
sq. ft) area were given three options: a 
one-time assistance of Rs 30 lakh or 
a dwelling unit of 520 sq. ft area or a 
1,000 sq. ft plot in the proposed R&R 
colony within 1.5-2 km from the temple 
complex. Displaced families opting for 
accommodation in the R&R colony 
were entitled to a transportation cost of 
Rs 50,000 annually and Rs 10,000 as 
monthly rental assistance for a year till 
their houses were ready. Those who lost 
their shops were given alternative units 

in prime locations close to the temple 
complex and got an assistance of Rs 
60,000 to Rs 1.8 lakh during the transi-
tion period. Evicted street vendors got a 
one-time assistance of Rs 30,000. 

Land acquisition began in Novem-
ber 2019 and the eviction exercise was 
completed by the time the final mas-
terplan got the green signal from the 
Shree Jagannath Temple Management 
Authority in February 2021. People 
could then see the temple’s boundary 
wall from a distance, while the facade 
and surroundings got a new lease of life. 
What surprised everyone, especially 
the BJP, was that there was no hue 
and cry over eviction, even though 600 
people lost their land, houses, shops 
and livelihood. “Ninety-nine per cent of 
the land came to us through the direct 
purchase scheme. Only five or six cases 
are pending in court,” says an official of 
the public works department.

SPEEDBREAKERS 
Except for suggesting some minor 
cosmetic changes—shifting the recep-
tion centre and office room from the 
75-metre prohibited area—the ASI has 
not been able to pin-point what really 
bothers it. It was after the National 
Monument Authority (NMA) gave 
its “no objection” on September 2021 
to a shelter pavilion, cloak room and 
toilets within the prohibited area that 
everything got stonewalled at the ASI’s 
end. Odisha government officials argue 
that the NMA is the final authority for 
the Jagannath Temple as there are no 
heritage by-laws, which would have 
required the ASI’s intervention. In May 
2021, on being approached by the state’s 
director of culture, the superintendent 
of archaeology sent a five-member team 
to the site. The NMA’s green signal was 
on the basis of the review by this team.  

An affidavit submitted by the ASI 
to the Orissa High Court also revealed 
it had no major problem with the plan. 
“Works such as toilets, drains, electrical 
wires do not fall within the definition of 
construction...[and] can be carried out 
even in the prohibited area,” it said. The 
ASI had reservations over a reception 

counter planned within the 75-metre-
wide corridor. Even the ASI’s director 
general, who was on an inspection in 
Puri and Bhubaneswar on February 21, 
2022, mentioned that the “proposed 
amenities are required for devotees and 
as agreed this may be allowed”.

According to BJD MP Amar Pat-
naik, the project was taken up with 
“the sole objective of increasing the 
convenience of pilgrims, particularly 
the old, disabled, women and children”. 
And yet someone reportedly close to 
Aparajita Sarangi, the BJP MP from 
Bhubaneswar, filed a PIL against the 
project. Senior administrative officials 
accuse Sarangi of playing politics to 
take the wind out of the BJD’s sails. “If 
Naveen takes all the credit for the beau-
tification of temples, the BJP’s agenda 
to stir Hindu sentiments in Odisha will 
become redundant. The ASI’s delay-
ing tactics seem to be part of a political 
script,” says an official. Moreover, the 
allegation that the ASI was kept in the 
dark doesn’t hold as the DG, ASI, who is 
also an ex officio member of the NMA, 
had visited the sites and met the CM, 
assuring full cooperation. All political 
parties were on board during a presen-

tation in the Vidhan Sabha on February 
27, 2021, and their representatives pres-
ent at the inauguration ceremony along 
with ASI and NMA officials. 

W
hile work at the Jagan-
nath Temple is going 
slow, renovation around 
the Lingaraj Temple has 

come to a halt, with the ASI claiming 
that remains of ancient structures were 
found during digging. “There is a temple 
at nearly every spot around Lingaraj,” 
says Ramachan dra Ratha, a priest. “The 
9th-century Gourishan kar Temple is in 
the middle of a busy thoroughfare. The 
14th-century Teerthes wara Temple is in 
a private courtyard. The Bhab ani Shan-
kar Temple from the same period was 
hidden behind unauthorised shops and 
other buildings. By clearing encroach-
ments, the government has restored the 
beauty and dignity of the temples.” 

The sudden suspension of work has 
led to a new problem. With all shops 
and vendors removed, pilgrims have 
no place to sit and no provision for dri-
nking water. “The stay on renovation 
has multiplied their inconvenience,” says 
Kabu Mishra, a priest at Bhabani Shan-
kar Temple. Accusing ASI of playing 
“temple politics”, Amar Patnaik says: 
“NMA is the overarching body for mon-
uments and everything around them, 
while ASI has to safeguard archaeologi-
cal remains. Sadly, ASI is going beyond 
its remit and jeopardising pilgrim-relat-
ed development works.” However, Arun 
Malik, ASI’s superinten ding archae-
ologist, Bhubanes war circle, denies he 
was obstructing approvals. “Nothing is 
pending from my end. You have to ask 
[the Delhi authorities about] the delay,” 
he says. “But now that the Supreme 
Court has given the go-ahead, every-
body has to abide by it.” n

“IF NAVEEN TAKES 
ALL THE CREDIT 

FOR TEMPLE 
BEAUTIFICATION, 
THE BJP’S AGENDA 

TO STIR HINDU 
SENTIMENTS HERE 

WILL BECOME 
REDUNDANT,” SAYS 

AN OFFICIAL  

LINGARAJ 
TEMPLE, 

BHUBANESWAR

ESTIMATED COST OF THE EKAMRA CONSERVA-
TION PLAN FOR LINGARAJ AND OTHER TEMPLES 
IN THE VICINITY SUCH AS MUKTESHWAR AND 
ANANTA VASUDEV. IT ENVISAGES RENOVATION 
OF WATER BODIES AND CREATION OF CORRIDORS 
AROUND THEM. ALSO A HERBAL GARDEN, THE 
FIRST OF ITS KIND IN THE TEMPLE CITY
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shrunk to barely 5-10 metres at several 
places. There was a Sulabh complex 
outside the temple, but no washrooms 
in the compound. “Elderly priests used 
obscure corners of the temple to attend 
to nature’s call,” says an official associ-
ated with the renovation work.

“The ambience of the entrance gates 
was anything but spiritual. Pilgrims 
had to walk barefoot on a stretch lit-
tered with garbage,” says Puri resident 
Bibhu Mishra. The problems had been 
there for a long time, but the govern-
ment seems to have woken up to them 
only after the BJP’s rise as the principal 
Opposition in the state and its perfor-
mance in the 2019 Lok Sabha election.

T 
he Odisha government has 
opened its purse strings for at 
least a dozen other temples, 
including Samaleshwari 

Temple in Sambalpur, Ma Sarala 
Temple in Jagatsinghpur, Biraja Temple 
in Jajpur, Tara Tarini Temple in Gan-
jam, Ma Chandi Temple in Cuttack and 
Neela Madhaba Temple in Nayagarh. 
Besides, the heritage crematorium in 
Puri spread over 1.2 acres has been 
taken up for beautification for the first 
time at a cost of Rs 6 crore. Grand plans 
are also under way for widening the 
approach way of both the 11th-century 
Lingaraj Temple in Bhubaneswar and 
the 13th-century Sun Temple in Konark 
by evicting hawkers and removing 
unauthorised constructions. 

 Work for the SMPP and at Lin-
garaj could begin at lightning speed 
because of a comprehensive relief and 
rehabilitation (R&R) package. Those 
who lost dwelling units of 50 sq. m (538 
sq. ft) area were given three options: a 
one-time assistance of Rs 30 lakh or 
a dwelling unit of 520 sq. ft area or a 
1,000 sq. ft plot in the proposed R&R 
colony within 1.5-2 km from the temple 
complex. Displaced families opting for 
accommodation in the R&R colony 
were entitled to a transportation cost of 
Rs 50,000 annually and Rs 10,000 as 
monthly rental assistance for a year till 
their houses were ready. Those who lost 
their shops were given alternative units 

in prime locations close to the temple 
complex and got an assistance of Rs 
60,000 to Rs 1.8 lakh during the transi-
tion period. Evicted street vendors got a 
one-time assistance of Rs 30,000. 

Land acquisition began in Novem-
ber 2019 and the eviction exercise was 
completed by the time the final mas-
terplan got the green signal from the 
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could then see the temple’s boundary 
wall from a distance, while the facade 
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SPEEDBREAKERS 
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An affidavit submitted by the ASI 
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“Works such as toilets, drains, electrical 
wires do not fall within the definition of 
construction...[and] can be carried out 
even in the prohibited area,” it said. The 
ASI had reservations over a reception 

counter planned within the 75-metre-
wide corridor. Even the ASI’s director 
general, who was on an inspection in 
Puri and Bhubaneswar on February 21, 
2022, mentioned that the “proposed 
amenities are required for devotees and 
as agreed this may be allowed”.
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“the sole objective of increasing the 
convenience of pilgrims, particularly 
the old, disabled, women and children”. 
And yet someone reportedly close to 
Aparajita Sarangi, the BJP MP from 
Bhubaneswar, filed a PIL against the 
project. Senior administrative officials 
accuse Sarangi of playing politics to 
take the wind out of the BJD’s sails. “If 
Naveen takes all the credit for the beau-
tification of temples, the BJP’s agenda 
to stir Hindu sentiments in Odisha will 
become redundant. The ASI’s delay-
ing tactics seem to be part of a political 
script,” says an official. Moreover, the 
allegation that the ASI was kept in the 
dark doesn’t hold as the DG, ASI, who is 
also an ex officio member of the NMA, 
had visited the sites and met the CM, 
assuring full cooperation. All political 
parties were on board during a presen-

tation in the Vidhan Sabha on February 
27, 2021, and their representatives pres-
ent at the inauguration ceremony along 
with ASI and NMA officials. 

W
hile work at the Jagan-
nath Temple is going 
slow, renovation around 
the Lingaraj Temple has 

come to a halt, with the ASI claiming 
that remains of ancient structures were 
found during digging. “There is a temple 
at nearly every spot around Lingaraj,” 
says Ramachan dra Ratha, a priest. “The 
9th-century Gourishan kar Temple is in 
the middle of a busy thoroughfare. The 
14th-century Teerthes wara Temple is in 
a private courtyard. The Bhab ani Shan-
kar Temple from the same period was 
hidden behind unauthorised shops and 
other buildings. By clearing encroach-
ments, the government has restored the 
beauty and dignity of the temples.” 

The sudden suspension of work has 
led to a new problem. With all shops 
and vendors removed, pilgrims have 
no place to sit and no provision for dri-
nking water. “The stay on renovation 
has multiplied their inconvenience,” says 
Kabu Mishra, a priest at Bhabani Shan-
kar Temple. Accusing ASI of playing 
“temple politics”, Amar Patnaik says: 
“NMA is the overarching body for mon-
uments and everything around them, 
while ASI has to safeguard archaeologi-
cal remains. Sadly, ASI is going beyond 
its remit and jeopardising pilgrim-relat-
ed development works.” However, Arun 
Malik, ASI’s superinten ding archae-
ologist, Bhubanes war circle, denies he 
was obstructing approvals. “Nothing is 
pending from my end. You have to ask 
[the Delhi authorities about] the delay,” 
he says. “But now that the Supreme 
Court has given the go-ahead, every-
body has to abide by it.” n
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T H E  N A T I O N  /  W A R  O V E R  I C O N S

The release of Samrat Prithviraj 
reawakens a latent conflict between  

the Gujjars and Rajputs over the  
legacy of the historical  figure

B y  V I N A Y  S U L T A N

The  
Battle for 
Prithviraj 
Chauhan

W hose Prithviraj is he anyway? From the very day—
September 19, 2019, to be precise—that the Akshay 
Kumar-starrer and Yash Raj Films production was 
announced to the day it was released in theatres—on 
June 3—a battle royale was on over the legendary 12th 

century king of the Chamhana or Chauhan dynasty, whose defeat at the 
hands of Muhammad Ghori in 1192 CE at the second battle of Tarain is 
believed to have brought the curtains down on Hindu rule in much of the 
subcontinent. Celebrated as much for his valour as for his daring in rid-
ing away with the enemy’s daughter—Sanyogita, daughter of Jaichand of 
Kannauj—the warrior king’s depiction in the Chandraprakash Dwivedi-
directed film, Samrat Prithviraj, has exercised sections of the Rajput 
and Gurjar communities, and for various reasons.
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The Shri Rajput Karni Sena, 
self-proclaimed custodians of all 
things Rajput, were the first to take 
umbrage, not just with the character 
of the film—a saga of romance more 
than valour—but also its very name. 
Plain Prithviraj was an affront, 
Samrat Prithviraj, as the movie was 
subsequently renamed, was more 
befitting of their icon’s stature. They 
had made the makers of Jodha 
Akbar and Padmaavat bend to 
Rajput will; in March 2020, led by 
national president Mahipal Singh 
Makrana, the Sena once again took 
up cudgels for the Rajput cause and 
marched towards Jamwa Ramgarh, 
where the shooting of the film had 
commenced. Once there, a familiar 
script played out: uproar, sloganeer-
ing and vandalism.

T
he retaliation, though, 
came from another 
quarter. It appeared sur-
reptitiously on Twitter one 

day—May 7, 2021, to be precise—in 
the guise of a hashtag, #Gurjar-
emperorPrithviraj Chauhan. The 
return of fire came only a few hours 
later, hashtagged #Rajputemperor-
PrithvirajChauhan. And thus a new 
battleground opened up on social 
media—Gurjars versus the Rajputs.

Long burnished in Indian history 
text books as a brave Rajput warrior 
whose legendary exploits became the 
stuff of epic poetry, be it Kashmiri 
poet-historian Jayanaka’s Sanskrit 
work Prithvirajvijayammahaka-
vyam or Chand Bardai’s Prithviraj 
Raso penned in the Brajbhasha, 
what has prompted the Gurjars to 
stake this belated claim, several 
centuries later, on the heritage of the 
‘last great Hindu emperor’ in Colonel 
James Tod’s reckoning, the vastness 
of whose kingdom was contained in 
its very name—Sapadalaksha or one 
and a quarter lakh villages? Educa-
tion, if one is to go by Gujjar histo-
rian Jitesh Gujjar, who is associated 

with the Veer Gurjar Mahasabha and 
is leading the battle to reclaim the 
legacy of Rai Pithora, as Prithviraj 
III was also called. “When a comm-
unity starts reading and educating 
itself,” he says, “it realises its past was 
very glorious but was distorted or not 
presented accurately. The community 
then starts asserting itself to rectify 
the wrong portrayal, which is what the 
Gurjars are doing now.”

To buttress his claim, Jitesh 
invokes Jayanaka’s epic, written most 
likely between the first and second 
battles of Tarain, which uses the 
word Gurjaradhipati for Prithviraj’s 
father Someshwar. If the father was a 
Gurjar, would the son not be a Gurjar 
too? He also refers to Bardai’s Raso, 
citing the verse ‘Gurjar ahir as jati 
doi, tin lil lok sake na koi’ to assert 
that the poet is using Gurjar here for 
caste rather than an area the commu-
nity is said to represent.

Raso, whose historicity and schol-
arship remain uncertain and which 
is believed to have been written 500 
years after Prithviraj’s actual reign, as 
Cynthia Talbot, professor of history  at 
the University of Texas, Austin, out-
lines in her 2016 book, The Last Hindu 
Emperor, depicts the Chauhans as one 
of the four Rajput Agnivanshi clans—
the other three being the Pratiharas, 
Parmars and Chalukyas—born of sac-
rificial fire. It’s a view echoed in later 
texts. However, in Jayanaka’s telling of 
the legend of Prithviraj, the Chauhans 
were Sooryavanshis, or descendants of 

“When a commu nity 
starts educating 
itself,” says Jitesh 
Gujjar, “it realises 
its past was glorious 
but not presented 
accurately and 
needs rectification”

T H E  N A T I O N  /  W A R  O V E R  I C O N S

DISPUTED 
LEGACIES
Other historical personalities who are 
claimed by more than one community

EMPEROR ASHOKA
Kshatriya or Kushwaha?
On the birth anniversary of the 
3rd century BCE ruler, the BJP 
assigned the responsibility of or-
ganising a grand celebration at his 
bir thplace in Pataliputra, modern-
day Patna, to Kushwaha leader 
Samrat Chaudhury. Uttar Pradesh 
deputy CM Keshav Prasad Mau-
rya was a special invitee as, apart 

from being a Kushwaha, he also 
has Maurya in his name. Another 
Maurya leader, Keshav Dev, too, 
celebrated the occasion with 
great gusto in UP. "Ashoka was a 
king, so he was called Kshatriya," 
he says. "But we are from the 
same lineage. Our place in the 
varna system changed after we 
took to farming"

RA JA SUHAIL DEV
Pasis vs the Rajbhars 
The Maharaja Suhail Dev Seva Samiti 
claimed that the raja was a Pasi in 
2001. Rajbhars, on the other hand, cite 
the Mirat-e-Masoodi, Abdur Rahman 
Chishti’s biography of Mahmud Ghaz-
ni, to claim that Suhail Dev was from 
the Bhartharu community. A statue, a 
postage stamp and then the founda-
tion stone of a medical college named 
after the warrior, the BJP is doing it all 
to attract the Pasi and Rajbhar votes 

RANA PUNJA
Rajput or Bhil?
The Bhils say he was born in Merpur, near modern 
Udaipur, in Rajasthan. Rajputs say Rana Punja, 
who fought alongside Maharana Pratap,  is de-
scended from the Bhojawat Solanki Rajputs. In the 
past few years, a statue war has erupted in south-
ern Rajasthan, with the Bharatiya Tribal Party, 
the political front of the Bhil Parivar, insisting that 
any reference to the raja say Rana Punja Bhil
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the Sun. However, the family tree drawn 
in the early 12th century inscriptions at 
Sewari mention no link between Cha
uhans and the Sooryavansh; rather they 
are shown to be the children of Indra.

A third view portrays the Chamha
nas as Brahmins. Veteran historian Dr 
Dashrath Sharma in his seminal 1959 
book, The Early Chauhan Dynasties,  
refers to the 1170 CE Bijolia inscription 
of ‘Chahmano’, which talks of ‘Vipra 
Shreevatsagotrebhuta’, suggesting a 
Brahmin origin. A branch of the Chau
hans, the Kayamkhani, are said to be 
Islamic converts. The late 17th century 
text Kayam Khan Raso by Niamat 
Khan Kayamkhani, also talks of Chau
hans as Brahmins. But there is little else 
to substantiate the claim.

The origin story of the Chauhans 
takes an altogether different turn in  
Col. Tod’s Annals and Antiquities of 
Rajasthan. According to him, Chau
hans were Scythians who came to India 
from Central Asia. But then, Col. Tod’s 

compulsions were completely different. 
Portraying all of Rajasthan’s Kshatriya 
dynasties as foreign invaders was a nar
rative that suited the project of British 
colonialism.

But what of the 21st century battle 
over Prithviraj Chauhan? Responding 
to Jitesh Gujjar’s claim that Prithviraj 
was a Gujjar because his father was 
called Gurjaradhipati, Virendra Singh 
Rathore, an IT professional from 
Rajasthan who has written Prithvi-
raj Chauhan: A Light on the Mist in 
History, says: “Someshwar’s maternal 
grandmother was in Patan, Gujarat. 
The word Gurjareshwar or Gurjarad
hipati is used for Jaisingh Siddharaj, 
Someshwar’s maternal grandfather.”

“The word Gurjar,” insists Ma
havir Singh Sarwadi, convenor of the 
Kshatriya Yuvak Sangh, “was used for 
a particular place. Ravana was called 
Lankadhipati, but it does not mean his 
caste was Lanka. Southern Rajasthan 
and northern Gujarat were then called 

Gurjara Desh or Gurjarat, and Gurja
radhipati was the term for the king of 
that land. The castes that came out from 
these parts such as Gurjar Gaur Brah
mins or Gurjar Pratihar Rajputs still 
use Gurjar with their name.” Not letting 
nuance come in the way of his argument, 
Jitesh Gujjar maintains, “It was a tradi
tion till medieval times to name places 
after the ruling dynasties. For example, 
Rajasthan was originally called Rajpu
tana because it was ruled by the Rajputs. 
Accordingly, Gujarat was called Gujjar 
country because it was ruled by the Guj
jars.” And the Chauhans are said to have 
been Pratihara vassals who moved from 
Gujarat to Rajasthan who subsequently 
gained in territory and influence.  

Meanwhile, there is little consensus 
regarding the origins of the Gujjars 
themselves. Colonial historian Vincent 
Arthur Smith in his The Early History 
of India ascribes a blood relation with 
the Huns. Others believe them to be the 
inhabitants of Georgia who blazed a trail 
across central Asia, Iraq, Iran, Afghani
stan and the Khyber Pass to reach Gu
jarat circa the 5th and 6th centuries. Yet 
others believe them to be indigenous to 
the subcontinent. Some went on to claim 
a Brahmin lineage, others a Kshatriya or 
Rajput one through a process of Sanskri
tisation. There are Gujjars among India’s 
Muslims, Sikhs, Christians and, perhaps 
Buddhists, too. In the present day, they 
are mostly concentrated in north India, 
in Jammu and Kashmir and in the states 
of Himachal Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, 
Haryana, Madhya Pradesh, Uttara
khand, Delhi, Rajasthan, Gujarat and 
Maharashtra. They can be upper caste in 
one region, and OBC in another.

However, whether a Gujjar or Rajput 
raja, Prithviraj Chauhan remains an int
eresting character of Indian history and 
a prominent figure in the national icono
graphy alongside such greats as Rana 
Pratap and Shivaji. Samrat Prithviraj, 
though, seems to have run into a spot of 
trouble at the box office. After a disap
pointing opening, on day 5, reports say, 
some shows of the film even had to be 
cancelled for lack of an audience. n

T H E  N AT I O N  /  WA R  O V E R  I C O N S

The Gujjar community is protesting 
the depiction of Prithviraj Chauhan as 

a Rajput icon. His father was called 
Gurjaradhipati. If the father was Gurjar, 
wouldn’t the son be Gurjar too, they ask
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By M.G. ARUN

PRATEEK SHETTY (name 
changed), 29, a junior sales executive 
in a Bangalore-based edutech start-
up, got the shock of his life in early 
May. Over e-mail, he was told his ser-
vices would no longer be required, and 
that he had to put in his papers in the 
next few days. Several of his colleagues 
also received the same message. “We 
were given no explanation as to why 
we were being fired,” says a distraught 
Shetty. Frequent e-mails from his 
seniors did talk about a plunge in sales 

squeeze in an environment marked 
by uncertainty, high cost of funds and 
the growing clamour for more due 
diligence following instances of reck-
less spending and even cases of alleged 
fraud. Media reports point to over 
5,800 start-up employees being axed 
since the beginning of 2022. As the 
start-up sector goes through a phase 
of rationalisation, even unicorns have 
not been spared. This year, edutech 
firms Unacademy and Vedantu have 
laid off 600 and 624 of their staff, 
respectively, while online retailer 
Meesho has laid off 150 workers from 
its grocery business. Pre-owned car 
seller Cars24 has axed 600 staff, and 
cab aggregator Ola has asked 2,100 
staff to leave in the January-March 
period. Furniture start-up Furlenco 
and social commerce platform Trell, 
(the latter is under investor scrutiny 
for alleged financial irregularities), 
have cut their staff, too, by 180 and 
300, respectively. The layoffs in India 
come amidst similar news globally. 
Since April, 20,000 workers have 
reportedly been laid off from tech 
start-ups, mostly in the US. 

WHEN REALITY STRIKES
Until just a few months ago, start-
ups were the toast of the town. From 
cab aggregators to food tech firms to 
online retailers of furniture, fashion 
products or medicines, the new legion 
of start-ups were in hot demand. As 
hordes of youngsters, many of them 
fresh from the country’s prestigious 
professional colleges, sought to give 
wings to their entrepreneurial dreams, 
big money followed suit. A host of 
marquee global investors queued up 
to fund these start-ups. Government 
data says India has seen 60,000 new 
start-ups since 2016 in 56 diff erent 
sectors, employing around 600,000 
people. The country added 14,000 
start-ups in 2021-22, a giant leap 
from just 733 added in 2016-17. Over 
a 100 of them have entered the pres-
tigious ‘unicorn’ club of start-ups that 
command a valuation of $1 billion (Rs 
7,760 crore) or more. Over the years, 

in the weeks before the layoff as Covid 
cases abated and schools and colleges 
reopened. Senior staffers were told to 
reduce costs in various departments, 
but a job cut came as a total surprise. 
“I was not even given a full salary for 
the whole month, and was asked to 
resign within a week,” he says. The Rs 
5 lakh a year salary was just enough 
for him to take care of his retired par-
ents and partly pay for his younger 
brother’s education. Shetty has turned 
to social media now to scout for a new 
job. “I have got a few referrals through 
Twitter, attended some interviews too, 
but haven’t got an offer yet. There are 
fewer jobs in start-ups now,” he says.

Shetty’s plight is among the raft 
of bad news coming in from across 
the start-up spectrum in the form of 
big layoffs as companies face a funds 
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By M.G. ARUN

PRATEEK SHETTY (name 
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and raised interest rates, making 
capital expensive and investors edgy. 
In March, Masayoshi Son, the high-
profile CEO of one of the world’s larg-
est PE investors, SoftBank Group of 
Japan, came under pressure for his 
mercurial investment style that led to 
expensive bets on start-ups across the 
world, including in India. “I promise 
you I’ll be more careful and listen. My 
views do not change, but my behav-
iour becomes a little more careful,” he 
was quoted telling investors during a 
presentation in Manhattan in March. 
But the assurances came a little late as 
the firm’s Vision Fund posted record 
losses of $27.4 billion in 2021-22.

“Earlier, start-ups had leverage 
and everyone was rushing in to invest,” 
says Prashant Choksey, co-founder at 
Mumbai Angels, a firm that invests in 
early stage ventures. “Investors were 
busy signing off term sheets. There 
was a gold rush. But now, the leverage 
has moved from the start-ups to the 
venture capitalists and the PE play-
ers.” Start-ups have suddenly realised 
that there is no one waiting for them 
at the other end. It is not the paucity 
of funds that’s the problem, but the 

these unicorns raised about $90 bill-
ion (around Rs 7 lakh crore) in fund-
ing and have a combined valuation of 
$333 billion (Rs 25.8 lakh crore) by 
industry estimates. India is now in the 
top league of countries with the most 
unicorns, after the US and China. 

But that story seems to be los-
ing its shine now as the sector goes 
through a massive correction. The 
Ukraine war has stoked inflation, 
prodding central banks to raise inter-
est rates to rein it in, leading to more 
costly capital. As money becomes 
more expensive and the geopolitical 
environment gets more uncertain, 
investors are becoming more selective, 
asking a lot more questions than they 
used to and, in some cases, even shy-
ing away from risky businesses they 
would have backed earlier. Start-up 
investments by private equity (PE) 
and venture capital (VC) firms fell by 
half in April to $1.6 billion (Rs 7,760 
crore) on a year-on-year basis, says a 
report from Indian Private Equity and 
Venture Capital Association-EY.

Huge funds were chasing start-ups 
in a market that was flush with liquid-
ity in the Covid years as countries 
resorted to big stimulus measures. 
Covid also gave start-ups the perfect 
opportunity to cash in on a situation 
where physical restrictions were the 
new normal. Online retailers, food 
aggregators and edutech companies 
were among those who benefited the 
most as their models help circumvent 
physical barriers to deliver products 
and services to the consumers’ door-
steps. Valuations of such start-ups 
went through the roof, with the first 
half of calendar year 2021 seeing the 
most action in recent times. Start-up 
funding in the first five months of 
2021 touched a record high of $8.76 
billion (Rs 67,979 crore), almost 
80 per cent higher than the funds 
received in the first half of 2020. A 
few of them, including payments firm 
Paytm, lifestyle retailer Nykaa, insur-
ance aggregator Policybazaar and 
food tech firm Zomato, went on to 
list on the stock markets. They had 

cautious nature of those dealing with 
the funds, says Choksey. “Liquidity is 
available in the market. The system is 
full of money...but it has become cau-
tious,” he says. Some feel investors are 
equally to blame. “I won’t blame the 
start-up founders as much as the VCs 
and PEs who kept pumping in that 
kind of money into these companies 
and expected them to grow at no cost,” 
Nikhil Kamat, co-founder of online 
broking firm Zerodha, said in a tele-
vision interview. His firm is entirely 
bootstrapped—industry jargon for a 
firm that has no external funding.

CAUTION IS THE BYWORD
The present situation gives investors 
a lot more leeway to conduct better 
due diligence—study the business 
models, the path to profitability and 
understand the organisation’s culture 
and integrity of the founders. The 
recent episode concerning Singapore-
based fashion tech start-up Zilingo, 
where the board sacked Indian origin 
co-founder and CEO Ankiti Bose foll-
owing an independent forensic audit 
into complaints of financial irregulari-
ties, has highlighted all that can go 

mixed fortunes, but their listing on the 
exchanges seemed to symbolise a com-
ing of age for Indian start-ups. But 
now the tide has turned.

“We flourished in an environment 
where resources and capital were abu-
n dant,” says Gaurav Munjal, co-fou n-
der and CEO of Unacademy. “But now 
we must change our ways. Winter is 
here.” In a recent letter to staff, Munjal 
said that tech stocks are crashing 
and burning globally due to tighter 
monetary policies and rising interest 
rates. “We are looking at a time where 
funding will dry up for at least 12-18 
months. Some people are predicting 
24 months. We must adapt.”

CHANGING SCENARIOS 
A big reason for the correction has 
been the easing of the pandemic. 
Almost all major economies bar-
ring China have opened up following 
the three debilitating waves of the 
pandemic. China, whose financial 
capital Shanghai was under strict 
lockdown in the past few weeks, has 
eased restrictions to an extent. In 
India, most offices in cities and major 
towns are working at full capacity. 
Even large technology firms like Tata 
Consultancy Services and Infosys are 
thinking of getting most of their staff 
back to work. Schools in some states 
have reopened to a completely offline 
model. With the easing of physical 
restrictions, there has been a bigger 
demand for physical shopping, eat-
ing out and travel. This has dented the 
exceptionally high demand for online 
retail, food and education businesses. 
The edutech business has been par-
ticularly hit. Bangalore-based edutech 
firm Udayy reportedly shut down a 
few days ago, after laying off their 100-
120 staff. “We had enough capital in 
our books, but the business no longer 
made sense in the offline world…cus-
tomer acquisition cost became very 
expensive,” co-founder Saumya Yadav 
said in a media interview.

Yet another reason is the uncert-
ainty surrounding Russia’s war on 
Ukraine, which has stoked inflation 
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and raised interest rates, making 
capital expensive and investors edgy. 
In March, Masayoshi Son, the high-
profile CEO of one of the world’s larg-
est PE investors, SoftBank Group of 
Japan, came under pressure for his 
mercurial investment style that led to 
expensive bets on start-ups across the 
world, including in India. “I promise 
you I’ll be more careful and listen. My 
views do not change, but my behav-
iour becomes a little more careful,” he 
was quoted telling investors during a 
presentation in Manhattan in March. 
But the assurances came a little late as 
the firm’s Vision Fund posted record 
losses of $27.4 billion in 2021-22.

“Earlier, start-ups had leverage 
and everyone was rushing in to invest,” 
says Prashant Choksey, co-founder at 
Mumbai Angels, a firm that invests in 
early stage ventures. “Investors were 
busy signing off term sheets. There 
was a gold rush. But now, the leverage 
has moved from the start-ups to the 
venture capitalists and the PE play-
ers.” Start-ups have suddenly realised 
that there is no one waiting for them 
at the other end. It is not the paucity 
of funds that’s the problem, but the 

these unicorns raised about $90 bill-
ion (around Rs 7 lakh crore) in fund-
ing and have a combined valuation of 
$333 billion (Rs 25.8 lakh crore) by 
industry estimates. India is now in the 
top league of countries with the most 
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environment gets more uncertain, 
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used to and, in some cases, even shy-
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would have backed earlier. Start-up 
investments by private equity (PE) 
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half in April to $1.6 billion (Rs 7,760 
crore) on a year-on-year basis, says a 
report from Indian Private Equity and 
Venture Capital Association-EY.

Huge funds were chasing start-ups 
in a market that was flush with liquid-
ity in the Covid years as countries 
resorted to big stimulus measures. 
Covid also gave start-ups the perfect 
opportunity to cash in on a situation 
where physical restrictions were the 
new normal. Online retailers, food 
aggregators and edutech companies 
were among those who benefited the 
most as their models help circumvent 
physical barriers to deliver products 
and services to the consumers’ door-
steps. Valuations of such start-ups 
went through the roof, with the first 
half of calendar year 2021 seeing the 
most action in recent times. Start-up 
funding in the first five months of 
2021 touched a record high of $8.76 
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80 per cent higher than the funds 
received in the first half of 2020. A 
few of them, including payments firm 
Paytm, lifestyle retailer Nykaa, insur-
ance aggregator Policybazaar and 
food tech firm Zomato, went on to 
list on the stock markets. They had 

cautious nature of those dealing with 
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available in the market. The system is 
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co-founder and CEO Ankiti Bose foll-
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mixed fortunes, but their listing on the 
exchanges seemed to symbolise a com-
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“We flourished in an environment 
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n dant,” says Gaurav Munjal, co-fou n-
der and CEO of Unacademy. “But now 
we must change our ways. Winter is 
here.” In a recent letter to staff, Munjal 
said that tech stocks are crashing 
and burning globally due to tighter 
monetary policies and rising interest 
rates. “We are looking at a time where 
funding will dry up for at least 12-18 
months. Some people are predicting 
24 months. We must adapt.”

CHANGING SCENARIOS 
A big reason for the correction has 
been the easing of the pandemic. 
Almost all major economies bar-
ring China have opened up following 
the three debilitating waves of the 
pandemic. China, whose financial 
capital Shanghai was under strict 
lockdown in the past few weeks, has 
eased restrictions to an extent. In 
India, most offices in cities and major 
towns are working at full capacity. 
Even large technology firms like Tata 
Consultancy Services and Infosys are 
thinking of getting most of their staff 
back to work. Schools in some states 
have reopened to a completely offline 
model. With the easing of physical 
restrictions, there has been a bigger 
demand for physical shopping, eat-
ing out and travel. This has dented the 
exceptionally high demand for online 
retail, food and education businesses. 
The edutech business has been par-
ticularly hit. Bangalore-based edutech 
firm Udayy reportedly shut down a 
few days ago, after laying off their 100-
120 staff. “We had enough capital in 
our books, but the business no longer 
made sense in the offline world…cus-
tomer acquisition cost became very 
expensive,” co-founder Saumya Yadav 
said in a media interview.

Yet another reason is the uncert-
ainty surrounding Russia’s war on 
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wrong. “Limited partners (LPs, who 
arrange and invest capital for a fund) 
are getting wary,” says an investor in 
start-ups. “When the valuation falls 
from $1 billion to zero, it’s just not 
acceptable. The whole incident was 
an eye-opener.” Zilingo’s fall became 
all the more drastic since its inves-
tors included high profile venture 
capital funds such as Sequoia Capital 
of the US and Temasek Holdings of 
Singapore. The company was valued 
at $970 million (Rs 7,529 crore) in 
2019 when it raised $226 million (Rs 
1,754 crore) from these PE firms.

 It is not just the frauds that are 
foxing investors. In general, several 
start-ups tend to spend recklessly on 
promotions, hiring and compensa-
tion and on physical infrastructure, 
all of which bleed them heavily. In a 
highly competitive space, it becomes 
imperative to hire the best talent, and 
spend top dollars doing so. However, 
in some start-ups, the spending beat 
all logic. For instance, some edtech 
companies were offering up to 200 
per cent higher salaries to poach tal-
ent from competitors, say sources. For 
these firms, educators were in high 
demand. However, rather than gauge 
the skills of recruits, they sometimes 
went by the social media presence of 
these educators or how many follow-
ers they had to determine whether 
they were worth the money. “There 
was too much frothing and overvalu-
ation among start-ups,” says Choksey. 
“Most companies were on a path of 
hyper growth and were burning a lot 
of money.” These firms hired a lot of 
people thinking the funds would keep 
coming. But now reality has struck.

A similar concern was the high 
valuation of some of the start-ups, 
which did not match their financial 
performance. Data from Ent rackr 
(which tracks start-ups) says that of 
India’s 100 unicorns, only 18 attained 
profitability in 2020-21, while 57 
are deep in losses. The remaining 25, 
mostly registered in the US or Sin gap-
ore, have not revealed their revenue, 
loss or profit figures, it said. According 
to Entrackr, the top five profitable 

unicorns are Zoho, InfoEdge, Zerodha, 
Five Star and Dream11 with Rs 1,917 
crore, Rs 1,409 crore, Rs 1,122 crore, Rs 
359 crore and Rs 327 crore in profits 
during 2020-21, respectively. In fact, 
when start-ups like Zomato, Nykaa 
and Paytm got listed on the exc h anges, 
their share prices reflected the concerns 
investors had. Paytm has suffered the 
most, with its share price down to one-
third of its issue price. 

THE WAY FORWARD
How long will the pain last and how 
can start-ups navigate these troubled 
waters? Sasha Mirchandani, MD and 
founder of Kae Capital, an investor 
in start-ups, says this is a temporary 
phase. “The start-up story will play out 
for the next 20 years,” he says. “When 
valuations of some firms ran up the way 
they have, a correction was inevitable.” 
According to him, the most prudent 
thing to do at this stage is cut costs. 
Meanwhile, companies that are well 
run, have a convincing business model 
and can show a clear path to profitabil-
ity will continue to get funds. “Start-ups 
need to convince investors that they are 
not another sink-hole,” he adds.

Others say the whole process is 
cyclical in nature, that investors will be 
cautious for awhile, and the market will 
start frothing all over again, maybe in 
six months or a year. But some others 
say the tightening on the funds front 
can go on for at least two years. “This 
is a test for all of us. We must focus on 
profitability at all costs,” says Munjal. 
Unacademy is aiming to make its cen-
tres profitable this fiscal. Apart from 
laying off staff, it has reduced its mar-
keting budget, and has cut unnecessary 
travel and perks to educators.

As a matter of caution, investors 
may now start releasing funds only after 
adding performance milestones, so that 
progress at every stage can be gauged. 
For them, the priority continues to be 
bright and innovative ideas, and how 
large a market the new business can 
address. For now, though, uncertainty 
rules. As an investor in start-ups put it, 
things will go back to normal, it’s just 
that nobody knows when. n
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LEISURE

THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE WAS 
not plasticine when my generation 
read it at school. But, by college, we’d 
begun to play with it like clay, because 
it seemed less of an imported toy. The 
question of irreverence to the Queen’s 
English was catching on when I prac-
tised copywriting. But The Line of 
Mercy by Tarun Tejpal may well be 
the best bedside reading for the eter-
nal Queen Elizabeth II. She’ll be fas-
cinated with the writer’s facility with 
a language she must know better but 
hasn’t dared to make as malleable. 
Every other line of this opus fills the 
reader with wonder at the mind of a 
provincial Chandigarh boy who has 
married his Naipaul with Dostoevsky 
and Marquez with Ferlinghetti to 
create with his bewildering new vo-
cabulary of images a rebellious new 
highway of e e cummings and goings. 
No writer I’ve read has been there in 
language and subject matter.

The story, or rather the cataract 
of stories, are pivoted inside a prison, 
weighted by first-hand research be-
cause destiny and posterity connived 
to lock up Tejpal to excavate out of 
him an epic of woe, spiked with a hu-
mour that laughs aloud at itself. Now 
that 527 pages acquit Tejpal, how will 
the world stand up in bed for a stand-
ing ovation when they read it?

Beyond its soaring scale and 
scope and its masterful prose, what 
may be most impressive about Tej-
pal’s novel is its utter originality. In 
a publishing landscape awash with 
crony-and-commerce-hyped books 
that are tediously banal and deriva-
tive, The Line of Mercy is unlike any-
thing else. Not just in the limited 

sphere of Indian writing, but by the 
widest global standards. I would 
say it is set to be a milestone classic 
of literature—a book that opens up 
new material in dazzling new ways. 
A book that rips out from concealed 
cupboards, the flesh—not the skel-
eton—of lost and buried stories and, 
with the airing of each, unblinkingly 
demands that every reader re-exam-
ine their prejudices, cheap opinions 
and woeful ignorances.

Tracking the debris of broken 
lives and screwball dreams, frantic 
fantasies and desperate schemes, 
Mercy does what only a handful of 
books in every age do: reveal the im-
morality of man-made moralities. 
The Line of Mercy is the work of not 
just a great novelist but also of a 
philosopher, stand-up comic, street-
brawler, insurrectionist, poet and 
bandmaster. And, above all, a lover.

A n obvious triumph is 
that for all the sprawl-
ing grimness of the 
material, the book is 

written in a voice marvellously 
rich with irony, self-mockery, acid 
wit, slapstick scenes, joyous bur-
lesque—as another writer recently 
said about it, there is “more mojo per 
page than people manage in a tome”. 
So, again and again, you find your 
ribs tickled and your heart wrung 
at the same moment. Through ev-
ery tragedy peeps the petticoat of 
farce, and every uniform of pomp 
and propriety has its flies wide open. 
For example, one set-piece, where 
the love-maddened young boy, Bobo, 
meets three drunk labourers late at 
night, has the timeless resonance of 
a Shakespearean aside: comic relief 
conveying cosmic truths.

The novel is littered with such 
scenes. Moments of epiphany, of hit-
ting a mirror, and turning to find 
mirrors everywhere—even in the 
dark. In fact, what is a wonder is how, 
for this thick a book, of 765 pages, 
every line is chiselled to sing. There 

is no fluff, all is resonance, all is meaning. 
The sheer number of notes the book strikes 
would do justice to a symphony. And the 
cast of characters would rock Dickens and 
Fellini back on their heels. From Jogen Jug-
gler to Half-doctor Gomes, Bichchoo to 
Aslam, Godwin to the Phantom brothers, 
the lawyers Falkar and Phalkar, and a score 
more—each could carry a novel, each is a 
window and a metaphor into the ecstatic-
misery of the human condition.

At one point, Tejpal writes: “The land 
of the forsaken is forever marooned in 
an age of iron. Iron iron iron. Cold and 
heavy and clanking. And you feel it and 
you hear it all day. On your hands and in 
your ears… The country inside the iron 
bars was no different from the sales pitch 

of India outside. It was gloriously 
young. It was all jeans and sneakers 
and spiffy hairstyles and swagger… 
Inside the iron bars, it is the old who 
practise servility. The young rule… 
The wasteland of iron bars was also 
the zone of magical thinking... the 
iron sang all the time.” Never once 
does he mention the word ‘ jail’ or 
‘prison’ because that becomes sub-
jective and judgemental.

Tejpal’s imagination is facet-
ed—fertile and furious, conjuring 
up stunning scenes, characters, in-
sights around the man-made uni-
verse of crime and punishment—all 
at a breathless pace—and yet in all 
this frenzy, he repeatedly strikes 
the beautifully slow and languor-
ous note of love, in the preternatural 
romance of Asambhav and Aranya. 
Without declaring it once, the book 
makes it clear that the pure kernel 
inside of so much crime is made of 
urgent love and desire, gone wrong 
or made to go wrong.

T he book pulls off the su-
preme sleight of great 
art—it triggers empa-
thy for every manner 

of beast, even the most wretched. 
In telling stories of the under-
class, the wronged, the wrong-
ing, Tejpal doesn’t write of them, 
he becomes them. Because for 
six long months, he was them, 
only a skin away. The feat of his 
poly phony is stagger ing. He  
inhabits endless skins as if he were 
a djinn—cops, murderers, lovers, 
judges, lawyers—tracking their in-
ner and outer lives with equal in-
sight. The book is peppered with 
aphorisms, wisdom juiced down to 
glittering nuggets, each destined 
eventually to an independent life 
outside of the book, yet embedded 
perfectly inside of it. If you begin 
marking each, you are guaranteed 
a pencil-mangled copy.

Kafka wrote, as his axiom for 
literature, “I think we ought to read 

only the kind of books that wound 
or stab us. If the book we’re reading 
doesn’t wake us up with a blow to 
the head, what are we reading for? A 
book must be the axe for the frozen 
sea within us.” The Line of Mercy is 
that book. For those who get into it, 
it is perhaps the greatest novel of In-
dian literature. And perhaps even 
one of the greatest of our age.

Mercy is a thrilling song of de-
spair—it sings the underclass in all 
their stark realities, in the burden of 
their injustice and deprivations. Tej-
pal demonstrates you need no ketch-
up when the chutney is flowing. He 
has created a magnificent real-life 
opera (all the way to a truly operatic 
finale) that most of the gauche caviar 
writers cannot hope to approach in 
their Covid-asepticised laptops on 
their sterile study tables. Five sea-
sons of an OTT series will flourish 
on these characters—finding wing 
on slushy streets where Asambhav 
and Aranya metaphorically poke 
each other with their umbrellas, ac-
cidentally exchanged, to be caressed 
later in their rival homes in a very 
Bollywood pathos.

With intellectual irreverence 
and bleeding heart, Mercy guides 
literature back into an alliance with 
the wronged. It brutally reminds the 
cosy lot—the sippers of toast and tea, 
of gin and tonic—that they suffer 
only charmed griefs.

This reviewer’s enthusiasm may 
seem excessive to those who haven’t 
read The Line of Mercy yet. But true 
art always sleeps in the promise of 
posterity. It sings of Chaucer and 
Cervantes, Dante and Dostoevsky, 
of Sophocles and Shakespeare, of 
Plato and Proust. With or with-
out any alliteration, it will also 
sing of the un-rusting iron in the 
sentences of the double-barrelled  
Tarun and Tejpal. n

—Aman Nath 
(The writer is an author,  

architectural restorer and  
chairman of Neemrana Hotels)

WITHOUT 
DECLARING IT ONCE, 

THE BOOK MAKES 
IT CLEAR THAT 

THE PURE KERNEL 
INSIDE OF SO MUCH 

CRIME IS MADE 
OF URGENT LOVE 

AND DESIRE, GONE 
WRONG OR MADE 

TO GO WRONG

THE LINE OF MERCY 
by Tarun J. Tejpal 

HarperCollins India 
`899; 768 pages

T “There is a natural chasm 
between the literary and the 
military which only a great  

war can bridge”

“There was no way for  
him to know that literature is 

not a weapon for the conquest 
of the world. It is mainly a 

bomb to explode the self and 
in the atoms of the  

fragments to sift for the 
meaning of first things”

“How did men who had a  
surplus to eat get to make 

laws for men who had  
so little to eat?”

“Indians don’t need facts.  
They need fictions. And the 

most compelling fictions are 
always those that tell of the 

venalities of the good.”

“Long relationships layer and 
deepen by the sharing of vul-
nerabilities. Marriages thrive 

on failings. Couples fit into 
each other in their softness. 

Two bodies of metal can hardly 
lie together in intimacy.”

“Religion understands men 
better than science. Science 
tells us we are an exquisite 

cocktail of chemicals. Religion 
knows men are nothing but 
hope and fear. And both are 

intensely private things.”

“It is a melancholic irony 
that life is short and yet most 

people struggle to fill it”

“Fear—more than age—turns 
muscles into spaghetti”

“Men need to dramatise sor-
row in order to deal with it.”

“More than the world the truly 
great artists need to dazzle 

themselves.”

BOOK  
MARKING

Aman Nath picks lines 
from The Line of Mercy that 

impacted him most
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Svetha Rao, better known 
as Raja Kumari, had had 
enough. For seven years, 
the Indian-American rap-
per, singer, recording art-
ist and Grammy-nominat-
ed songwriter had been 
dealing with the whims of 
record labels. “There was a 
string of men between me 
and the music,” she says. 
“And so many opinions. 
I had one label head tell 
me that Indian girls don’t 
rap. Another said they’ll 
increase the budget for a 
music video if I don’t wear 
a bindi!” Screw this, she 
said, and started God-
mother, her own label.

Through it, she plans 
to support younger 
women artists and pro-
vide a safe space for them. 
The inaugural release on 
Godmother is her new EP, 
appropriately titled HBIC 
(“head b**ch in charge”). 
“It was a statement… it’s 
not like ‘Oh, I’m better 
than anyone’. It’s that 
I’m in control of my life, 
my music, my brand, my 

message. With that came 
such liberation,” she says. 
‘Made in India’, a song on 
the EP, has already made 
waves, thanks in part to 
its striking video featur-
ing Bollywood legend 
Madhuri Dixit. It’s an in-
terpolation of Alisha Chi-
nai’s indipop classic from 
1995—Raja Kumari’s 
version borrows its central 
refrain, the memorable 
chorus melody, around 
which she composes her 
own interpretation. “I 
grew up in America, and 
I would watch this song 
on Saturday mornings. In 
America, there were no 
Indian popstars. When I 
saw her, that really regis-
tered. She was a full-on 
popstar living her best 
life. I’ve always loved this 
song,” she says.

Kumari has, aside 
from her own music, been 
a songwriter for glob-
ally recognised names, 
sharing writing credits 
with the likes of Iggy 
Azalea, Gwen Stefani, 

Taking Charge
M U S IC

With a new EP and her own record label, 
Indian-American rapper Raja Kumari is 
now calling the shots

runs through her work. By her 
own admission, her earlier music 
was more aggressive, but ‘Made 
in India’ features growth and 
acceptance; it’s softer. The foun-
dation remains the same, but 
she’s exploring deeper emotions 
around it. “I rewrote the lyrics 
to make it an anthem for the 
diaspora and the world. There’s 
this talk of how if you’re an 
Indian outside India, you don’t 
understand the culture. But the 
diaspora is also building its own 
culture. I call myself the bridge. 
I want to deal with the duality of 
my existence.”

The music video, co-directed 
by Kumari, features sev-
eral young girls, symbolic of the 
many different lives and faces of 
girls and women in India. Half-
way through, Kumari is joined 
by Madhuri Dixit, whom she 
has known for a while. “Mad-
huri—the great MD!—gave me 
that archetype of how to be that 
beautiful, bubbly Indian woman, 
that sort of grace. Sexy and fun. 
She gave me the archetype of 
who I want to be.” n

- Akhil Sood

Fall Out Boy. She has worked 
in Bollywood. While working 
with Gwen Stefani, she had a 
revelation. “I cannot half-ass my 
music career. I can sit here and 
write songs [for others] forever, 
and people will think that songs 
written by a South Asian woman 
are good enough. But she’s not 
good enough to sing them. It 
ignited in me the feeling that if 
my words are good enough to sell 
millions of records, why can’t I 
do it with my face, my identity, 
my culture?”

A central theme of identity S

 Asha Bhosle Live 
with the Bengal 
Tigers
Shanmukhananda 
Hall, Mumbai
June 25

Perhaps one of the 
greatest living singers 
in India, Asha Bhosle 
will pay tribute to the 
four ‘Bengal Tigers’ 
of Indian music—S.D. 
Burman, R.D. Burman, 
Salil Chowdhury, 
and Hemant Kumar. 
Accompanied by singer 
Shaan and her grand-
son Chintu Bhosle, she 
will sing songs com-
posed by these leg-
ends and share stories 
about each.

 JUSTIN BIEBER
Jawaharlal Nehru 
Stadium, Delhi
October 18

As the country, and 
indeed the world, tries 
its best to move away 
from one kind of fever, 
there’s another one 
approaching: Bieber 
Fever. October sees 
pop music sensation 
Justin Bieber, global 
superstar with hordes 
of fans (and nearly as 

many haters), make 
his return to India for 
a stadium concert 
as part of his Justice 
World Tour.

 NCPA BANDISH: 
A TRIBUTE TO 
LEGENDARY INDIAN 
COMPOSERS
Tata Theatre, Mumbai
July 15

Mumbai’s National 
Centre for Performing 
Arts (NCPA), Mumbai, 
will host a special 
three-day event to 
celebrate 75 years 
of India’s indepen-
dence. Paying tribute 
to some great Indian 
composers of the 
past century, a range 
of well-known art-
ists—Rahul Deshpande 
and Ulhas Kashalkar 
among them—are 
set to perform their 
renowned bandishes.

 SOULMATE: 
SUMMER OF LOVE 
TOUR
The Moonshine 
Project, Hyderabad
June 10

Soulmate have been 
around for nearly two 
decades and yet they 
remain as unstop-
pable and formidable 
as ever. Through 
their music, the band 
explores the essence 
of the blues, the soul 
of the art form, while 
venturing into funk, 
rock ‘n’ roll, R&B, and 
so forth. Holding it 
all together is Tipriti 
Kharbangar’s unfor-
gettable voice. The 
band is touring the 
country as part of its 
‘Summer of Love’ tour.

 SHANKAR 
MAHADEVAN
LADY ANDAL 
SCHOOL 
AUDITORIUM, 
CHENNAI
July 10
 

Shankar Mahadevan 
has done it all. 
Alongside his 
immense popularity in 
Bollywood as a singer 
and composer, the 
maestro seems capa-
ble of pulling off just 
about anything—clas-
sical music or global 
fusion. He takes the 
stage for a concert in 
Chennai in July, where 
he will be accompa-
nied by an orchestra 
and other playback 
singers.

 AMAAN ALI KHAN
Kalamandir,  
Kolkata
June 19

Let the sounds of the 
sarod wash over you 
in this solo recital by 
Amaan Ali Khan, son 
and disciple of the 
great Ustad Amjad 
Ali Khan. Amaan has, 
over the years, made 
his mark in both clas-
sical music and the 
world of popular and 
mainstream music. 
For his performance 
in Kolkata, he will be 
accompanied by Ojas 
Adhiya and Archik 
Banerjee on the tabla.

 BALLY SAGOO
Pyramid Lounge  
and Club,  
Chandigarh
June 25

Having helped  
spearhead the British 
bhangra revolution of 
the ’90s, Bally Sagoo’s 
legacy as a stalwart 
of Punjabi pop music 
is precisely the kind of 
stuff that music  
history is made of. 
As he now shuffles 
between releasing 
music, DJing and run-
ning a record label, 
Sagoo will perform in 
Chandigarh later this 
month for a perfor-
mance that’s bound to 
be memorable. n

- Akhil SoodM
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RAJA KUMARI’S
‘Made in India’ is softer 
than her earlier, more 
aggressive music. The 

foundation remains 
the same, but she’s 
exploring deeper  

emotions around it.
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Svetha Rao, better known 
as Raja Kumari, had had 
enough. For seven years, 
the Indian-American rap-
per, singer, recording art-
ist and Grammy-nominat-
ed songwriter had been 
dealing with the whims of 
record labels. “There was a 
string of men between me 
and the music,” she says. 
“And so many opinions. 
I had one label head tell 
me that Indian girls don’t 
rap. Another said they’ll 
increase the budget for a 
music video if I don’t wear 
a bindi!” Screw this, she 
said, and started God-
mother, her own label.

Through it, she plans 
to support younger 
women artists and pro-
vide a safe space for them. 
The inaugural release on 
Godmother is her new EP, 
appropriately titled HBIC 
(“head b**ch in charge”). 
“It was a statement… it’s 
not like ‘Oh, I’m better 
than anyone’. It’s that 
I’m in control of my life, 
my music, my brand, my 

message. With that came 
such liberation,” she says. 
‘Made in India’, a song on 
the EP, has already made 
waves, thanks in part to 
its striking video featur-
ing Bollywood legend 
Madhuri Dixit. It’s an in-
terpolation of Alisha Chi-
nai’s indipop classic from 
1995—Raja Kumari’s 
version borrows its central 
refrain, the memorable 
chorus melody, around 
which she composes her 
own interpretation. “I 
grew up in America, and 
I would watch this song 
on Saturday mornings. In 
America, there were no 
Indian popstars. When I 
saw her, that really regis-
tered. She was a full-on 
popstar living her best 
life. I’ve always loved this 
song,” she says.

Kumari has, aside 
from her own music, been 
a songwriter for glob-
ally recognised names, 
sharing writing credits 
with the likes of Iggy 
Azalea, Gwen Stefani, 

Taking Charge
M U S IC

With a new EP and her own record label, 
Indian-American rapper Raja Kumari is 
now calling the shots

runs through her work. By her 
own admission, her earlier music 
was more aggressive, but ‘Made 
in India’ features growth and 
acceptance; it’s softer. The foun-
dation remains the same, but 
she’s exploring deeper emotions 
around it. “I rewrote the lyrics 
to make it an anthem for the 
diaspora and the world. There’s 
this talk of how if you’re an 
Indian outside India, you don’t 
understand the culture. But the 
diaspora is also building its own 
culture. I call myself the bridge. 
I want to deal with the duality of 
my existence.”

The music video, co-directed 
by Kumari, features sev-
eral young girls, symbolic of the 
many different lives and faces of 
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way through, Kumari is joined 
by Madhuri Dixit, whom she 
has known for a while. “Mad-
huri—the great MD!—gave me 
that archetype of how to be that 
beautiful, bubbly Indian woman, 
that sort of grace. Sexy and fun. 
She gave me the archetype of 
who I want to be.” n

- Akhil Sood

Fall Out Boy. She has worked 
in Bollywood. While working 
with Gwen Stefani, she had a 
revelation. “I cannot half-ass my 
music career. I can sit here and 
write songs [for others] forever, 
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A central theme of identity S
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have “a strong voice” and not be 
“morally ambiguous”. In the end, 
Bendre wanted there to be “hope”.

Bendre says it was her battle 
with metastatic cancer in 2018-
19 that led to this outlook: “It 
changed the way I looked at 
things,” she says. “Recovering to 
a degree where I could work took 
time.” Then Covid-19 struck. Ben-
dre had begun reading scripts, 
but she wasn’t enjoying what was 
coming her way. “It’s not that I 
wanted the show to be all about 
me,” she says. Broken News also 
features Jaideep Ahlawat, who 
heads a rival news channel, and 
Shriya Pilgaonkar as an intrepid 
reporter.

Getting back into the groove 
of being an actor took time. 
Lines—a lot of them—had to be 
learnt, and there was a whole new 
way of working she had to accli-
matise herself with. “There were 
a lot of butterflies in the stomach; 
nervousness in a good way,” says 
Bendre when recalling her first 
day on set. “Interestingly, Vinay 
made me do a difficult scene for 
my first shot. After we finished, I 
calmed down. By the end of day 
one, I was enjoying it.”

So, did she watch primetime 

news coverage to prepare for the 
part? “I am still more of a reader 
of news than a watcher. I have 
been avoiding anything that gets 
my blood pressure up,” she says 
with a smile. Qureshi, she adds, 
is not modelled on anyone. “She 
is an amalgamation of various 
people you see,” says Bendre. 
“Broken News is not just about 
the media. We are not judging 
anybody. It holds a mirror to 
society. It tells you there is always 
time to make a U-turn and learn 
something.”

Bendre’s own learning shines 
through the books she recom-
mends on her Instagram profile 
under the hashtag ‘#SBCBoo-
kOfTheMonth’. Her last book 
suggestion was the recently re-
leased December in Dacca by K.S. 
Nair. “True education is travelling 
and reading. If you can’t afford to 
travel, then reading is the cheap-
est way to travel,” she says. “It is 
great for understanding society 
and to get to know people.” With 
social media, Bendre feels she 
can say things her way. “My real 
side has come out,” she says. “It 
has changed the way I have been 
received and perceived.”n

—Suhani Singh 

When Sonali Bendre saw 
her peers shine in web 
shows (Sushmita Sen in 
Aarya, Madhuri Dixit in 
The Fame Game, Raveena 
Tandon in Aranyak), she 

says she felt no real fear 
of missing out (FOMO). 
“There was a lot of stuff 
I didn’t want to do,” she 
says. As she kept herself 
busy with judging TV 
reality shows, she waited 
for the right acting gig. It 
finally came with the role of 
Amina Qureshi in the series 
Broken News (premiering 
on Zee5 on June 10), an 
adaptation of UK TV show 

Returning to acting after seven years, 
Sonali Bendre has found in Broken 
News the hope she craves

O T T

Press (2018). The Indian 
version, directed by Vinay 
Waikul (The Test Case, 
Aranyak), transfers the 
drama from a print news-
room to a TV news studio.

After a hiatus of nearly 

seven years, Broken News 
ticked all the boxes Bendre 
had in mind for her come-
back. The show, most sig-
nificantly, wasn’t “dark”, a 
genre she wanted to avoid. 
Her character needed to 

LEISURE

BROKEN NEWS WASN’T ‘DARK’, A 
GENRE BENDRE WANTED TO AVOID. 
HER CHARACTER HAD A ‘STRONG 
VOICE’ , SHE WANTED TO HAVE ‘HOPE’

W

T heatre director 
Anamika Haksar 
is fascinated by 

dreams. So, when it came 
to writing her debut feature 
film, Ghode Ko Jalebi 
Khilane Le Ja Riya Hoon, 
writing a story with fictional 

characters wasn’t enough. 
She wanted the people of 
old Delhi to tell her not just 
their personal histories 
but also their dreams. “It 
is when you know of their 
dreams that you get into 
their psyche and know of 

their subconscious worries 
or joys,” says Haksar. 

Haksar put together her 
repository of dreams with 
the help of a questionnaire, 
one that also touched on 
fears and ‘what-if’ situa-
tions. Shot in 2015-16 and 

set in old Delhi’s Shah-
jahanabad, Ghode Ko… 
is a film where the lines 
between the real and the 
surreal are blurred. Here 
you see characters flying 
on a carpet over the old city, 
dead bodies floating, street 

musicians performing with 
western classical artists.  
After touring more than 35 
international festivals, the 
independent drama releases 
on June 10 in select theatres. 

Though she had no inter-
est in directing a film, Haksar 
says it was old Delhi  —a place 
she’s familiar with—that made 
her want to put together 
a screenplay. “There is a 
multi-layered quality to old 
Delhi—multiplicity of cultures, 
communities and histo-
ries—that I felt only cinema 
can best capture,” she says. 
“Yes, there’s lot of difficulty, 
struggle and drudgery, but 
there’s also so much love, life 
and laughter and dignity in 
each person.” In Ghode Ko..., 

Haksar shows us the area 
through varying perspec-
tives—a pickpocket (Ravindra 
Sahu), a guide conducting 
heritage walks (Lokesh Jain), 
a loader-activist (K. 
Gopalan) and 
a street food 
vendor 
(Raghubir 
Yadav).

Working 
with theatre 
actors and 
also amateurs, 
Haksar’s stage 
approach seeps into her 
maiden feature. She jumps 
between genres—magic re-
alism, documentary, real sto-
ries, dark comedy and dream 
narration—while interspers-

ing Urdu poetry with facets 
of Delhi history. Though 
the canvas she paints is 
abstract and humane, it is 
one that can be demanding 

for viewers to follow. 
What helps is that 

Ghode Ko... shows 
on screen a Delhi 
that is rarely 
seen. The capi-
tal’s underbelly is 

beautifully shot by 
cinematographer 

Saumyananda Sahi 
whose earlier credits 

include the award-winning 
Eeb Aaley Oo (2019).

Subtlety is Haksar’s 
biggest strength. In one 
scene, she showcases the 
“underlying tension that 

exists between two com-
munities” in an area where 
diverse cultures are known 
to co-exist. In another, she 
highlights how exploitative 
tourism in marginalised areas 
can be as a Seva Kutir bus 
comes to clean up an area 
where beggars live.

Haksar held on to her 
passion project for over three 
years despite many asking 
her to take the OTT route for 
release. But like all true-blue 
theatre practitioners, she 
was stubborn. “I wanted 
to take the film to the very 
people—the migrant labour-
ers, the pickpockets, the 
vendors—who are part of it,” 
she says. “It is their film.” n

—Suhani Singh

F I L M 

As she moves from stage to screen, 
director Anamika Haksar blurs the 
lines between real and surreal

RUNS LIKE A 
DREAM FLIGHT IN  

OLD DELHI  

Ghode ko Jalebi  

Khilane Le Ja  Riya 

Hoon is releasing 

on June 10 in select 

theatres
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between Blanc—the French word for 
‘white’, which summarises the theme 
of that dining area—and Rose Bar, a 
space with garish red lighting and silver 
seats that are reminiscent of a 1980s 
supervillain lair.

There’s a private dining area—
‘Verde’ (French, again, for ‘green’), and 
on the floor above, we’re told (these 
areas aren’t open to visitors as yet) will 
be ‘Bawa Bar,’ christened thus to pay 
homage to architect Geoffrey Bawa’s 
tropical aesthetic, and another yacht 
deck-inspired bar, ‘Nautica’. What any 
of these themes have to do with each 
other or the title of the place—‘Neuma’, 
which is Latin for ‘Holy Spirit’—is any-
body’s guess. Even more befuddling 
is a sculpture near the stairs, a figure 
whose head is an amalgamation of soft 
toys in which Pikachu’s face, some-
what controversially, rests between 
Tigger’s legs.

The food, at least, is less mysteri-
ous. Simple titles tell you exactly what 
you’re ordering: ‘butter prawns’, ‘za’atar 
chicken’, ‘watermelon and asparagus 
salad’. The presentation of each dish is 
testimony to Chef Abhinav Sharma’s 
artistry. The Harissa Cauliflower is a 
fantastic blend of flavours and the lamb 
shank is cooked to perfection. The avo-
cado toast is pretty, if ordinary. Only 
one dish really disappoints: the ‘potato 
boulangère’, which, though tasty, is a 
portion of glorified aloo-tuk drizzled 
with mild chutney.

It doesn’t seem to matter much 
anyway. Certainly, the ladies lunching 
there didn’t seem too concerned about 
the influences that may have shaped 
the menu or the design of the place. 
They weren’t there to spot celebrities 
either; they just seemed glad to have a 
new place to dine at after being home-
bound for so long. Would they return, 
though? Some, who made a beeline 
for “Karan Johar’s new restaurant” as 
soon as it opened, told this reporter 
they felt it was expensive, but ordi-
nary—like that avocado toast—mean-
ing seconds are out of the question. 
“Bombay spoils you for choice,” as one 
patron put it. Evidently, Karan Johar’s 
superhit formula doesn’t extend to 
restaurants just yet. n

—Anjana Vaswani
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the presentation 
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testimony to chef 
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artistry

Does the stamp of celebrity translate into serpentine 
queues for a restaurant? Neuma, Karan Johar’s 

new venture in Colaba, helps us with some answers

he restaurant business is 
tough. And when you aim to 
replace a much-loved proper-
ty, comparisons are inevitable. 
No wonder then that the 
gorgeous colonial bungalow 
that housed Rahul Akerkar’s 
Indigo has remained vacant 

since the restaurant closed down in 2018. Finally, 
there was some excitement when news came in some 
weeks ago that filmmaker Karan Johar had taken 
over the Mandlik Road space to open a restaurant of 
his own, but, predictably, it was impossible to get a 
table at Neuma for the first couple of weeks—it’s still 
virtually impossible (but that’s also because no one 
ever answers their phone).

Decorated by architect Ashiesh Shah, the restau-
rant is pretty, in parts. But it’s also divided in distinct 
sections, for some reason, with no unifying theme. 
The Garden Bar, Sun Porch and Courtyard, the cen-
tral dining room, share a minimalist aesthetic, but 
the other rooms here seem completely disconnected 
to these three. The Courtyard, with its striking black-
and-white flooring and sparse decor, is sandwiched 
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her that when she was a little 
girl, saying she’d grow up to be 
another Mimi Rogers. Much 
talked about since the place 
opened, Chef Hari Nayak’s menu 
includes familiar options—mut-
ton cutlet, Awadhi gosht korma, 
halwa and Rajasthani jungle 
maas—but also dishes aimed at 
pleasing the American pal-
ate like butter roasted oysters, 
Gruyere cheese dosa and bur-
rata tikka masala.  
One of the most popular items 
here is the vada pav, which, New 
Yorkers are busy savouring for 
$14. i.e., Rs 1,086!

ing Insta-worthy pictures with 
the actor and/or her star friends. 
The tasteful interiors of the 
restaurant were an added perk. 
Almost two years after its launch, 
the restaurant is still packed. 
Ask regular patrons and they’ll 
tell you what the secret sauce 
is: great food (and good music). 
Whether it’s the teriyaki chicken, 
salmon carpaccio, the tuna poke 
bowl, the choice of cocktails or 
the selection of unusual desserts, 
nothing disappoints at Bastian.

I n March 2021, Priyanka 
Chopra Jonas joined the 

elite list of celebrities-turned-
restaurateurs with the launch 
of her luxurious Indian restau-
rant, Sona, in New York. Though 
the property doesn’t showcase 
any PC memorabilia, a private 
dining area within the sprawl-
ing rectangular property has 
been christened ‘Mimi’, because 
Priyanka’s mother used to call 

D id you know singer Asha 
Bhosle has an international 

chain of restaurants that serve 
Indian cuisine? Launched about 
20 years ago, her restaurant 
chain Asha’s has a presence in 
18 cities, including Birmingham, 

G aram Dharam looks 
exactly the way you’d 

imagine Dharmendra’s restau-
rant to. Think a slightly upscale 
dhaba—with bright colours, cy-
lindrical pillows on benches and 
a menu that delivers taste more 

Manchester, Doha, Manama and 
Dubai. Decorated with a modern 
aesthetic that doesn’t hint at the 
owner’s illustrious career, Asha’s 
big attraction is the food. The rec-
ipes come straight from Asha’s 
kitchen (except those from the 
tandoor). Few know that Bhosle 
is a talented chef. As a matter 
of fact, R.D. Burman and Bhosle 
used to compete with each other 
to see who could cook better. 

A ctor Shilpa Shetty’s name 
was a big draw when the 

Worli outpost of Bastian opened 
in 2020, in the gap between 
pandemic-related lockdowns. 
People enjoy the idea of sup-
porting celebrities; plus, there’s 
the adrenaline rush that comes 
with the possibility of captur-

than it does style. Located in 
New Delhi’s Connaught Place, 
Garam Dharam stays true to 
Dharmendra’s image. It’s easy 
to picture the earthy actor 
digging into the Amritsari 
chicken, tawa seekh and shahi 
paneer and washing them 
all down with a glass of lassi. 
While it is starry here for sure, 
the prices, thankfully, aren’t 
sky high. 
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—with Shail Desai

Q. What was 
running through 
your mind before 
the final bout of 
the World Boxing 
Championship? 
Before my final bout, 
I was a bit anxious 
and nervous. But I 
kept myself calm and 
focused. I didn’t let 
feelings overwhelm 
me. I would like to give 
credit to my coaches 
and support staff, 
to my sponsors and, 
most of all, to my 
family for believing in 
me when everyone 
thought I was finished. 

Q. From being 
crowned the 
Junior World 
Champion in 2011 
to becoming World 
Champion this 
month, how would 
you sum up the 
past 10 years in  
the ring?
It was quite a roller-
coaster ride. Winning 
the junior world 
championship was 
a big thing for me. It 
gave me confidence 
that I could make a 
career in boxing. But 
when I had a shoulder 
injury that kept me 
out of the ring for 
almost a year and a 
half, people thought 
boxing was over for 
me. I kept believing in 
myself and worked 
really hard to make 
a comeback. Soon 
after I had won back-
to-back medals, the 
lockdown happened 
in 2020. It was really 
hard to train and keep 
myself fit during the 
lockdowns. Finally, 
2022 started well 
for me—I won gold at 
Strandja Memorial 
and now I’m a world 
champion. 

Q. What is it like 
to be a female 
Muslim pugilist 
in India? 
Initially, it was very 
difficult. I used to 
get a lot of negative 
comments. Even 
my parents faced 
backlash from 
society. People 
would say, ‘Why did 
you put your girl in 
boxing? It’s not the 
right thing to do.’ 
We had to ignore 
such talk and just 
concentrate on  
ourselves. 

Q. MC Mary Kom is a 
senior boxer in your 
weight category and 
she has been your 
challenger on mul-
tiple occasions. Are 
there any lessons 
you have learnt from 
her?
She is my idol. That’ll 
never change. The most 
important thing that I’ve 
learnt from her is the 
hunger to strive for more 
and never settle for 
what we have already. 

Q A

THE 
WORLD 
AT HER 
FEET
Her medal tally makes 
clear that boxer 
Nikhat Zareen, 25, 
is coming into her 
own. After winning 
gold at the Strandja 
Memorial Tournament 
earlier this year,  
she was crowned 
world champion last 
month
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